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Abstract

The concern of this thesis is a performance analysis of certain Markov chain Monte
Carlo algorithms. The performance of Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms in gen¬

eral is determined by the rate of convergence toward stationarity of the Markov chains
involved. There now exists a substantial body of work on this subject and to begin
with a synopsis of "classical" techniques for bounding convergence rate is given. Such
techniques are: coupling, spectral gap, conductance and canonical paths. The focus
then shifts to recent improvements on these techniques followed by sample applica¬
tions: the first one illustrates how the path coupling method simplifies the analysis
of a Markov chain for generating random lozenge tilings. The next example high¬

lights the gains made by average conductance over "classical" conductance for the
bases-exchange walk on balanced matroids. The result for the latter example is ob¬
tained by an inductive argument and is subsequently improved by the use of so-called

logarithmic Sobolev constants. Bounding the logarithmic Sobolev constant is here
achieved by following a decomposition-cum-induction approach. Such decomposi-
tional approaches for analysing Markov chain convergence are another manifestation
of the "divide-and-conquer" paradigm. The thesis concludes with the treatment of a

novel decomposition method and its application to bounding the convergence rate of a

random process on finite, complete d-ary trees.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The focus of this thesis is the treatment of a certain type of randomized algorithm.

Namely, we will be studying instances of the Markov chain Monte Carlo method
(MCMC-method). It is a supplement to the Monte Carlo method, which many read¬
ers might be familiar with, and has over the last 15 years become the subject of ex¬

tensive research, a good overview of which can be found in the following excellent

survey articles by Dyer & Greenhill [40], Jerrum [56], Jerrum & Sinclair [59], Kan-
nan [66], Lovasz [81] and Welsh [115]. The versatility of this method stems from its

two-prongedness: primarily, it is a method for generating random elements of combi¬
natorial structures but in numerous settings it can be extended to a method for approx¬

imately counting the number of elements of combinatorial structures. At the heart of
the Markov chain Monte Carlo method lies the simulation of a Markov chain with a

stationary limiting distribution1. Hence, if the chain is simulated long enough, it is pos¬

sible to sample an element exactly or almost exactly from the stationary distribution.
The proviso of course is to choose a chain whose state space and stationary distribution
coincide with the elements and the distribution one wishes to sample from respectively.

Obviously this approach is vacuous from a practical point of view if the rate of conver¬

gence towards stationarity is slow. Nowadays, there are numerous techniques available
for pinning down the rate of convergence. Here, our concern is to demonstrate how

'For those unfamiliar with Markov chains, an informal explanation is given later in this chapter. A
formal, comprehensive description will be given in chapter 2 or read a book, for example Durrett [35],
Norris [98] or Grimmet & Strirzaker [44].
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

induction, in conjuction with already known techniques (first and foremost decompo¬
sition) proves to be successful in tackling the problem of bounding convergence rate.

To better understand the problems arising when analysing Markov chain Monte Carlo
methods we will embark on a short journey through its history, which will take up most
of the remainder of this introduction.

Originally, the Markov chain Monte Carlo method was introduced by Metropolis
et al. [90] to overcome shortcomings of the classical Monte Carlo method. Before we

address these weaknesses (computationally speaking) of the Monte Carlo method, let
us have a closer look at how it works. At the core of the Monte Carlo method is the law

of large numbers (in one of its many guises). The most commonly used example appli¬
cation of the Monte Carlo method is approximate integration: Suppose that g is a con¬

tinuous function from [0,1] to E. The (Riemann-) integral of g is given by /J g(x) dx.
If X is a continuous, real-valued random variable uniformly distributed over [0,1], then
this integral equals the expectation E[g(X)] of X. Obviously we are only interested in
this quantity if the expectation actually exists. Now, let X\,...,Xn be n independent

samples of X. According to the strong law of large numbers ^E"=i g(Xi) E[g(X)]
almost surely if n -» °o. Thus to approximately integrate g, we only have to take enough

samples of the random variable X.

The principle of the Monte Carlo method seems simple enough. However, from
a computational point of view it can be seriously flawed in two ways. First, there
are cases where it might be necessary to take exponentially many samples before the
Monte Carlo method will yield any useful information, which renders it useless for

practical purposes. The second problem is the procurement of samples: Is it always

possible to obtain samples? Or to put it differently: Does there always exist a sampling

procedure? Our intention here is not to answer this question in the affirmative or neg¬

ative in all generality. But what we are going to do is to offer a viable way to generate

appropriate samples. Our way of obtaining samples will be via Markov chains and
the term Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm applies to every Monte Carlo algorithm
that uses Markov chains to generate samples.

Bringing in Markov chains has proven to be a successful way to tackle both of
the above problems and often it is the only method known to deliver. To highlight
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both problems and how Markov chains can help, we address the problem of approx¬

imating the volume of d-dimensional convex objects. Suppose we are dealing with
two-dimensional space and wish to know the area of the unit disk, i.e. disk of radius 1.
The Monte Carlo approach to estimating its size would be to circumscribe a square

of side length 2 around it and carry out what is commonly called "dart throws" at the

square, i.e. take points from the square uniformly at random. Since uniformly sam¬

pling from the square is straightforward (that is if samples are taken from a discrete

space, sampling from continuous spaces case is more involved) and computing the size
of the square is trivial, the ratio of the darts in the disk to the darts within the square

will be an estimation of the disk's size. Notice that, by a reversal of roles, we could use

the reciprocal of the ratio to estimate the size of the square in terms of the size of the
disk. This method works fine in lower dimensions. However, for higher dimensions
the volume of a (hyper-) ball, i.e. a ball of dimension d > 3, is [109]2: p^^+i) an<^
hence (using Stirling's formula) the ratio of the volumes of (hyper-) cube, i.e. a cube
of dimension d > 3, to (hyper-) ball deteriorates exponentially in the dimension like

which means that on average we will have to wait exponentially long before a dart
lands within the ball. Conversely, the ratio of the volumes of a ball to an inscribed
cube will explode exponentially. Thus, we must rule out this naive Monte Carlo ap¬

proach for solving the problem efficiently. A more careful argument, nonetheless,
salvages the Monte Carlo method approach to this problem. For a convex body K that
allows two non-zero spheres, one inscribed in and the other encompassing the body —

which is obviously the case for cubes — Grotschel, Lovasz and Schrijver [47] gave a

polynomial-time linear transformation of K into a "well-rounded" body, i.e. one that
contains the unit ball with the origin in the centre and is contained in a concentric ball
of radius \fd(d-\-1), when d is dimension. By abuse of notation let K subsequently

2Note that this formula holds for both even and odd dimensions d since the Gamma-function T (x)
(see e.g. [12]) is defined as

it*/2 Jm"
IW2+l)2«~v^^2rf<<'

and has the property T(x) T (x+ ^) = ^rrF(2x) forx > 0 and T(n + 1) = n! for n£N.
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be the linearly transformed body. We continue by constructing a sequence of concen¬

tric balls So, • • - iBk such that Bo is the unit ball, B\ the ball of radius \fd [d + 1) and
ball Bi is entirely contained in ball Bj for /' < j. We choose 5/ to have radius
which guarantees that the ratio of the volumes of 5,+ i to B, is at most 0(1). Notice
that So = So fl K C Si D K C ... C B^ fl K = K. As the radius of So is known, the ratio

of the volumes of K and So can be computed by the telescopic product

voi(g) fivoiornft+i)
VoKBo) fl Vol(XnBi) ' '

In contrast to the ratio on the left-hand side (lhs) of (1.1), which can be exponentially
small for the reason given above, the ratios on the right-hand side (rhs) of (1.1) cannot

be greater than a constant. This, together with the fact that k = log d \fd(d + 1)
d— 1

is polynomially bounded in d, implies that the rhs of (1.1), and thus the lhs of (1.1),
can be estimated by a number of samples polynomial in d. In principle it is therefore

possible to efficiently estimate the volume of K using the Monte Carlo method. In

practice however this is where a pure Monte Carlo approach badly forsakes us and we

are forced to bring in Markov chains; for as yet the only way known to sample from
convex bodies is by using Markov chains.

One such Markov chain we could adopt is the following co-ordinate walk on a d-
dimensional hyper-grid of edge-length §: If the current state is some grid point x,

choose one of the 2d co-ordinate directions uniformly at random and move to the

neighbouring grid point if it lies within some convex body, say A. If it does not,

stay at x (membership of A can for example be decided by an oracle). This walk
is potentially ill-behaved: it may not converge very quickly for general convex sets,

it may even be unconnected, since A might have sharp corners, so that a grid point
contained in A is unreachable from others in A by the prescribed moves. However, if
A is well-rounded (as is the case for the K n5, 's above) and S not too large, then Dyer,
Frieze and Kannan [38] have shown that the above co-ordinate walk is rapidly mixing.
Their algorithm can be used to estimate the volume of well-rounded, d-dimensional
convex bodies and their analysis addresses many difficult technical details we chose to

omit here.

For those unfamiliar with Markov chains, roughly speaking a Markov chain is a
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random process that is defined on a set of states and makes moves from one state to

another in accordance with predetermined transition probabilities (the collection of all
transition probabilities of a Markov chain is often referred to as the transition kernel
or short kernel). Usually, we define a probability distribution on the set of states. This
distribution indicates the probability of the chain being in any one particular state. In
most cases these probabilities are not invariant under the transitions of the chain, i.e. the

probability of being in a certain state changes with every move of the Markov chain.
Nonetheless, there are distinguished probability distributions that remain unchanged
under the transitions of the chain. These are called stationary distributions. In short,
if a Markov chain is in stationarity, the probability of being in a certain state stays the
same as the chain evolves.

The Markov chain Monte Carlo method exploits the property that using a

"Metropolis-Hastings kernel", for example, a Markov chain can be made to converge

towards almost any desired stationary distribution. In other words, for such a chain the

probability of being in a certain state will be stationary after sufficiently many steps.

Hence, in order to obtain appropriate samples all we have to do is to devise a Markov
chain such that its stationary distribution is exactly the distribution we want to sample
from, and to ensure that the chain converges towards it. This sampling technique was

first used by Metropolis et al. [90] in 1953 and further studied by Hastings [51] in
1970. While the Markov chain Monte Carlo method lets us generate samples, it comes

with a cost: Can we make any predictions on how long it will take until the chain is
close to the stationary distribution? And how do we measure closeness to stationarity

anyway? We shall return to these questions in section 2.1.

So far, we described how the Markov chain Monte Carlo method is primarily a

sampling procedure. In the mid 1980's the method was given a new twist when it
was applied to counting problems. Counting problems can be viewed as extensions of
existence problems. An existence problem asks whether a specific problem has any

solutions; probably the most well-known representative of this class of problems is
SAT, the problem of deciding whether a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form
is satisfiable. The corresponding counting problem is #SAT, where we are interested
in the total number of satisfying assignments. Generally speaking, when dealing with
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counting problems we are interested in the number of solutions of a given problem
instance. As can be seen from the example of #SAT, in most interesting cases of

counting problems the solution spaces will be exponential in the input size and the
existence of efficient deterministic counting algorithms highly unlikely. We therefore
have to turn to approximate solutions.

The first attempts to analyse Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms for approx¬

imating counting problems in a theoretical computer science context were made by
Broder [16] and Jerrum, Valiant and Vazirani [63], Broder analysed an algorithm for

approximating the number of perfect matchings of what he called a dense graph. How¬
ever, his analysis was slightly flawed and a correct analysis of the algorithm was sub¬

sequently provided by Jerrum and Sinclair [58], In contrast to Broder's work, the
result by Jerrum et al. proved the equivalence of almost uniform sampling and approx¬

imate counting for self-reducible problems. The terms approximation, almost uniform

sampling and self-reducibility might require some explanation. The notion of random¬
ized approximate counting goes back to Karp and Luby [69]. Let / : E* —> N, where
X is some countable alphabet, be a counting function: for example, if x £ X* were

the encoding of a simple, undirected graph, then f(x) could be the number of perfect
matchings of x.

Notation 1.0.1 IfX is an alphabet and x 6 X*, then |x| denotes the length of x.

Definition 1.0.2 A randomized approximation scheme for f is a randomized algo¬
rithm A that for all inputs (x, e) £ X* x R+ produces an output A (x, e) such that

P ; 1 + e) -:1 f (x) < A (x, e) < (1 + 8) f (x)} > 3/4.

Such a scheme is called polynomial if the running time ofthe algorithm is polynomial
in |x|; it is called fully polynomial if the running time is polynomial in both jxj and 1/e.

Informally, a randomized approximation scheme is a randomized algorithm that will
with arbitrarily high probability return a result deviating from the correct value by no

more than a given approximation guarantee. The value 3/4 in definition 1.0.2 is arbi¬
trary since it was shown in [63] that it can be replaced by any value in the range [3/4,1).
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Now assume that R C Z* x Z* is a binary relation on some countable alphabet Z.

Continuing with our example from above, we could let a pair (x,y) be in R if x denotes
a simple, undirected graph and y a perfect matching in x. In general, R encodes a

problem, x a problem instance and (*,y) £ R if and only if y is a solution to x. The
set R{x) = {y £ Z* | (*,y) £ R} contains the solutions of x given R.

Definition 1.0.3 A randomized algorithm A is an almost uniform sampler for a rela¬
tion R C Z* x E* if and only if there exists a function cp : Z* —> (0,1] such that for all

inputs (*, e) £ Z* x to A andfor all words y £ Z*

(x,y) (£ R => F [A outputs y] = 0,

(*,y) £ R =$■ (1 + e)_1 cp(*) < P [A outputs y] < (1 + E)cp(*)

and for all inputs (*, e) such that R(x) d)

P \A outputs some y] > 1/2.

Notice that ifA produces an output y, then necessarily y £ R (x). An almost uniform
sampler is fully polynomial if the running time is polynomial in |x| and log( 1 /e).

This means an almost uniform sampler is a randomized algorithm that given some

input will with arbitrarily high probability return a sample chosen almost uniformly at

random from the possible solutions of that input. Jerrum, Valiant and Vazirani's [63]
seminal result is that for self-reducible, deterministically polynomial-time checkable

problems there exists a fully polynomial randomized approximation scheme if and only
if there is a fully polynomial almost uniform sampler. The concept of self-reducibility
was first introduced by Schnorr [106] in 1976. His definition is as follows:

Definition 1.0.4 Let Z be an alphabet andfor x £ Z* let |x| be the length ofx. A binary
relation R onZ* x Z* is (polynomial time) self-reducible if there exist polynomial time

computable functions I : Z* —» N, \\f: Z* x Z* —>■ Z* and ct : Z* —> N such that

(SRI) l(x) £ 0(|x|) and (*,y) £ R => |y| = l(x) and:
R (*,yi • • -yi(X)) = R (v (*,yi ■ ■ ■y<j(x)) ■ • -y/w)

(SR2) a(*) £ 0(log|*|) and l(x) > 0 =>• a(*) > 0
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(SR3) |\|/(x,w)| < |x|.

N.B.: The result by Jerrum et. al. still holds if l{x) G 0(|jc|) in (SRI) is relaxed to

l(x) G 0(|x|CK) where cr is a constant depending on R. Call this relaxation (SRI)'.
There are several ways to make self-reducibility more intuitively comprehensible.

In [63] and [111] self-reducibility is described as the property that the solution set of
an instance of a problem can be expressed as the direct union of the solution sets of
smaller instances of the same problem. This conception is founded on the follow¬

ing interpretation of (SRI): if y is a solution of x, then it is possible to take (and
remove) a prefix of y of length o(x) and use it to derive from x a new (shorter) in¬
stance, namely \|/ (x,yi.. .yCT(.r)), such that the remainder of y is a solution of the new
instance \|/ (x,yi.. .ya(x)). Condition (SRI) encapsulates the core idea underlying self-
reducibility and the meaning of (SRI) becomes much clearer when computations of
a Turing machine are considered: Suppose that R is decidable by a deterministic Tur¬

ing machine Mr such that (x,y) G R means Mr accepts input (x,y). For the sake of
argument suppose further that Mr always reads the entire input (x,y) before it ac¬

cepts or rejects and that the computation of Mr on (x,y) proceeds in two stages: first
Mr "reads" the problem instance x, then, in the "checking phase", Mr checks if y

is a solution to x. Let us call the parameter y the argument and call the sequence

of configurations of the Turing machine during the checking phase for some argu¬

ment y the trace of y. Observe that for every problem instance x there is a bijection
between traces and arguments. Appealing to the bijection between arguments and
traces but utterly disregarding the semantical difference between them, assume from
now on that y is a trace (i.e. the argument in the input (x,y) is being replaced by a

trace) and that Mr can interpret this modified input. If Mr is given this (modified)

input, the parameter y "hijacks" Mr in the checking phase and instructs Mr explic¬

itly how to carry out the rest of the computation. Now, given an instance x and a

trace y let \|/ (x,yi.. -ycrfx)) encode a problem instance which (implicitly) reflects the
first g(x) steps of the checking phase of Mr on input (x,y) such that by reading the
problem instance (x,yi.. .ycipc)) the machine Mr is "fast-forwarded" to the a (x) + 1-
th step of the checking phase of Mr on (x,y); informally, regard the computation of Mr
on (t|/ (x,yi.. - ycr(jc)) >%)+! • • A/(x)) as resuming a computation ofMr on (x,y) which
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was interrupted after the a(x)-th step of the checking phase. It is obvious that Mr ac¬

cepts (x,y) if and only if Mr accepts (\|/ (x,yi.. .yaU)) ,yCTW+i.. • }>/(*))•
We stress that the above is only intended to shed some light on the principal idea

behind self-reducibility and that the complexity issues arising in (SR2) and (SR3) have
not been addressed. However, in the appendix a similar line of reasoning will be used
to show that for every problem p in NP there exists an encoding under which Rp, the
relation characterizing p, is (polynomial time) self-reducible.

As an example of self-reducibility consider the problem of finding perfect match-

ings in a graph. Let x encode a graph and y a subgraph of x, then R{x,y) denotes that y

is a perfect matching in x. Suppose that p is a Turing machine deciding R. Essentially,
a trace of y in /x indicates in which order the edges of the matching y are chosen. Hence
a prefix of a trace will correspond to a subset of the edges of the matching y. With this
in mind, we can regard \j/ (x,yi.. •>'a(x)) as an encoding for finding a perfect matching,
which contains the edges yi,.. .,yCT(;t)> 'n x- Notice that this is equivalent to finding
a perfect matching in the subgraph of x obtained by deleting the subgraph defined
by yi,... ,yC(x), which indeed constitutes a smaller instance of the same problem.

Let us now return to the connection between Markov chain Monte Carlo meth¬

ods/almost uniform sampling and approximate counting as proposed by Broder [16]
and Jerrum et al. [63], Although Jerrum et al.'s result sounds much more general than
Broder's the main idea is basically the same. We will illustrate the main idea for ap¬

proximately counting the number of perfect matchings in a graph. First assume that
we know one perfect matching y = yi.. .y^ in a graph jr. Let \H\ be the number of all
perfect matchings in x and notice that it can be computed as follows:

\ny\\ \ny\yi\ \nyi-yk\
where Hyi < k, is the set of all perfect matchings in x that contain the
edges yi,...,y; and obviously |-ftfyj...;yJ = 1- Lovasz [81] called (1.2) a product es¬
timator and we have already seen it in a slightly different form in (1.1). The ratios
in (1.2) can be computed using (almost) uniform samplers: Suppose we have access to

a uniform sampler for H. By taking sufficiently many samples of H and determining
the fraction of the samples that lie within Hyx, the ratio \H\/ \Hyx | can be accurately es¬
timated. The other ratios in (1.2) can be determined in a similar fashion, i.e. a uniform
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sampling procedure for Hyi can be used to estimate \Hyi | / |//yi;y2|, etc. The above
approach using product estimators might seem straightforward in theory, in practice
however our choice of yi,... ,y& has to be made carefully to guarantee that the ap¬

proximation is within specified error bounds. We will go into no more detail here but
refer the reader concerned about approximation guarantees and deviation from the cor¬

rect result to [16], [56], [59] and [63] where the connection between almost uniform

sampling and approximate counting is discussed in much more detail.

In a way the result by Broder [16] opened the floodgates for Markov chain Monte
Carlo methods, as since then an abundance of approximation results for counting prob¬
lems have been found. Perhaps the most noteworthy amongst them are the results by

Dyer, Frieze and Kannan [38] for approximating the volume of convex bodies, Jerrum
and Sinclair [58] for approximating the permanent of dense 0,1-matrices and Jerrum,
Sinclair and Vigoda [60] for approximating the permanent of any matrix with non-

negative entries. Many other applications can be found in [56] and [111]. Let us

conclude our short visit to the beginnings of the Markov chain Monte Carlo method
with the following remarks: In the setting of almost uniform sampling and randomized

approximate counting via Markov chains, the focus of the analysis is the determination
of the rate of convergence of the employed Markov chain. This rate, roughly speak¬

ing, indicates after how many steps the Markov chain is close to stationarity. Rate of

convergence matters in both cases whether our goal is to generate samples or to count

approximately. When we use the Markov chain Monte Carlo method for approximate

counting it is, in addition, necessary to calculate the number of samples needed for a

good approximation. The final running time of the approximation algorithm is then

dependent on the convergence rate and the number of necessary samples. In practice
however it seems commonplace to only bound the convergence rate, show that the
structure in hand is self-reducible and state the existence of a fully polynomial random

approximation scheme, appealing to Jerrum et al.'s result in [63],

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: In chapter 2 we will give basic
definitions in the context of the Markov chain Monte Carlo method and describe the

"classic" techniques used for bounding convergence rate. Furthermore we will discuss
the relationships among several of those techniques.
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The focus of chapter 3 is the path coupling-technique developed by Bubley and

Dyer [18] in 1997. We will apply this technique to bound the convergence rate of a

Markov chain for generating Lozenge tilings on a two-dimensional, triangular lattice.

Chapter 4 is our first example of how induction can be used to analyse the conver¬

gence rate of Markov chains. Here, convergence rate will be determined using average

conductance. Average conductance was introduced by Kannan and Lovasz [68] in
1999 as an improvement on classic conductance which was defined by Sinclair and
Jerrum [111] in 1989. First, we establish a bound on average conductance for the ran¬

dom walk on the d-dimensional hypercube. Later we employ an inductive argument

which shows that the same bound on average conductance holds for the random walk
on the bases-exchange graph of balanced matroids.

Chapter 5 is concerned with bounding spectral gap and logarithmic Sobolev con¬

stant of a special class of Markov chains. Examples of such chains are the random
walks on the d-dimensional hypercube and on the bases-exchange graph of balanced
matroids discussed in chapter 4. Both spectral gap and log-Sobolev constants can be
used to bound convergence rate and will be defined in sections 2.3.1 and 5 respectively.
The gist of chapter 5 is to demonstrate how a careful decomposition of (the constituents

of) spectral gap and log-Sobolev constant combined with an inductive argument can

yield an easy analysis of unwieldy objects like log-Sobolev constants.
In chapter 6 a new decomposition result is proposed. Decomposition as a way of

analysing Markov chain Monte Carlo methods is a fairly recent technique by Madras
and Randall [85] and simplified by Martin and Randall [86], Our decomposition tech¬

nique borrows heavily from the original decomposition techniques by Madras/Randall
and Martin/Randall and recycles some of the main ideas of chapter 5. To test the new

technique it is applied to the Ising model on finite, complete d-ary trees.



 



Chapter 2

The MCMC-approach

As discussed in the introduction, the Markov chain Monte Carlo method is an approach
towards approximate sampling and counting. However, throughout the rest of the the¬
sis, our interest in the Markov chain Monte Carlo method will be primarily in its role
as a sampling procedure. Hence we will focus on determining the rate of convergence,

also known as the mixing time, of Markov chains. This chapter will give basic def¬
initions, describe the kind of Markov chains to be studied, and introduce the earliest

techniques used for bounding mixing time.

2.1 Basic definitions

Generally speaking, a Markov chain is a random process, i.e. a process that lives on a

specified state space and moves from one state to another according to so-called tran¬

sition probabilities. Markov chains come in many different forms and shapes: state

spaces can be either finite or continuous, transition probabilities may change over time
and transitions can be either discrete-time or continuous-time. Discrete-time means

that a transition occurs at every tick of a (usually no further specified) clock. For
continuous-time Markov chains time is regarded as progressing continuously and there
are several models which can be used to describe the evolution of a continuous time

chain. One common way to model continuous-time Markov chains is by using a so-

called jump chain. Roughly speaking, in the jump-chain model, the continuous-time

13
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chain is modelled by a discrete-time Markov chain (the jump chain) which holds for
an exponentially distributed amount of time between transitions, i.e. if i is the current

state, then a transition from i to state, say, j i occurs after spending an exponentially
distributed amount of time at i. A more detailed discussion of continuous-time Markov

chains can be found in Grimmet & Stirzaker [44] or Norris [98], Unless stated other¬

wise, the Markov chains in our setting will be on a finite state space with transitions

occurring at discrete time steps. Additionally, we stipulate that the Markov chains are

homogeneous, i.e. the transition probabilities are independent of time and hence are

constant throughout time.
Let us introduce the following notation to describe the behaviour of a Markov

chain as it progresses. We equate a Markov chain with a family of random vari¬
ables {Xt 11 e No} indexed by time. The random variable Xt indicates the state the
Markov chain is in at time t.

Definition 2.1.1 A finite, homogeneous Markov chain M is a pair (£2,P), where £2 is
a finite state space ofcardinality n and

P = [Pij\

is an n x n-matrix called the transition kernel (or short kernel] of M. The entries of
the kernel are the transition probabilities of the chain:

Pij = P [Xj+i = j | Xt = i].

A transition probability indicates the probability that the Markov chain moves from
state i to state j in one step. Notationwise we will more often use P(i,j) than pp.

As P governs the one-step transition probabilities, the matrix Pk = P- ■ P, for k =

1,2,... — the k-fold product of P — governs the ft-step transition probabilities of the
chain, i.e.

Pk(iJ) = F[Xt+k = j\Xt = i]

is the probability that the chain starting from state i reaches state j after k steps. Let p

be an initial probability distribution on Q, i.e. suppose that P [Xq = i] is p(i). Then the
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probabilities F [X* = i], for k > 1, are given by pk = pPk. If the initial distribution is
given by

then pxk(z) = Pk{x,z). In general pl f pm, for I f m. There are, nonetheless, probability
distributions n such that 71 = nPk. It is obvious that this holds for the following kind of
distributions.

Definition 2.1.2 A probability distribution n such that

is a stationary distribution of the Markov chain with kernel P.

In the following it will be shown that every finite Markov chain satisfying certain

properties possesses a unique stationary distribution. A necessary prerequisite for un¬

derstanding a rigorous statement of this result is a classification of Markov chains.

Definition 2.1.3 A Markov chain is irreducible if for every x,y 6 £2 there exists
some k G N such that Pk{x,y) > 0.

In other words, if a chain is irreducible, then it is possible to reach any state from any

other state of the chain. Another important property of Markov chains is periodic-

ity/aperiodicity.

Definition 2.1.4 The period d(i) ofstate i is the greatest common divisor of the points

of time ofpossible re-occurrences ofstate i, i.e. d{i) = gcd {&: Pk(i, i) > 0}. A Markov
chain is called aperiodic ifall states have period one.

With the concepts of irreducibility and aperiodicity we can now formulate one of the
most well-known results of Markov chain theory. It is called the ergodic theorem and
a proof of the version we give here can be obtained by combining several results stated
in [44],

71 = TlP
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Theorem 2.1.5 Every finite and irreducible Markov chain M = (£2,P) has a unique

stationary distribution n. Furthermore, ifM is aperiodic, then the stationary distribu¬
tion is a limiting distribution i.e. :

F*(i,j) —> n(j) as for all i and j.

Finding stationary distributions can be greatly simplified if we require Markov chains
to be time-reversible.

Definition 2.1.6 An irreducible Markov chain with stationary distribution n is called
time-reversible if its transition probabilities satisfy the detailed balance condition:

n{i)P{i, j) = n{j)P(j, i) for all i, j.

The following lemma shows how time-reversibility facilitates the task of finding sta¬

tionary distributions.

Lemma 2.1.7 Let M = (£2. P) be an irreducible Markov chain and suppose that there
exists a distribution n that satisfies detailed balance: n(i)P(i,j) = n(j)P(j, i) for
all i. j £ £2. Then n is a stationary distribution ofM.

We will not give a proof of Lemma 2.1.7 but refer the interested reader to [44].
After all these definitions, we can now describe in detail how Markov chains are

used as sampling procedures. Recall that the probabilities P [X* = i] are given by pk —

pPk for some initial probability distribution p on £2. If the Markov chain is finite,
irreducible and aperiodic, then by Theorem 2.1.5 the chain has a unique stationary
distribution n, which is also a limiting distribution, and hence

Tk(j) = 2 M(l')^(b7) X = nU) for k ->• °°-
i'= 1 i= 1

This means that, irrespective of the initial probability distribution, after sufficiently
many steps the probabilities of the chain being in a certain state are close to the sta¬

tionary distribution. Eventually the chain will reach its stationary distribution: it is then
said to be in equilibrium. It is now fairly straightforward to see how Markov chains

give rise to sampling procedures: Devise a finite, irreducible and aperiodic Markov
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chain such that its stationary distribution coincides with the distribution you wish to

sample from. Our working assumptions, unless stated otherwise, will hence be that
the Markov chain is finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-reversible with stationary

limiting distribution n.

Not having seen any examples this may sound complicated but in most cases con¬

structing such Markov chains is surprisingly simple and we will present examples in
later chapters. To verify that the chain has indeed the desired stationary distribution,
Lemma 2.1.7 can be employed (i.e. check if the chain is time-reversible). It is then

simply a matter of patience to run the Markov chain until it is close to equilibrium.
Once the chain is near or in equilibrium, it is stopped and the current state output as a

random sample. The crucial question is, how long it will take until the chain is close
to stationarity, as surely any instance where this takes exponentially long must be dis¬
missed as impractical. In what follows, our aim will be to rigorously analyse after how
many steps a Markov chain is close to equilibrium.

Our measure of closeness will be total variation distance.

Definition 2.1.8 Given two probability distributions p and r\ onQ their total variation
distance is defined by

||p-q||TV = max|p(A)-ri(A)|, (2.1)
ACQ

where p(A) = XxeAp(x) and analogouslyfor r\ (A).

The total variation distance coincides with SxeA(P(x) — "n(x)) if ^ is the entire area
in Q where the values of p are greater then those of r|. Notice that this must be

equal to S.teQ\A(r)(x) ~~ P(x)) since p and r| are probability distributions, which im¬
plies ri(x) > p(;e) for x £ £2\A. This observation leads to another quantification of
total variation distance

Hp — "nllxv = E IpW-tWI- (2-2)
zx€£2

Since in our setting the stationary distribution is also a limiting distribution, intuitively

uk+1 — n < uk — n
TV TV
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should hold; the proof we give here is copied from [57], p.47:

pk+x — n
TV Y Pk+l (x)-n{x)

X
x(EQ.

£ lt(y)p(y,x)~ X n(y)p(y,
y£Q y£Q.

X

< S S Tk(y)-n(y) P(y,x)
x£Q.y(zQ

= £ vk(y)-n(y) X p(y>x)
y£Q. xGQ

= 2 pk — n
TV

This shows that the total variation distance between pk and n is non-increasing in k.
Thus we can define our measure of convergence to stationarity as follows:

Definition 2.1.9 Assume a finite, irreducible and aperiodic Markov chain with sta¬

tionary limiting distribution n and initial state x, i.e. P [Xo = jc] = 1 and P [Xo = y ] = 0
for y x. The chain's rate of convergence to stationarity from its initial state x, also
called mixing time from x, is defined as

Tjc(8) =min{f: \\px'-7t||xv < 8}, (2.3)

where 8 is an error bound controlling closeness to the stationary distribution. For
statements independent of the initial state mixing time is defined as

x(8) =max{T^(8)}.
xeo.

For practical purposes the mixing time of the chain must be small. Of course this

begs the question "small, in what sense?" The problems that we will be dealing with
will typically have a huge state space but, in comparison, a very short description
of the state space (henceforth we will refer to the length of the description as the

input size). As an example consider a problem where the state space is the set of all
bitvectors of length n, then surely |£2| = 2", whereas the description of the state space:

"Q = {(xi,.. .,xn) | Xj G {0,1}}" is significantly shorter. With this in mind, we define:
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Definition 2.1.10 A Markov chain is said to be rapidly mixing if the mixing time is

polynomial in the input size n and the logarithm of the inverse of the error bound 8,
i.e. if

t(S) < poly (n, log8_1).

Notation 2.1.11 We use log to denote logarithms with unspecified base and logbfor
the logarithm to the base b. The symbol for the natural logarithm will be In.

The choice of the error bound 8 is to some extent purely arbitrary and many authors
choose 8 = 1/e since logarithms to the base e feature in the analytic techniques used
and then the constants work out nicely. This arbitrariness is due to the fact that once

total variation is within 1/e of stationarity, it decreases exponentially in linearly many

steps. Using [4], Section 3.1, Lemma 5 by Aldous and Fill, we obtain:

Lemma 2.1.12 For a Markov chain M ~ (Q..P) with stationary limiting distribution n

andfort > 0 the total variation distance is bounded by

max{|k'-rc||TvHexp(- lt/T(e~l)\)-
One might wonder why total variation distance is favoured over other distances for
measuring proximity to equilibrium. This is mostly due to the fact that it bounds
the absolute error made when a Markov chain sampler is used for obtaining a ran¬

dom approximation scheme. What we mean is the following: Consider the prod¬
uct estimator (1.2). Let pi = \Hyi...yi_x\ / \Hyi...yi\ be the i-th ratio. Let Z, be a
random variable taking values 0 and 1. It is 1 in the event that a matching sam¬

pled from a distribution within 8 of uniformity from Hyi,,,yi_l lies also in Hyv,_yi
and 0 otherwise. Let fc,(0) and 71,(1) be the probabilities that the random sampler
generates a matching such that Z, = 0 and Z, = 1 respectively. Notice that these

probabilities deviate from 7t, (l) and 7t,(0), the probabilities that a perfectly random
matching of Hyx__,yi_x is or is not in Hyx_yi respectively. Let Eft. [Z,] be the expecta¬
tion of Z, with respect to 7t,• and assume that E^. [Z,] is defined similarly. Observe
that En,. [Z,] = 0 • 7i,- (0) + 1 • Tt; (1) = 1 /pi. Suppose our random sampler generates r

independent samples Z-1 ,... ,Z(- to approximate E71i [Z,] and let Z, = YIj=\ Z-^.
Then by linearity of expectation E[Z,] = Eft. [Z,]. Suppose the samples are obtained by
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running the Markov chain long enough such that ||ft/ — 7T/||tv < 8 for some 8 G R. Then
clearly E^. [Z,] — E^. [Z,-] | < 28. If we consider the inverse of (1.2), then total variation
distance yields an absolute error bound on the ratios we want to estimate. There are

other distances which measure how far two distributions are apart, e.g. Fill [42] and
Mihail [91] studied %2-distance, which is defined as

%2(f'.") = I-"'w_nW)2
xG£1 n(x)

For chains meeting our working assumptions, this distance has the nice property that
it contracts by at least a certain factor with each step of the chain

X2(/i'+1,7t) < (3%2(//,7t).

The factor (3 is actually the second largest eigenvalue of P and is in [0,1) as will be
shown in section 2.3.1. This significantly simplifies the process of deducing bounds on

mixing time. In fact, most of the known bounds on mixing time with respect to total
variation distance are derived from bounds for x2-distance, which are then translated
into bounds for total variation distance. Using Jensen's inequality, /(E[X])
for convex /, it is easily seen that for f(x) = x2

n(x) ) <X2(/b")4 ||/t — 7t||Ty —
_ l

n(x)

and hence, any bound on x2-distance will yield an upper bound on total variation dis¬
tance. It should be remarked that historically (cf. [58], [111]) many results were for¬
mulated using relative pointwise distance

A (A ___ ■/)-</) IAu{t) = max — ,
ijeu n(j)

where U C Q. For most interesting chains however rapid mixing with respect to total
variation distance will imply rapid mixing w.r.t. relative pointwise distance and vice
versa. To see this first observe that

-l

Au(t) < max ^(z, •) — 7t||TV f minTt(f)
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Then recall that our goal is almost uniform sampling from exponentially large sample

spaces and thus min/7t(z) = 2~°(n\ Combining this with Lemma 2.1.12 implies that
either choice of distance makes no essential difference to rapid mixing (in the sense

that the mixing time will still be polynomial in n).
In the rest of this chapter we will outline "traditional" methods used for bounding

mixing time and comment on relationships between them.

2.2 Coupling

Among the first techniques used to obtain bounds on the mixing time of Markov chains
is the "coupling" method. It is a method that comes in many different forms. The term
was coined around 1970 by Frank Spitzer although the method itself dates back to

1938 when W. Doeblin [33] used it in the study of Markov chains. Lindvall [80] gives
a detailed account of the history and mathematics of coupling. In the current context

let coupling be defined as follows:

Definition 2.2.1 Let M be a Markov chain on a finite state space Q with transition
kernel P. A coupled chain (or a coupling) (Xt,Yt) is a Markov process on £2 x £2 such
that each of the processes (Xf) and (F,) considered in isolation is a faithful copy ofM:

P [X,+i = x! | X, = xA Yt = y] = P(x,jS) (2.4)

and

P[Yt+i=]/\Xt=xAYt=y]= P(y,y') (2.5)

for all x,y,f, y' £ £2.

Note that the method, which uses a coupled chain, is referred to as "coupling" while
the coupled chain itself is referred to as "a coupling" or "the coupling", i.e. is prefixed
by an indefinite or definite article. Conditions (2.4) and (2.5) include the possibility
that (Xt) and (Y,) are independent evolutions of M but do not imply it. In fact, we shall
use the possibility that P[X)+i = x! f\Yt+\ = / | X, = x A Yt = y] P(x,x!) ■ P(y,y')
to encourage (Xt,Yt) to coalesce rapidly. Coalescence at time T means that the
chains (Xr), (Yt) are at the same state at time T, i.e. Xj = Yj. Whenever coupling
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is used, the aim is to design a (coupled) chain (X,,Yt) such that once coalescence has
occurred the chains (X,) and (Yt) stay together, i.e. X,i = Y,i for all t' > T if (X,. Y,) has
coalesced at time T.

If coalescence occurs rapidly independent of the initial states Xq and Yo, we may

deduce that M is rapidly mixing. The key result used here is the coupling lemma,
which was first stated by Aldous [2] (see also Diaconis [29]).

Lemma 2.2.2 Suppose that M is a finite, irreducible and aperiodic Markov chain with
transition kernel P and let ((Xt,Yt) \ t £ N) be a coupling as in Definition 2.2.1. Sup¬
pose that t: (0,1] —» N is a function such that P [Xt(E) ^ ^t(E)] < e/or e £ (0, 1]>
independent of the choice of initial state (Xo, Yo)- Then the mixing time x(e) of M is
bounded above by t(e).

Although Aldous formulated his result for continuous time chains he added that it es¬

sentially carries over to discrete time chains. The conceptual simplicity of the coupling
method and the advent of new techniques like path coupling (cf. section 3.1), which

greatly facilitates the designing of couplings, has made coupling virtually the technique
of choice for proving rapid mixing.

2.3 Poincare and Cheeger-type inequalities

This section deals with three closely inter-related techniques for bounding mixing time:
canonical paths, conductance and spectral gap. The spectral gap of a Markov chain is
the difference between the largest two absolute values of the eigenvalues of the tran¬

sition kernel of a Markov chain. Classical results from Perron-Frobenius theory (see

e.g. Seneta [108]) show that the convergence of a Markov chain is governed by the
absolute value of the second largest eigenvalue in absolute value. This was utilized by

many authors (cf. Diaconis & Stroock [31], Fill [42], Lovasz [81] and Sinclair & Jer-
rum [111]) to obtain quantitative bounds on the rate of convergence in terms of spectral

gap, although in some cases for distance measures different to total variation distance.
It is known from linear algebra (see e.g. Lang [75]) that the eigenvalues of an n x n-

matrix A are the roots of its characteristic polynomial, i.e. a number X is an eigenvalue
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of A iff Det (A/ — A) = 0, where Det denotes the determinant of a matrix and I is the

identity matrix. It is also known from linear algebra that a matrix A can be triangulated
into a matrix

"

bn
0 b22 *

B = 0 0

0 0

where entries bxj = 0, for all i > j, such that

0 b„

Det (A) = ±Det(fl) = ±Y[bii
i=l

Such a triangulation is equivalent to a Gauss-elimination, which can be carried out in
time O(rr') (cf. [112] assuming, of course, that arithmetic operations cost constant
time). It can also be shown that the characteristic polynomial can be obtained in time

0{n3). Once we know the characteristic polynomial, we can compute its roots to
determine the spectral gap of the matrix. However, finding the roots of a polynomial
is not always straightforward: If one is lucky, finding the roots of a polynomial can be

easy, otherwise, especially for polynomials of high degree, it can be very expensive.
An exposition of available techniques for computing eigenvalues of matrices in general
can be found in [23].

In the setting of the Markov chain Monte Carlo method, transition matrices are

invariably huge; state spaces of exponential size are the norm. Hence, computing the
spectral gap by determining the roots of the characteristic polynomial is inefficient (in
our setting, even computing the characteristic polynomial itself is hugely inefficient).
Instead, our goal will be to give estimates of the spectral gap. One approach is by using
conductance. This quantity can be linked to spectral gap (cf. Aldous [3], Alon [5],
Alon & Milman [6], Dodziuk [32] and Lawler & Sokal [76]) via a discrete version

of Cheeger's inequality [25] from differential geometry. But since even conductance
could be hard to compute, early bounds on it were obtained using so-called canonical

paths (see Jerrum & Sinclair [58]). The concept of canonical paths was therefore
predominantly regarded as a tool for bounding conductance. However, subsequent
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results showed that canonical paths can be directly related to spectral gap via Poincare-

type inequalities and the canonical paths method has since been acknowledged as a

technique in its own right (see Diaconis & Stroock [31] and Sinclair [110]). We start

with a discussion of spectral gap since it forms the theoretical backbone of the sequel.

2.3.1 Spectral gap

Recall our working assumption that the Markov chain M = (Q,P), Q = {%i,... ,x„}, is
finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-reversible. It hence possesses a unique stationary
distribution n.

The Perron-Frobenius Theorem (see Seneta [107]) states that for primitive1 matri¬
ces there exists a real eigenvalue r > 0, which can be associated to strictly positive
left and right eigenvectors, s.t. r > |A.| for any eigenvalue X ^ r. It follows further
from Perron-Frobenius Theory that for stochastic matrices the value of r = 1 (see
Seneta [107]).

Notice that n is a left eigenvector of P with eigenvalue (3i == 1. Hence, by the
Perron-Frobenius Theorem, the remaining eigenvalues satisfy 1 > |f3j|, for 1 < i <
n. It is known (see e.g. Lang [75]) that for an invertible n x n-matrix, say B, the
characteristic polynomials

Det(tl — P) = Det (tl — B~XPB) , t£ C

and thus the eigenvalues are the same. If we choose B~x to be the diagonal matrix

B'x = diag (yn(xi),...,y/n(xn)J ,

then, by time-reversibility, B~XPB is symmetric with entries B~lPB(x,y) =

x,y). As symmetric matrices have only real eigenvalues (cf. Lang [75] or

Horn & Johnson [54]), all eigenvalues of P must be real.

Definition 2.3.1 The spectrum ofM consists of the eigenvalues (3,-, i = 1,.. ,,n, ofM.
The difference between the two largest absolutes ofeigenvalues, in this case

X = 1 — max{|P2|, II}j
'All irreducible and acyclic matrices are primitive (cf. Seneta [107]).
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is known as the spectral gap.

In the context of time-reversibility spectral gap can equivalently be defined in terms of
Poincare inequalities:

X = min l^44:Var(/)^0l (2.6)/:m\ Var(/) KJ,r J
= min {£(/,/): ||/||2 = 1,E[/] = 0}, (2.7)

/:£2-hR

where

£(/,/) = *
'

x,ye£l
£(/,/) = ^ E l/(x)-/(>')l27l(x)F(^>') (2-8)

is a so-called Dirichlet form,

i/p

I = { ^ I YY rl I ^ TlY rt ^E
\x£Q.

the Lp (71)-norm2, Var(/) the variance of / and E[/] its expectation. Sometimes it is
helpful to use a slightly non-standard definition of variance

var(/) = \ E l/M-ZOOl2^*)7^). (2-9)
x,y£Q.

This alternative definition of spectral gap will play an important role in chapters 5
and 6.

Many authors have observed that the spectral gap describes the long-term con¬

vergence behaviour of Markov chains. Here we use a slightly modified result from
the one stated by Sinclair in [110] (similarly, cf. Diaconis & Stroock [31], Fill [42],
Lovasz [81] and Sinclair & Jerrum [111])

Lemma 2.3.2 For e > 0 and spectral gap X the mixing time is bounded by

Tt(e) < | (In —i— + In .X \ n(x) 8 /

2Lp (y) is the space of real-valued functions / such that \f\p is integrable w.r.t. measure /x,
i-e- f\f\Pdy < °° (cf. [34]).
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It should be remarked that the bound stated in Lemma 2.3.2 is an implication of a result

by Diaconis and Stroock ([31], proposition 3) for continuous time chains. However,
Diaconis and Stroock give a bound for discrete chains too and moreover the resulting
bounds on mixing time are such that the mixing times of continuous time chains are

larger than those of discrete chains and the formulation of Lemma 2.3.2 takes this into
account.

If we are prepared to use a slightly slower chain, then we are allowed to dispose
of (3„ and concentrate on P2 for determining spectral gap. The slower chain is often
called the "lazy chain" because it has self-loop probabilities of at least 1/2 and its
other transition probabilities are diminished appropriately. One way to obtain such a

lazy chain is through the following definition:

and /„ is the n x n identity matrix. Sinclair and Jerrum [111] observed that a lazy chain
defined as above mixes at most twice as slow as the original chain:

Lemma 2.3.3 Let P be the transition matrix ofa finite, irreducible and time-reversible
Markov chain with eigenvalues 1 = Pi > P2 > ... > P„ > — 1. Then the lazy chain
with transition matrix Pzz is finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-reversible with the
same stationary distribution and its eigenvalues, identically ordered, satisfy (Pzz),- =

Unless stated otherwise, we will in future assume that all self-loops have probability at
least 1 /2 and the spectral gap is given by the difference of the two largest eigenvalues.

2.3.2 Conductance

Let M = (£2,P) be a finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-reversible Markov chain
with stationary distribution 7t. In the light of the detailed balance condition (Defini¬
tion 2.1.6), M can be considered an undirected graph (£2, T) with vertex set Q and

edge set

Mzz = (£2,Fzz) , where

Pzz=j(In + P)

(l + Pi)/2>0.

(2.10)
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where

P{x,y) := n{x)P(x,y) = n{y)P{y1x). (2.11)

Sinclair and Jerrum defined in [111]:

Definition 2.3.4 The conductance ofM is

where P(S,S) denotes the sum ofP(x,y) over edges {.x,y} G T with x G 5 and y G S
Si\S.

Observe that taking the minimum over j < 7t(S) < 1 in the definition of conductance
would be symmetrical because of time-reversibility.

Conductance appears like a weighted version of edge expansion of the graph (£2, T)
associated with M. Intuitively, the quotient in the definition of conductance cap¬

tures the conditional probability that the chain in equilibrium escapes from a

small (w.r.t. probability measure) subset S of the state space in one step, given that
it is initially in 5; thus <E> measures the tendency of M to escape from any small

enough region of the state space and hence to make rapid progress towards equilibrium.
This intuitive connection can be given a precise quantitative form using the following

Cheeger-type inequality (see e.g. Jerrum & Sinclair [111] or Diaconis & Stroock [31]):

Lemma 2.3.5 Let A he the spectral gap of a finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-
reversible Markov chain, then

O2
— < A < 20.
2 ~~ ~

The upper bound can be obtained straightforwardly: Let Is be the characteristic func¬
tion of S, i.e.

Then using (2.6)
£(Is,Is)

= P(S,S) P(S,S)
~

Var(Is) 7t(S)7t(S) - n{S)
(2.12)
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Since (2.12) holds for the characteristic function of any subset SCO,, the claimed

inequality holds. A proof of the lower bound is more involved and we refer the reader
to [31] or [111],

Some authors define conductance as

®alt= mil (2.13)
^,n(S)n(sy

The subscript "alt" is used to indicate that it is an alternative definition. The rationale
behind this is that conductance is then like spectral gap — only where the minimum
is taken over {0, l}-functions (i.e. characteristic functions) instead of all functions
from Q to R. The last inequality in (2.12) implies that

< d?alt < 2<f>

and the analogue to Lemma 2.3.5 is

Corollary 2.3.6

<t>2,
-f < A < ®al,.

Combining Lemmata 2.3.2 and 2.3.5 yields bounds on mixing time in terms of con¬

ductance.

Theorem 2.3.7 Let M be a finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-reversible Markov
chain with self-loop probabilities P(x,x) > 1/2 for all states x. Let O be the conduc¬
tance ofM as defined in Definition 2.3.4. Then the mixing time ofM satisfies

t(e) < (in— 1 + In — ) .O2 V mm^ga{7t(x)} eJ

One way to bound the conductance of a Markov chain M is to exploit the above men¬

tioned connection with edge expansion of a graph. Edge expansion of a graph can be
established using so-called isoperimetric inequalities. These usually translate immedi¬

ately into lower bounds on conductance. We will give an example of this in chapter 4.
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2.3.3 Canonical paths

The last technique for bounding mixing time in this chapter is canonical paths. Con¬
sider an irreducible and aperiodic Markov chain M with finite state space £2, transition

probabilities P(-,-) and stationary distribution n. Assume that M is time-reversible.
As mentioned before, M can be considered as an undirected graph (£2, T) with vertex

set £2 and edge set defined as in (2.10). For each (ordered) pair (x,y) G £22, we specify
a canonical path yxy from x to y in the graph (£2, T)\ the canonical path yxy corresponds
to a sequence of legal transitions in M that leads from initial state x to final state y

without using any edge more than once. Denote by T = {yxy \ x,y G £2} the set of all
canonical paths. For the method to yield good bounds, it is important to choose a set of

paths T that avoids the creation of hot spots: edges of the graph that carry a particularly
heavy burden of canonical paths.

In early applications of canonical paths the degree to which an even edge-loading
has been achieved was measured by the quantity (see [58])

where the maximum is over oriented edges (transitions) t of (£2, T). As shown by
several authors ([31], [58] and [110]) this choice yields a fairly tight lower bound on

conductance:

Lemma 2.3.8 For any time-reversible Markov chain and any choice of canonical

paths
0> —.

-

2p

Bounds on mixing time can then be obtained by combining Lemma 2.3.8, Cheeger's

inequality (Lemma 2.3.5) and Lemma 2.3.2.
Alternative choices of edge-load in conjuction with Poincare-type inequalities can

yield direct bounds on spectral gap. We will give two examples. Sinclair [110] sug¬

gested the following choice

P = P(r) = mfax^7T X n(*)n(y),' P(t)
(2.14)

IxyBt
(2.15)
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which is almost identical to (2.14) only |yry| denotes the length of path yxy, i.e. the
number of edges. With this choice spectral gap is bounded below as follows
Lemma 2.3.9

Psinc

The proof idea is to deploy the Poincare inequality characterisation of spectral gap.

Details can be found in [110].

Another choice of edge-load was proposed by Diaconis and Stroock [31]

PD-St = maxX \yXy\pn{x)n{y), (2.16)
7xy*

where \Yxy\p = X/ean<^ 1 are oriented edges in T. Again, the proof of the
following bound (given in [31])
Lemma 2.3.10

PD-St

uses the Poincare inequality characterisation of spectral gap.

Let palt be either as in (2.15) or (2.16), then using Lemma 2.3.2 the following bound
on mixing time holds:

Theorem 2.3.11 Let M be a finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-reversible Markov
chain with self-loop probabilities P(x,x) > 1/2 for all states x. Let T be a set of
canonical paths with maximum edge loading palt = pajt(T). Then the mixing time ofM
satisfies

T(e) < Pan (1" — 1 +ln 1 ) •V. min^M*)} e)
We would like to remark that pSinc and pD_St coincide in the case of random walks on

graphs, whereas in general both quantities can differ significantly. The reason for this
seems to be that pSinc has a more "local" nature than Po_st- This is discussed in more

detail and corroborated by examples in [110].
This finishes our recapitulation of "classical" techniques for bounding mixing time.

In the following chapters we will focus on recent developments in the area, i.e. im¬

provements in the techniques discussed above and entirely new approaches.
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Lozenge tilings and path coupling

The first improvement on a "classical" technique that we are going to introduce is on

coupling. Although the coupling technique explained in section 2.2 is conceptually
rather simple, in most cases finding the right coupling requires detailed insights into
the combinatorics of the given problem and this complexity can make this technique

extremely difficult to apply. The main obstacle is the need to design a coupling between
all pairs of states which will force (Xt) and (Yt) to coalesce rapidly while on the other
hand meeting conditions (2.4) and (2.5) of Definition 2.2.1. Path coupling, invented by

Bubley and Dyer [18], facilitates the combinatorial difficulty of designing a coupling
with the desired properties.

3.1 Path coupling

With path coupling, we can dispense with devising a coupling for all pairs of states. In¬
stead, a path, a sequence of states between an arbitrary pair of states, is defined. Thus,

only pairs of states that are adjacent on some path, for which the task of satisfying (2.4)
and (2.5) is relatively easy, need to be considered. Note that states adjacent on a path
are not necessarily adjacent states in the Markov chain. The path coupling theorem
shows that a coupling along a path of adjacent states easily extends to a coupling on

arbitrary states. Assume for the following that M = (£2,P) is a finite, irreducible and
aperiodic Markov chain and all couplings are in the sense of Definition 2.2.1:

31
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Theorem 3.1.1 Let 8 he an integer valued metric defined on £2 x £2, which takes values
in {0,... D}. Let A be a subset ofLI x £2 such thatfor all (Xt, Yt) € £2 x £2 there exists
a path

Xt = Z0,Zi,.. .,Zr = Yt

between Xt and Yt such that (Z/,Z/+i) E A for 0 < I < r and

X5(Z/,Z/+1) = 8(X,,Yt).
1=0

Define a coupling (X,T) [X' ,Y') of the Markov chain M on all pairs (X,Y) E
A. Apply1 this coupling along the given sequence from Xt to Y, to obtain the new

sequence Zq, Z\,..., Z'r, where Xt+\ = Z'0 and Yt+ \ = Z'r. Then (Xt, Yt) i-4- (Xt+1, Y,+1)
is a coupling for M on £2 x £2. Moreover, if there exists C, < 1 such that

E[&(x',Y')\(x,r)}<t;s(x,Y)

for all (X, Y) E A, then

E[5(X,+ i,F/+1) | (XtJt)] < C8(;XtJt).

Theorem 3.1.1 and the subsequent Theorem 3.1.2 are taken from [39], which also
contains proofs of both. The original formulation of the path coupling theorem
can be found in [18]. Theorem 3.1.2, which is a reformulation of the coupling
lemma (Lemma 2.2.2), shows how the path coupling theorem (Theorem 3.1.1) trans¬

lates into mixing times.

Theorem 3.1.2 Let (Xt,Yt) be a coupling for the Markov chain M and let 5 be any

integer valued metric defined on £2 x £2. Suppose that there exists C, < 1 such that

E[5(x,+1,y,+1) I (X„y,)] < C5(x„y?)

for all t. Let D be the maximum value that 8 achieves on £2 x £2.

'What we mean is the following: First, apply the coupling to obtain fzfz'A, then for every suc¬

cessive z'i+1, i = 1,r— 1, condition on Z- (i.e. assume thatZ,+ i changes to zj+1 conditional on Z,
changing to Z,').
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IK < 1, then the mixing time x(e) ofM satisfies

IfL,— 1 and there exists £, > 0 such that P [5 (Xr+i, > for all t,

then

x(e) <
eD2

"

1"
In -

£ 8

3.2 Path coupling and lozenge tilings

We apply path coupling to analyse the convergence behaviour of the Markov chain for
generating random lozenge tilings on a finite region S of the triangular, 2-dimensional
lattice; for simplicity assume throughout that S is hexagonal. A lozenge is a rhombus-

shaped figure, i.e. it has four equal sides and non-rectangular angles. Here we require
the smaller angles to be 60 and the larger 120 degrees such that a lozenge covers

two adjacent equilateral (regular) triangles. By triangular lattice we denote a lattice
structure formed by adjacent, regular triangles. Any covering of a hexagonal region of
the triangular lattice with non-overlapping lozenges is called a lozenge tiling. Observe
that each lozenge in such a tiling covers two adjacent triangles in the lattice and has
three possible orientations. An illustration of what we have in mind is illustrated in
figure 3.1.

Lozenge tilings are an important tool in statistical physics, where they are equated
with configurations of a dimer system on some region S — a dimer being a particle that

occupies two adjacent sites in the lattice (for more information see e.g. [52]). Many
physical properties of such systems correspond to the expectation w.r.t. the uniform
distribution of some function defined on configurations of the system, for example the

energy of a configuration depends on the correlation between orientations of tiles. An
almost uniform sampler for generating tilings, in conjunction with the classical Monte
Carlo method, would allow us to approximate such expectations to arbitrary precision.
Moreover, the random sampling of such tilings in itself is worthwhile since it can help
us study typical properties of random configurations: for example, a random lozenge

tiling on a large hexagonal region will with high probability possess a circular central
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Lozenge tiling

Figure 3.1: Lozenge tiling

region in which the lozenges are arranged in a disorderly fashion whereas in the outer

region the tiles line up, i.e. have all the same orientation; This property is known as the
Artie Circle Theorem [64],

Using two different approaches several authors have worked on the problem of

generating (general) random tilings: one approach (cf. Ciucu & Propp [28] and Wil¬
son [116]) uses linear algebra; to give you a flavour: the number of tilings can be
calculated exactly using the Gessel-Viennot method2 [43], this information can then
be used to generate a random tiling (cf. Guenoche [48] or Jerrum et al. [63]). The
other approach, pursued by Jerrum & Sinclair [58], Kenyon, Randall & Sinclair [71],

Luby, Randall & Sinclair [84], Propp & Wilson [100] and Wilson [117], uses Markov
chains.

One of the first results for bounding the mixing time of Markov chains for, in par¬

ticular, randomly sampling lozenge tilings was by Luby, Randall and Sinclair [84],
Their bound on the mixing time was x(e) < 8en4(lne_1), which they subsequently
in unpublished work improved to O (n3 5), where n is asymptotically3 the number of

2The Gessel-Viennot method computes the number of so-called routings by evaluating a suitable
determinant and we will see in section 3.2.1 that there exists a bijection between routings and tilings.

3To be precise, n is the size of the region on which the so-called routings are defined. In the case of
a lozenge tiling on a hexagon of sidelength I, the number of lozenges is 312 and the size of the region on
which the routings are defined is 312 — 21.
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lozenges. In fact, their method of analysing the mixing time of the chain proved to

be very general and could be applied to the analysis of Markov chains for generating
domino tilings on a region of the Cartesian lattice (e.g. an n x n chessboard) and also
to the analysis of chains for generating Eulerian orientations of a region of the Carte¬
sian lattice (another way for generating Eulerian orientations is given by Mihail &
Winkler [94]). Their framework is two-pronged: first, they identify tilings on a lattice
with routings on a related lattice. Second, they interpret moves of the Markov chain
on tilings as manipulations of routings on the associated lattice. Subsequent work by
Wilson [117] improved the upper bound on the mixing time for the lozenge tiling chain
to 0 (n2Inn).

The framework provided by Luby et al. can be made to work with a path coupling

argument, too, with only slight alterations to the original analysis. The bounds on

mixing time we deduce are similar to Luby et al.'s, nevertheless the path coupling

approach we propose leads to a simplification of the mathematics and case analyses
involved. At the end of the day path coupling lives up to its reputation and delivers a

good example of how the overall complexity of the analysis is reduced. In the case of
domino tilings and Eulerian orientations, unfortunately, a similar approach runs into

problems.

3.2.1 Lozenge tilings and lozenge routings

We begin our analysis by a recapitulation of the 1-1-correspondence between tilings
and routings exhibited by Luby et al. Given a finite, simply connected, hexagonal

region S of the 2-dimensional triangular lattice, we define an associated region S of
the Cartesian lattice as follows. The vertices of S correspond to the midpoints of the
vertical edges in S and two vertices in 5 are connected if the corresponding points in S
lie on adjacent triangles. Figure 3.2 depicts an instance of such an association where S
has side length 3.

The vertices of S that correspond to vertical edges on the boundary of S are called
sources and sinks: a vertex v is a source if the interior of S lies to the right of v and
a sink if the interior of S lies to its left. As figure 3.2 suggests, sources and sinks can

be labelled appropriately by numbering from top to bottom. Let us call the z'-th source
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A lozenge tiling on S The corresponding routing on S

Figure 3.2: Lozenge tilings and routings

and sink Si and g respectively.

Assume that there are k sinks and sources in S. A lozenge routing of S is a set

of k non-intersecting (i.e. no repetition of vertices nor edges) shortest paths on the
Cartesian lattice within S from Si to tj for each i. Figure 3.2 suggests that there is a

correspondence between tilings and routings in lattices of associated regions. In fact
this correspondence is a bijection. First observe that the lozenges covering S have only
two orientations: they lie either horizontally such that there are no vertical edges or

vertically in which case two edges of the lozenge stand vertically. Given a lozenge
tiling, mark every vertical lozenge with a line "connecting" the midpoints of the two
vertical edges of the two triangles covered by the lozenge. Vertical edges of lozenges
in the tiling can only be adjacent to other vertical lozenges; thus the markings join

up to form a continuous line from one vertical boundary of S to the other. Due to the
above mentioned rule governing the adjacency of lozenges in a valid tiling it is obvious
that a region with k vertical edges on each side can only be covered by tilings with k

non-intersecting lines running all the way from boundary to boundary. Each line in a

tiling on S gives rise to a shortest path connecting a source to a sink in S and hence

collectively the k (non-intersecting) lines give rise to a routing in S. To obtain the
converse, cover S with lozenges such that the markings line up in accordance with a
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given routing in S. Observe that the boundary of any uncovered region of S can only
be covered by horizontal lozenges, which ultimately forces us to cover all uncovered

regions of S with horizontal lozenges only. This bijection between lozenge tilings and
routings illustrated in figure 3.2 has been formalised by Sachs et al. (see [1] and [65]):

Theorem 3.2.1 The set of lozenge tilings of S corresponds bijectively with the set of

lozenge routings ofS.

3.2.2 Generating lozenge tilings

Following Luby et al. we do not analyse a Markov chain proper for generating lozenge

tilings but its equivalent chain on lozenge routings. Furthermore we will not analyse
the most natural Markov chain for generating lozenge tilings, which would be the one

progressing from one tiling to another by rotating three neighbouring lozenges forming
a hexagon at each step. In the routing this would correspond to inverting a "peak" or

"valley". Denying the simplicity of its local moves, unfortunately, this Markov chain
turns out to be very hard to analyse directly. Although empirical evidence has been

suggesting rapid mixing, this has only recently been proved rigorously by Randall and
Tetali [102]. Nonetheless, the difficulty of analysing this chain directly is reflected
in the fact that their bounds on mixing time for this chain could only be obtained by

comparing it to another chain whose mixing time was known. Our approach will be
based on Luby et al.'s Markov chains whose local moves are tower rotations. The
moves of the natural chain then simply correspond to the special case of rotating a

tower of height 1.
Fundamental to the analysis is the concept of towers and tower rotations. In the

routings lattice, define the cell at (x,y) to be the edges connecting (x,y),(x + l,y +

1),(x,y + 2) and (x — l,y+ 1). A tower of height h is a connected set of cells at
the points (x,y), (x,y + 2),..., (x,y + 2(h — 1)), where either the points (x,y), (x,y-f-
2),...,(x,y + 2(/z — 1)) are all valleys and the point (x,y + 2/i) does not lie on the
routing, or the points (x,y + 2h), (x,y + 2h — 2),..., (x,y + 2) are all peaks and the
point (x,y) does not lie on the routing. We call the points (x,y) and (x,y + 2/z) the
bottom or top of the tower respectively. A rotation of a tower of height h is then carried
out by inverting each of its h valleys into peaks or vice versa (see figure 3.3).
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Tower of height 3 Tower rotation in a routing Tower rotation jn a tiling

Figure 3.3: tower rotation

Define a Markov chain m\oz for generating random Lozenge tilings as follows. The
states Q of the chain are lozenge routings on S and the transition probabilities P(•,•)
are defined by

{l/2Nh, if R{, /?2 differ by a tower rotation ofheight h (3.1)
1 -1r^RiP(RuR), if r\ = r2,

where r i, R2 are lozenge routings and N is the total number of non-sink/source vertices
on the paths in the routing. Notice that N is constant for all routings r on S. The moves

of m\oz may be implemented as follows: given a routing r

1. choose both a point p E and number r £ [0,1] u.a.r.

2. If r < 1/2 and p is a valley, i.e. bottom of a tower of height h, then if r < 1 /2h
rotate the tower (observe that owing to the hexagonal shape of S tower rotations
are always possible). On the other hand, if r > 1/2 check whether p is a peak
(and thus the top of a unique tower of height h), then if r > 1 — 1 /2h rotate this
tower. In all other cases do nothing.

Luby et al. showed that m\oz is finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-reversible: Since
the region S or S, respectively, is finite, the finiteness of m\oz is obvious. Also, each

routing has self-loop probability greater than 1/2, which ensures aperiodicity. To show

irreducibility it suffices to exhibit the existence of a routing that is reachable from every

other routing. To this end introduce a partial order "A"; a routing r is lower than r',
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or R ^ R' in symbols, if all paths in R are lower than those of R'. There exists a lowest

routing on S (namely the one where all paths go down and then up) and it is not hard to
see that it is reachable from every other routing. Then irreducibility follows from the
fact that all the moves of M\oz can be reversed. Finally, time-reversibility holds as the
transition probabilities and the uniform distribution on the set of routings on S meet the
detailed balance condition of Definition 2.1.6. Hence M\oz indeed converges towards
the uniform distribution on lozenge tilings.

3.2.3 Mioz is rapidly mixing

We will bound the mixing time of M\oz via path coupling. To meet the provisos of the

path coupling theorem (Theorem 3.1.1), we have to define an adjacency set A C £2 x £2
and a metric 8(-, •) on £2 x £2. Define the adjacency set A to be the set of all routings
on S that differ by exactly one cell, i.e. if R and R' are routings on 5, then R and R1
disagree at only one cell, where R has a peak and R' a valley (as depicted in figure 3.4
where R is solid and R' dotted).

Figure 3.4: Adjacent routings
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For two arbitrary routings R and R' define b{R.R') as the sum of the number of
cells between corresponding paths. Observe that for any two X,, Yt £ Q it is pos¬

sible to get from Xt to Y, just by successively inverting one peak into a valley, and
vice versa, at a time. Thus, for all pairs of routings (Xt,Yt) £ Q x Q. there exists a

path Xt = Zo, Z\,..., Zr = Yt between X, and Y, such that (Z/, Z/+1) £ A for all 0 < I < r

and X[=oS(Z/,Z/+1) = &(XhYt).
Designing a coupling for M\oz on A is now very straightforward. Assume

that (/?,/?') £ A and choose the same4random point p on both routings, say the i-th
point of the y-th path, and the same random bit r £ [0,1], Then update each routing

by rotating at point p with the appropriate probability as determined by the random
number r. Since all conditions of Theorem 3.1.1 are met, this coupling on A can be
extended to a coupling (Xt,Yt) of M\oz on Q x Q as described.

With path coupling, it is imperative to bound E[8(X,+ i,kj+i) | (X?,7?)] for
all (Xt,Yt) £ A. Assume that R\ and R2 are two adjacent routings on S, i.e. (/?i,/?2)£A,
and therefore differ in exactly one cell, say the one at (xd,yd). W.l.o.g. there will
be two towers above this cell: one of height d'u, in say R\, stretching upward with
peaks at points (xd,yd + 2) to {xdlyd + 2d'u), and another of height d'u — 1 in R2 start¬

ing from (xci,yd + 4); and two towers below this cell: a tower of height d't in R2 fac¬
ing downward with valleys at (xd,yd) down to (xd,yd — 2(d'l — l)) and another of
height d\ — 1 in R\ from (xd,yd — 2) down to (xd,yd — 2.(d'l— 1)). Call these the up¬

per and lower primary-disagreement towers. In figure 3.5 the taller upper primary-

disagreement tower is given by p'U{... p'U5, the shorter by p'U2.. .p'U5 and the taller and
shorter lower primary-disagreement towers by pJ .. .p't and p'h .. ,p\^ respectively.

The importance of primary-disagreement towers is that if the coupling of M\oz
chooses an internal point on one of these towers, then 8 (R\ ,R'2) — 8 (R\ the change
in distance between R[ and R2, lies in [— ljmaxj^,^} — l]. This is because the
shorter or sub-towers of the shorter (upper or lower) primary-disagreement towers may

be rotated while the taller tower remains unchanged.

Same" here means we choose in each routing the /-th point of the y'-th path. We do not mean the
same lattice point! Because R and R' differ at exactly one point, there will be a lattice point that is on R
but not on R1.
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Figure 3.5: Primary-disagreement towers

For a moment suppose that changes in the difference between R\ and Ri can only5
be caused by tower rotations involving points on the primary-disagreement towers and
calculate the expected change in distance E[8'(R\,R'2) — 8'(/?i,/?2)]> here the mea¬
sure 8' is only defined on routings that differ by a tower rotation involving points
on primary-disagreement towers and R\, R'2 are obtained from R\ and Ri by apply¬
ing the coupling on A. First, consider the contributions from the upper primary-
disagreement towers measured by 8'u, which is like 8' only restricted to the upper

primary-disagreement towers. Our aim is to compute the following probabilities:

p [A5'„ = -1] = p [«i (tf,, «y - s'„ (*,, -i]
and

P[A8'b = i], for i= \ ...d'u — \.
We neglect P[ASJ( = 0] as this event does not contribute to E[A8'] =

5As we will see later, on p. 42, the total change is caused by primary- and secondary-disagreement
tower-rotations.
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E [8' {R\. R'2) — §' (/?i, /?2)]- The probability P [ASj( = — 1] is nothing else than
the probability that the chain "couples", i.e. R\ = R'2. This occurs when the taller
upper primary-disagreement tower or sub-towers of it are rotated as the shorter tower
will invariably follow suit or when the tower of height one with peak at {xj,yd + 2) is
rotated. Hence

r[A6t = -i] = i|i (3.2,
As for the other probabilities, note that P [A8'm = i] is the probability of the sub-
tower (xd,yd + 4) ,...,(xd,yd + 2(i+ 1)) of the shorter upper primary-disagreement
tower being rotated while the overlapping sub-tower of the taller upper primary-

disagreement tower, (xd,yd + 2),..., (xd,yd + 2(i + 1)), is not. With the transition
probabilities of M\oz as defined in (3.1), clearly

p [AS;, = .] = d (i - JjT^T)) . = —1. (3.3)
Using (3.2) and (3.3), the expected change in distance only taking into account the
contribution from rotations of the upper primary-disagreement towers is

d'u-1
E [A5y =

1

2i 2(i + 1)

1 i

2~ 2(7+1) 2(i+l)

Define 8'; as the counterpart of 8'u on the lower primary-disagreement towers. The same
calculations as above yield

E [AS',] = ——.L li 2N

Finally, putting all of the above together the change in distance caused by rotations of

primary-disagreement towers is

E [AS'] = E [as;,]+E [AS;] = —3.
However, changes in distance between Ri and R2 can also be caused by secondary-

disagreement towers. There are always two of them — one on each side of the cell
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where R\ and R2 differ. In figure 3.6 there is a left secondary-disagreement tower,

p'{x .. .p'l, of height d!( starting from (xj — 1,^+ 1) and a right one, p"rx... p"4, of
height dFurthermore, rotations of secondary-disagreement towers can only change

Figure 3.6: Secondary-disagreement towers

To realise that there can be only two secondary-disagreement towers, a case analy¬
sis is in order. It will involve a study of the immediate surroundings of the cell where R\
and R2 differ. Drawing attention to the paths right above and below this cell, notice
that these can only be laid out in 16 different ways. Identifying symmetrical routings
leaves us with seven distinct cases, which are depicted in figure 3.7.

Of these a), c), e) and g) allow two secondary-disagreement towers of arbitrary

height, while in b), d) and f) one secondary-disagreement tower will always be re¬

stricted to height one. Similarly to 6', let 8" be only defined on routings that differ by
rotations of secondary-disagreement towers and assume that 8", 8" are the analogue
for secondary-disagreement towers to 8', and 8{. As mentioned above secondary-
disagreement towers can only be rotated in their entirety. Since the probability that
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a) b) c) d)

e) f) g)

Figure 3.7: Distinct, adjacent routings

the left secondary-disagreement tower is rotated is 1 /2Nd" and the probability that the

right one is rotated 1/2,Nd", the expected change caused by secondary-disagreement
tower rotations is

1
e [as;1] = e [as';] = 2N

As ultimately the overall change in distance between two adjacent routings is
caused by rotations of primary- and secondary-disagreement towers, the total expected
change in distance for adjacent routings is

E [AS] = E [AS'] + E [AS"] =0. (3-4)

Now recall the path coupling theorem (Theorem 3.1.1) and note that (3.4) ensures

E[8(*+i,r^) | (*,£)] <C8(*,y*)
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with C = 1- Thus the second case of Theorem 3.1.2 applies. To obtain a bound on

mixing time, it remains to estimate P[8(X?+i, Yt+l) f 8(X/,F;)]. A very crude lower
bound on this probability can be deduced from (3.2) and the following assumptions:
first, assume that the number of (full) cells in S is n — observe that the half cells at

the vertical boundaries of S complement each other. Additionally, assume w.l.o.g. that

given a pair of routings {X,,Y,) on S their distance satisfies 8 (Xtl Yt) > 1. Then

P[8(*+i,y,+1)^8(*,r,)] > P[A8'h = -1]+P[A8{ = -1]
1

>
n

where the second inequality follows from the fact that N < n. The last bit of infor¬
mation required for Theorem 3.1.2 is D, the maximal value the metric 8 can achieve.
According to Luby et al. [84] this quantity is upper bounded by n3/2, a result which
they obtain by using so-called height-functions. In the rather special case of hexagonal
lattice regions a similar bound can achieved with a maximization argument: Note that
any hexagonal region S (containing n cells) of the Cartesian lattice can be constructed
from a square of side length s = l + k by removing a square of side length I as depicted
in figure 3.8 (the solid lines represent S and the dotted lines the square of side length I).

Furthermore, the following hold: n = (k + l)2 — I2 and, if h is the height of the
vertical boundary of S, then by Pythagoras's Theorem h2 = 212. Observe that in a

hexagonal region S the maximal distance between two routings is achieved if in one

routing all paths go up and then down while in the other all paths go down and then up

(the distance between each path is then k2). Since a routing on a hexagonal region of

height h has exactly h paths, the maximum of the metric 8 is,

D = hk2

= V2Ik2

= -£-k2 = ^(nk-k3).
Since our goal is to find the maximal distance between two routings in a region of
size n, we can consider n to be a constant and maximise D w.r.t. k:

D' = ^(n-3k2),
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Figure 3.8: constructing a hexagon from a square

D" = -3V2k

reveal that the maximum is attained at k— y/n/3. So that finally,

° - T (-WIHi/i
\fl /\frfi \[r?\
T\7f~3V^)
V2n3
3y/3 '

Piecing everything together, our bound on the mixing time of M\oz is stated below.

Theorem 3.2.2 Let M\oz be a Markov chain on the set of lozenge routings on a region S

of size n of the Cartesian lattice with transition probabilities defined as in (3.1). Then
its mixing time is upper bounded by

t(e) < n4 In
1"
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Compared to Luby et al.'s original result ([84], Theorem 3.10), which bounded mixing
time by 8en4 our result is a slight improvement and the analysis is more rig¬
orous. However, as mentioned before Luby et al. managed to improve their result in

unpublished work to O (n3 5). The best known upper bound for the mixing time of this
Markov chain was given by Wilson [117]: x(e) £ 0 (n2lnn).



 



Chapter 4

Average conductance and balanced
matroids

In this chapter we are going to discuss an improvement on conductance (cf. sec¬

tion 2.3.2) and apply it to obtain better bounds on the mixing time of the random
walk on hypercubes and the bases-exchange walk on balanced matroids. As in the past
sections our working assumption will be that the Markov chains in question are finite,
irreducible, aperiodic and time-reversible.

4.1 Average conductance

The notion of conductance, first proposed by Jerrum and Sinclair [111], reflects the

tendency of a Markov chain to escape from a set in one step, once it has reached its
stationary distribution. In its original formulation, however, the definition is too pes¬

simistic in the sense that it only considers the conductance of the worst subset of states.

The key idea of average conductance introduced by Kannan and Lovasz [68] is that

quite often a better inequality holds for very small (or very large) sets. This observation
can be expressed in terms of a new concept called the conductance function:

Definition 4.1.1 Let P(-, •) be defined as in (2.11) and £2 be the state space ofa Markov

49
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chain M with stationary distribution 71. Then

<&(*) = min (4.1)V '
sen n S

0<ti(5) <x y '

is called the conductance function of M.

The above definition is due to Montenegro (see e.g. [96]). The original definition by
Kannan and Lovasz [68] was $orj2(x) = min scq fif'fix. Note however that both

0<7i(S)<r
versions of the conductance function are monotonically decreasing in x and <t>(jc) =

(and 4>orig(x) = d>a!t)forx >1/2, which reflects the observation we made above.
It does not come as a surprise that average conductance can be used for obtaining

bounds on mixing time. Rather unusual though is that Kannan and Lovasz express

their bounds on mixing time in terms of hitting time, which is a concept that belongs
to a somehow different framework for bounding convergence rates of Markov chains
from what we have encountered so far. This framework was introduced by Lovasz and
Winkler [82], Fundamental is the concept of so called stopping rules. A stopping rule
is a rule that observes the Markov chain and tells us whether to stop or not, depending

only on the past evolution of the chain. Such a decision can for example be made using
coin flips. Then the stopping rule has to specify for each finite evolution of the chain
the probability of continuing the chain so that with probability 1 the chain is stopped
after a finite number of steps.

Definition 4.1.2 For two probability distributions p, v on Q. the hitting time from p to

v, in symbols Of(p, v), is the minimum expected number ofsteps ofany stopping rule T
such that if the chain is started with distribution p and the stopping rule T is observed,
then the chain stops exactly in distribution v.

The mixing time1 Of of the Markov chain is then defined as

Of = maxOf(p,n).
I*

'The mixing time H is not to be confused with the mixing time x, which was defined in chapter 2,
p. 18. To avoid possible confusion, we will use the terms mixing time H and mixing time X when it is
not clear from the context which definition of mixing time is meant.
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Next, we will bound mixing time by average conductance. Instead of Kannan and
Lovasz's original result (see [68]), which contained a slight mistake, we will use a

corrected and slightly improved version by Montenegro [96], Define 7to = minr6Q7t(x).

Theorem 4,1.3 Define the conductance function O]*) as in (4.1). The mixing time 9f
ofM can be bounded by

H <K 14

e 0ii,n4+^ <43)
e ol-iln—), (4.4)

In0 xd?2(x

where K is a constant independent of the Markov chain.

Since O(x) > O, it follows immediately that average conductance will yield asymptot¬

ically better bounds than conductance:

* * HK"!*:)
3>2 4,17lo ' <J>

1
, 1^ln_~3>2 7to

where the last inequality is due to Lemma 2.3.5. This formalizes the intuition that

by averaging conductance, i.e. exploiting the fact that smaller sets may have larger
conductance, gains can be made.

At this point the question: "Where has x gone?" is truly justified. Lovasz and
Winkler showed in [82] that 9f can be related to x using using a "blind" stopping
rule. A blind stopping rule is a stopping rule that says "stop" after a specified number
of steps, irrespective of the evolution of the chain. They showed that for any initial
distribution p if M is stopped after t = c 9f In 4 steps, where c is a constant independent
of the chain, and p! is the distribution reached, then \\p' — 7x||TV < 8. Thus

x(e) < cdf In-. (4.5)
8

To obtain bounds on mixing time x using average conductance, we have to combine
Theorem 4.1.3 with (4.5). For practical purposes this involves bounding the constants c
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and K, or their product c ■ K to be more precise. Early bounds suggested that c • K is

very large. A taste of how large is given by Kannan [67]:

t(1/4)<2000 T..Ino X$2(x)

A recent result by Morris and Peres [97] shows that bounds on c ■ K can be signifi¬

cantly smaller. Over the next few sections we will compare average conductance to

"classical" conductance.

4.2 Average conductance of a hypercube

We start with a simple example that has been thoroughly studied and is now well
understood. Consider the random walk on the n-dimensional hypercube2. Since the

hypercube in n dimensions has got 2" vertices, each vertex corresponds to a bit-vector
of length n. Thus the random walk on the hypercube can be modelled by a Markov
chain Mcube as follows

1. With probability 1/2 let Xt = Xt+i, otherwise

2. choose i € {1,.. .,n} u.a.r. and let Xt+\ = (jq,..., 1 — x,-,...,xn), where x,- E

{0,1}.

Obviously, Mcube is finite, aperiodic and irreducible. Furthermore, it is time-reversible
as its transition probabilities and the uniform distribution on £2 = {0,1}" are in detailed
balance.

To see how much can be gained by using average conductance, let us first bound the

mixing time with conductance. There are several ways to determine the conductance
of the cube-walk. Those of us with much time on hand might want to play around
with various ways to bipartition the state space until they have convinced themselves
that splitting Q into two sets, say S and S, such that the points of each of set can be

regarded as vertices of a cube of dimension n — 1, is the right answer (because then

2"Cubes" of dimension d > 3 are usually called hypercubes. A 4-dimensional cube has vertex set
{0,1}^; two bitvectors x,y £ {0, \}d are adjacent if and only if they differ in exactly one bit position.
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each vertex of S contributes only one edge to the cutset of S and S and for symmetry

reasons anything less than that is not possible, (cf. Harper [50])).
On the other hand, there is a more rigorous approach. As mentioned before,

isoperimetric inequalities are well-suited to the purpose of bounding conductance.
Isoperimetric inequalities are used in geometry to relate the interior of an object to
its boundary or perimeter. An example of such an inequality, which fits the bill for us,

is due to Dyer and Frieze [36]. Before stating the inequality we should introduce the

following notations: If ||-|| is a norm, then its dual, ||-||*, is defined by

||-||* = sup{ax | ||a|| = 1}.

Furthermore, a function / is log-concave if log/ is concave. And finally, if K is a body,
then dK denotes its boundary.

Lemma 4.2.1 Suppose K C R" is a convex body and f a \og-concave function on the
interior of K. For a set S C K such that a = dS\ dK is a piecewise smooth surface,

define k(S) = fsf(x)dx and k'(5) = fa f(x) ||m(x)||* dx, where u(x) is the Euclidean
unit normal to a at x E a. IfK(S) < |k(/£), then

where the diameter is measured w.r.t. the (primal) norm ||-||.

Jerrum and Sinclair [59] used Lemma 4.2.1 to bound the conductance of Mcube- Their

approach is as follows: First transform the state space Q. into a convex body K. There
are several ways to achieve this. Here consider the following construction: For b E

Q = {0,1}" let

C(b) = {x E R" | [xj — bi\ < 1/2 for i— 1.. .n} .

The C(bfs are hypercubes of side length 1 centered on elements of £2. For S C Q, set

C(S) = Ub£SC(b). Then obviously C(£2) = K is a side length 2 hypercube. Moreover,
since it is made up of the C{bf s, in three dimensions it looks a bit like the Rubik's©
cube, only that is a 3 x 3 x 3 cube3 while K is 2 x 2 x 2 in three dimensions. Observe

3We won't even start any discussion about whether there are any variations of the Rubik's© cube.
The one and only is the 3x3x3 one!
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that a transition from one state of Mcube to another, say i and j, corresponds to the facet,
or volume of dimension n — 1, that C (b') and C (ZF) share, where C (bl) and C (ZF)
are, of course, the cubes associated with i and j. As each of these facets has size 1,
the number of transitions between S and S equals the size of dC(S) \ dK. Recall the
definition of conductance given in Definition 2.3.4. Since each transition probability
is 1 /2n, the conductance is

<D(Mcube)= min —vo\n^ (dC(S)\dK), (4.6)
■sen 2n LS

0<i(S)<l/2 1 1

where vol^ denotes d-dimensional volume. We can bound vol„_i (3C(S) \ dK) with
Lemma 4.2.1. If we choose / to be the constant 1 and the L,-norm Hx^ =

max{|xi |,..|x„|} as the primal norm, then the/i-norm ||x||^, = ||x||j = |xi| +...+ \xn\
is the dual norm, k(S) = vol„(S) = |S|, K\S) = voln_i (5C(S) \ dK) and the diameter
of K w.r.t. the L,-norm is 2. Thus for |S| < 11£2|:

Plugging this into (4.6) yields

3>(Mcube)>^ (4.7)In

and with (4.4)

tHeO (n3). (4.8)

Next, we will use average conductance to bound the mixing time of Mcube- First,
we have to come up with a lower bound for the conductance function. As before

isoperimetric inequalities can be used for this purpose.

Lemma 4.2.2 Let Q be the vertex set ofan n-dimensional hypercube. Let S C Q. be a

cut in £2. Then |cut(.S')|, the number ofedges spanning the cut, is lower bounded by

|cut(S)| > log2 \S\.

A proof follows from [15], With Lemma 4.2.2 we obtain

. , , .1 |cut(S)| log2x0(x)= mm — > ^r~.
0<n{S)<x2n |S| 2n
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Applying average conductance (Theorem 4.1.3) yields

G O (n2).

Compared to (4.8) this is an improvement of O(n) in time, which seems to be the

typical gain4 in comparison to "classical" conductance.

4.3 Balanced matroids

Next, we will study the bases-exchange walk on balanced matroids, which along with

general matroids will be defined later in this section. Matroids in general are algebraic
structures that provide an abstract treatment of the concept of linear independence.

Owing to the abstractness of this notion, many combinatorial counting problems such
as counting spanning trees, forests or connected subgraphs of a graph can be sub¬
sumed under the problem of counting matroid bases (for a more detailed discussion
see [115]). In fact counting bases of general matroids is an open problem in (ap¬

proximate) counting. Nonetheless some progress has been made for certain classes of
matroids: for graphic matroids, i.e. matroids whose bases can be represented as the

spanning trees of a graph, many approximation results are known, e.g. [17] and [101]
(which also includes a very comprehensive list of related work). Dyer and Frieze [37]
showed a similar result for regular matroids, regular matroids being matroids that are

vectorial, i.e. can be represented as a finite matrix, over all fields, and Feder and Mi-
hail [41] used a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm to prove that the bases of bal¬
anced matroids (which will be defined below) can be counted approximately in poly-

4Personal communication with Mark Jerrum and Ravi Montenegro.
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nomial time5. Another approximation algorithm for counting matroid bases is due to

Chavez Lomelf and Welsh [24] (which the authors claim works for the majority6 of
matroids.). On the other hand there is a negative result by Azar, Broder and Frieze [9]

saying that no deterministic algorithm relying on probes to some oracle, namely an

independence oracle, for counting the bases of a general matroid can yield a good

approximation within polynomial time.
The connection between MCMC algorithms (or approximate sampling in general)

and approximate counting is via self-reducibility, as already mentioned in chapter 1,
and we will exhibit this later on. The achievement of Feder and Mihail's efforts

notwithstanding, it should be mentioned that as yet it is unknown how large the class
of balanced matroids is. What is known is that it encompasses all regular matroids.

However, for regular matroids there already exist efficient, deterministic algorithms
for counting bases, which utilize the so-called Binet-Cauchy identity (cf. Dyer &
Frieze [37]). The only class of non-regular matroids known to be balanced are uniform
matroids but counting bases of uniform matroids is trivial. Unless it can be shown that
for some balanced matroids counting matroid bases is intractable (and as yet none are

known), rapid mixing of Markov chains for sampling balanced-matroid bases might
be interesting from a technical point of view but gives us nothing new as far as com-

putability is concerned.
After this motivating (or perhaps de-motivating) introduction, we start the study

proper of the bases-exchange walk on balanced matroids by giving a definition of gen¬

eral matroids.

Definition 4.3.1 Let S be a finite ground set and I C 2s a collection of subsets of S

usually referred to as independent sets. The pair fM = (S. I) is called a matroid if

1. 0 e /,

2. if A £ I, B C A then B £ I and

5It is known that the class of balanced matroids contains the class of regular matroids which in turn
contains the class of graphic matroids.

6What is meant here is that the class of matroids for which their algorithm works includes the large
class of paving matroids. A matroid is paving if none of its circuits has size less than rank of 5Vf.
For more detailed information see Oxley [99] or Welsh [114].
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3. ifA.B E /, |5| = \A\ + 1 then there exists e E B\A s.t. AU{<?} € I. (independence
augmentation axiom)

A very important subset of I is the set of bases.

Definition 4.3.2 Let M be a matroid. An independent set X E I is a basis of M if it
is maximal in the following sense:

(X U {e}) f: I, for all e E S.

The set of bases is denoted by (B.

The bases of a matroid are significant because a matroid can be entirely defined by its
set of bases. We can therefore use the following notation.

Notation 4.3.3 Given a set of bases 15 let M ((B) denote the so defined matroid. Con¬

versely, ifwe are given a matroid M we will use 15(M) to refer to its bases. We will use

S(M) and I fM) to denote the ground set and the independent sets ofM respectively.

At this point it is appropriate to mention a few points about matroid representation.
One obvious way to represent a matroid is by listing all independent sets. Clearly for
such a representation counting the bases is always polynomial in the input size. The

only drawback is that in this case the input size is potentially exponential in the size of
the ground set S and hence not suitable from a computational point of view. More inter¬

esting are matroids allowing a succinct representation. Examples are graphic matroids
— matroids that can be represented as a graph such that the ground set corresponds
to the edges of the graph and the independent sets are the cycle-free subgraphs — or

vectorial matroids, in which case the ground set corresponds to the columns of a finite
matrix and an independent set to linearly independent columns. One way to obtain
such succinct representations is via oracle representations. An oracle representation
of a matroid consists of the ground set and an oracle. An oracle can be thought of
as a subroutine, which can be invoked to obtain information about a particular subset
of the ground set (see [104] for more information on matroid oracles). An indepen¬
dence oracle for instance is an oracle which when presented with a set (this process is
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called a probe) will tell if this set is independent (e.g. by returning a basis that contains
the independent set). From a computational point of view oracle presentations are the
shortest and most general way to represent matroids: firstly, it can hardly be shorter
since every representation must at least include the ground set and a characterization
of which subsets constitute the independent sets and secondly, it is general because an

oracle can be regarded as a characterization of the independent sets.

Observe that the independence augmentation axiom implies that all bases are of
the same size. This leads to

Definition 4.3.4 The rank of ci matroid is the size ofany of its bases.

The independence augmentation axiom also entails the property that for every pair
of bases X, f 6 S and every element e E X there exists an element / E Y such
that (X \ {e}) U {/} E <B. This property suggests a very natural random walk on

rB. The bases-exchange graph G(fM) of a matroid tftf has vertex set 'B(Wb) and

edge set {{X,F} \X,Y E and |X©F| = 2}, where © denotes symmetric differ¬
ence, i.e. only one element of X is not in F and vice versa. In future, we will call

every random walk on the bases-exchange graph a bases-exchange walk. An example
of such a walk is given below:

Algorithm 4.3.5 Let X be the current basis. We move on to basis X' according to the
rule

1.) Choose a ground set element e and an element f EX u.a.r.

2.) If(X \ {/}) U {e} E rB, then setX' = (X \ {/}) U {e}, otherwise letX' — X (stay
at the current basis).

Note that this walk is finite, irreducible and aperiodic7. Thus using bases-exchange
walks it is, in principle, possible to sample u.a.r. from Mihail et al. ([92],[93])

conjectured that the random walk on G{fM) is rapidly mixing for all matroids 9\f.
However, as yet it has only been proved for a limited number of matroid-classes. One

7For most matroids the walk will be aperiodic because the exchange step 2.) will in many cases not
yield a basis. Nonetheless, there are matroids for which step 2.) will always yield a basis, for uniform
matroids for example, in this case we will have to expressly add self-loop probabilities.
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of them are so called balanced matroids. This notion, as does the proof of rapid mix¬

ing, originates from Feder and Mihail [41J. But before we define balanced matroids,
we will introduce a few basic concepts and explain why rapid mixing is enough for
efficient, approximate counting of matroid bases.

Two important operations on matroids are contraction and deletion. If e £ S(M) is
an element of the ground set of M, then the matroid M\e obtained by deleting e has

ground set S{M\ e) = S(M) \ {e} and bases 0(M \ e) = {X C S{M \ e) \ X £ ®(M)}.
The matroid M/e obtained by contracting e has ground set S(M/e) = S( M) \ {e} and
bases <B(M/e) = {XC S(M/e) \ X U {e} £ 'B(M)}.

Definition 4.3.6 Any matroid obtained from M by a series of contractions and dele¬
tions is a minor of M.

We have now all necessary concepts at our disposal to show that approximately sam¬

pling matroid bases is as good as approximately counting them. To this end, we will
exhibit that matroids are self-reducible. Suppose fTlT is a matroid of rank n on ground
set {si,..., sm}. We will represent M by its ground set and an independence oracle
(when presented with a subset of the ground set the oracle answers by either saying that
the set is not independent or returning a basis that contains the set8). For any minor
of fM the ground set will be encoded as a vector a = (a\,...,am) £ {0,1, *}m, where
di = * means that element Si is contained in the ground set of the minor, while a,- = 1
or a,- = 0 denotes that the minor was obtained by contracting or deleting element si

respectively. Let o^ £ where is some alphabet, be an encoding of the
oracle O^. We will be deliberately vague about how the oracle is being encoded be¬
cause all we are interested in is its ability to tell us whether a subset of the ground set

is independent or not; regard the oracle 0^ as some old sage that you happen to know
but all you know about that sage is that his name is o^. As said before our represen¬

tation of a matroid M consists of the ground set and an independence oracle for fM.
Using the above notation, fM will be encoded as the pair (a, o^), where a = {*}"' and

8This choice is arbitrary in the sense that we could have equally well chosen an oracle that answers

"yes/no" when presented with a set. However, this definition is neater for starting off the random walk
because an initial basis can be found by making a probe with for example the empty set (which by
definition is contained in any basis, although in that case the initial basis will always be the same unless
the oracle chooses a random answer whenever there are alternatives).
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o.jtf encodes O^. Any basis B of tM will be encoded as a bit vector b = (b\,.. .,bm),
where bj = 1 if element Sj is in B and bj — 0 otherwise. Suppose tM' is a minor of tM
obtained by contracting or deleting elements si,..., sk. Our representation for tM' will
be the pair ((ai,.. .,^,^+1,. ..,ara) ,0^), where (aj,.. .,ak) £ {0,1}A and cij = * for
i = k-\-1,.. . ,m. Any basis B' of fM' will be encoded as a bit vector b' = (b\,.. .,b'm_k).

Let R C E* x Z*, where Z = {0,1, *}UEo , be a binary relation denoting "is basis
of": if (x,y) £ R for x = ((au... ,ak,ak+h ... ,am) ,0^), where (ai,...,ak) G {0,1}A
for some & £ {0,..., m}, a, = * for i = k + 1,..., m, and y £ {0,1, then y is a

basis of x. Observe the following: If b = (b\,. ..,bm) £ {0,1}'" is a basis of tM, then
for 0 < k < m either the minor ((b1,.. .,bk,ak+i,... ,am) ,0^) of M obtained by con¬

tracting/deleting ground set elements si,...,sk has the set denoted by (bk+\,..., bm)
among its bases or the matroid on the ground set {ak+1,..., am} is empty. Checking if
a set of ground set elements is a basis of such a minor is easy indeed: assume that the

description of the minor tM' is {(b\,.. .,bk,ak+1,. ••,«»;) for some k £ {0,... ,m}
and that b = (b\,.. .,bm) denotes some basis of 9v[. To check if y = (yi,... ,ym-k)
denotes a basis of iff tag all the l's in the string b\,.. ...,ym-k and make
a probe to O^ with the tagged elements; if the answer is positive, then y denotes
a basis9 of . This observation is the key to the self-reducibility of our en¬

coding. Define for x = ({b\,... ,bk,ak+i,... ,am) ,0^) and y £ {0, l}m_A— where
(Z?i,... ,bk) £ {0,1}A for k £ {0,.. .,m} is the prefix of length k of some basis b of tM,
ai = * for i = k + 1,..., m and y denotes a basis of the minor defined by x — the func¬
tion \|/(x,y) = ((ft1,.-->^ifc,y1,---»ya(x)»aJt+o(!c)+1»,om), where a(x) = logm
is a number less than log |xj. Observe that t|/(x,y) encodes a minor of M on ground
set { ^+CT(x)+l, • • •, s>n } and that clearly (x, y) G R (\|/ (x, y), (ycw+u..., ym_k) )eR.
Hence, all that is left to show is that the length and complexity conditions of the func¬
tions stated in (SRI) to (SR3) are met. First notice, that from the above it is obvious

that l(x) = |y| < |x| and |\|/(x,y)| = |x|. Secondly, since \|/ and a can clearly be com¬

puted in time polynomial in |x| and |y|, the conditions (SRI) - (SR2) are satisfied and
the relation R is self-reducible.

We continue by defining balanced matroids. If X is a basis chosen uniformly at

9In fact, then the answer of the oracle corresponds to [b\,.. - ,bk,y\, ■ ..,ym-k)i which denotes by
choice of oracle a basis of M and thus the answer of the oracle coincides with the query.
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random from 'B(lM) and e is an element of Af, then (with a slight abuse of notation)
let e denote the event e £ X and e the event e £ X. By juxtaposition we express the

conjunction of events, i.e. ef means <? £ X A / X. A matroid Af is said to satisfy the
negative correlation property if the inequality IP [ef] < P [e] P [f] holds for all pairs of
distinct elements e and / in S( Af).

Definition 4.3.7 A matroid M is balanced if Af and all its minors are negatively cor¬

related.

All regular (and thus graphic) matroids are known to be balanced. Feder and Mihail
introduced this notion to show that the bases-exchange graph of a balanced matroid
has cutset-expansion 1. They did this via the intermediate step of fractional matchings,
which they defined as follows:

Definition 4.3.8 Let G(Af) be the bases-exchange graph of a matroid A( and A, A C

'B(Af) be the natural copies of rB(Af\ e) and ^(Af/e) respectively in Af for some

ground set element e, i.e. A = {X £ 'B(Af) \ e £ X} and A = {X £$(AT)|e^X}.A
fractional matching is a function f: A x A —y N assigning non-negative weights to the
cutset cut [A) (the edges ofG(Af) spanning A and A) such that

Vx £ A : f(*»y) = Fl and Vy£A\Yj ffo?) = lAl •

y£A X£A

They proved that every balanced matroid allows a fractional matching and deployed
this to obtain10:

Lemma 4.3.9 For any balanced matroid lAf('B) and A C "S, |A| < | |S|:

|cut(A)| > \A\.

In fact it is even possible to prove a stronger result (see Lemma 4.4.1) than
Lemma 4.3.9. We have already seen that for random walks a lower bound on the
size of the cutset bounds conductance, too (cf. section 4.2). With this bound Feder and

Mihail showed that the bases-exchange walk on balanced matroids (algorithm 4.3.5) is

rapidly mixing (cf. [41], Corollary 3.5)
I0The same result can be obtained by using concepts studied by Mihail and Sudan in [92].
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Theorem 4.3.10 For any balanced matroid fM of rank n on a ground set ofsize m, the
natural random walk on the bases-exchange graph G( fM) is rapidly mixing:

However, they succeed in improving this result by applying a rather complex form of
canonical paths ([41], Theorem 5.1).

Theorem 4.3.11 For the natural random walk on any balanced matroid of rank n and
with ground set of size m, the total variation distance can be bounded by e in time

For the random walk on so called near-bases their ultimate result is ([41], Theorem 5.2)

Theorem 4.3.12 For the modified natural random walk on any balanced matroid of
rank n and with ground set ofsize m the mixing time is bounded by

In this section we will bound the average conductance of the bases-exchange walk
on balanced matroids and shows how it can yield improved bounds for the mixing
time. This bound can be further improved by the use of so-called logarithmic Sobolev
constants, which will be dealt with in more detail in chapter 5.

We start off with deriving a bound on the mixing time using average conductance.
Recall that average conductance gave bounds on mixing time in terms of hitting time.
To relate our results to the results of Feder and Mihail we choose x = x(l/e), then
x e O(df). A lower bound on the conductance function O(x) (Definition 4.1.1) is
obtained by extending Lemma 4.2.2 to balanced matroids.

Lemma 4.4.1 Let G(lM) be the bases-exchange graph of any balanced matroid M
with bases $. For all subsets Ac CB such that 0<|4|<|8|/2

4.4 Average conductance of a balanced matroid
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Proof. We proceed by induction on the size of the ground set of fM. For the base-case,
\S[Af)\ = 1,2, the hypothesis is trivially true.

Induction step, \S{fM) | >2: Let A C B be a collection of bases, with |A| < |2J|/2,
defining a cut in the bases-exchange graph of Af. Given a ground set element e G

S(Af), the set of bases B may be partitioned as B = Be U 'Be, where

Be = {X£ B\e£X} and Bs = {X G B \ e (£ X};

observe that the induced subgraphs G(A{)^ and G(Af)^_ are isomorphic to the
bases-exchange graphs G(B(Af/e)) and G(B(Af\e)) respectively. Furthermore, let

Ae = A fl Be and Ae = A D B^.

Let a\B\ and (1 — a)|(B| for some a G [0,1] be the sizes of Be and 2%respectively and
define values x,y G [0,1] such that \Ae\ = x\Be\ and \Ae\ — y\Be\. The edges forming
the cut are of three kinds:

(i) those whose endpoints are both within Be,

(ii) those whose endpoints are both within Be and

(iii) those which span Be and B^.

Since, as mentioned above, the subgraphs induced by Be and Be are isomorphic to the

bases-exchange graphs on B(fM/e) and B(*M \ e), the induction hypothesis becomes
applicable. By induction hypothesis, the numbers of edges of kinds (i) and (ii) are at
least

— min{x, 1 — x] log2(min{x, 1 — x})\Be\

and

- min{y, 1 - y} log2(min{y, 1 - y}) | %\

respectively. To lower bound the number of edges of kind (iii), assume first that x > y.

By Lemma 4.4.211, which says

"Lemma 4.4.2 states that all balanced matroids enforce ratios. The concept of ratio-enforcement is
due to Mihail and Sudan [92].
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Lemma 4.4.2 [Lemma 3.1 of [41]] For every balanced matroid M{fB) and any

ground set element e £ S(M)

\/qcbe ■

\%\_ ~ \%\
- |r® (q) I \q\

where r$_(<2) is the neighbourhood of Q in M in the graph G CM) and similarly for

r«, (S).

there are at least x\Be\ bases in Bg adjacent to some bases in Ae; of these, at least
(x — y)\'Be \ must lie outside \Ag\. Thus there are at least (x — y)\Bg\ edges of type (iii).
This argument can equally well be applied in the opposite direction, starting at the set

Be\Ae, yielding a second lower bound of (x —y) \Be\. Thus the number of edges of
kind (iii) is at least (x — y) max{|lBe|, \(Be\). Since the case x < y is entirely symmetric,
we obtain, summing the contributions from edges of kinds (i)-(iii):

|cut(A)| > — min{x, 1 — x} log2(min{x, 1 — x})|lBe|
- min{y, 1 - y} log2(min{y, 1 - y}) | %\

+\x-y\max{\(be\,\(be\}.

To complete the proof, we must show that |cut(A)| is always at least

— (xa + y(l - a)) log2(xa + y(l - a))|®|,

whenever |A| < \rb\/2. Note that this last condition may be expressed as

i-xj \Be\ + Q-y) 1^1 >°-
This implies that only one of x or y can be greater than 1/2. It remains to establish that

— min{x, 1 — x] log2(min{x, 1 — jc} ) | |
- min{y, 1 -y} log2(min{y, 1 -y})|^|

+|x-y|max{|®e|, \Bg\}
> ~(xa + y(l -a))log2(va + y(l -a))\B\.
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As the cases 0 < a < 1/2 and 1/2 < a < I are entirely symmetrical, we have to

scrutinise only four of eight cases. But before, notice that in the degenerate case,

a = 1 (or equally a = 0), the induction hypothesis becomes immediately applicable.
Assuming w.l.o.g. that 1/2 < a < 1 the four cases are:

1. l/2>x>y>0, 3. x > 1/2, y < 1/2,
2. l/2>y>x>0, 4. y > 1/2, x < 1/2.

The four lemmata below prove that the induction step is valid for each of the above
cases.

Lemma 4.4.3 For 1/2 < a < 1 and l/2>x>y>0

fl(x,y,CL)
= — ccdog2x — (1 — a)ylog2y + a(x — y)

+ (oa + (1 - a) y) log2 (ax + (1 - a) y)
> 0.

Proof. First extend f\ to the boundary by continuity. Treating a like a constant, the
Hessian12 of fi(x,y,a) is

/ a | a2 (l-a)a \
ua-r v rt) — I *ln2 (xa+y(l-a))ln2 (*a+y(l-a))ln2 Ini(X,y,aj-l (l-a)a l-a , (1-cx)2 I-

\ (xa+y(l-a))ln2 yln2 ' (xa+y(l-a))ln2 /

As ^2/1 (x, y, ot) and ^2/1 (x, y, a) are less than zero in the interior, the Hessian cannot
be positive definite there, i.e. f\ has no local minimum in the interior. Thus, we merely
have to check the boundaries: x = y, (y = 0 A 1/2 > x > 0) and (x= 1/2 A 1/2 > y > 0).
But, since J^/i (x,y, a) < 0 and also (x,y, a) < 0, the claim holds if f\ (x,y, a) > 0
for (x = 1/2,y = 0) andx = y.

Forx = 1/2, y — 0:

-a^log2i + ai + a^log2(a^) = a^(l + log2a) >0
12The second derivative of the vector function f\.
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since — 1 < log2 a < 0. And for x = y:

—axlog2x — (1 — a)xlog2x + (ax + x — ax) log2(ax + x — ax) = 0.

□

Lemma 4.4.4 For 1/2 < a < 1 and l/2>y>x>0

/2 (*,)>, a)
= — axlog2x— (1 — a)ylog2y + a(y — x)

+ (ax+ (1 - a)y)log2(ax+ (1 - a)y)
> 0.

Proof. Similarly to the first case, extend /2 to the boundary by continuity first and then
form the Hessian

jx | a? (l-a)q
Wr v a) - hi (r v al - I xln2 (xa+y(l-a))ln2 (xq+y(l-q))ln2n2[x,y,a) - h\[x,y,a) - I (i-a)q i-q (i-q)2

\ (xq+y(l—q))ln2 yln2 ' (xq+j(l-q))ln2

Since the Hessian of /2(jc,y, a) is the same as in the first case, the same arguments apply
and it suffices to look at the boundaries. This time these are: x = y and (x = 0,y = 1 /2).

For x = y:

—axlog2x— (1 — a)xlog2x+ (ax + x — ax) log2(ax + x — ax) = 0

and forx = 0, y = 1/2 we set:

a 1

2 + 2(1-a)lo§2(1-a) =«(a)-
The first derivative of g shows that the only local extremum of g lies outside the allowed

range for a:

tks=l2~2i^(,n(|-a) + l) = ° iff a=l-e'"2-'<A
Thus, for the boundaries of g, a = 1/2 and a -> 1, the claim holds. □

For the remaining two cases recollect that only one of x and y can be greater than

1/2.
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Lemma 4.4.5 For 1/2 < a < 1 and x > 1/2, y< 1/2

f3(x,y,a)
= -a(l -x)log2(l -x) - (1 -a)ylog2y + a(.x-y)

+ (ax+(l -a)y)log2(a*+(l -a)y)
> 0.

Proof. Extend f3 by continuity to the boundary. As |A| < \*B\/2, the valid range for x

and y is given by jca + y(l — a) < 1/2, which in turn yields x < l/(2a). To start with
we again form the Hessian:

h(x,y, a) =

a . a2 (l-a)q
(1—jt)ln2 (jcq+y(l — q))ln2 (j:a+y(l—a)) ln2

(l-q)q
_ l-q , (l-a)2

(xa+;y(l—q))ln2 yln2 ' (xq+y(l-a))ln2

Noticing that ^fi(x,y,a) < 0 and
32 a(a-2cct+ay-y)—f3(x,y,a) = (1_x)(jca + };(1_a))ln2 - °'

since 2x > 1, the Hessian h3(x,y,a) cannot be positive definite. So, the minima can

only be found on the boundaries: (y — 0,x = 1/2) and ax + (1 — a)y =1/2.
Fory = 0,x =1/2:

1, 1 a a, a a., , . ^ „

-«2log22+2 + 2 g2 2 = 2^ 82^ - '

since 1/2 < a < 1. Fory = 2~2*" set:

/ , /1 — 2xa\ , /1 — 2.xa\ 2xa— 1
-a( 1 - x) log2( 1 - x) -(1 - a) / ) log2 /3-^) + T-^r = *W.

The second derivative of g(x) ,

d2 . , a 2a2
r£W =dx26y ' (1—jc)ln2 (l-2xa)ln2'

is less than zero for x < l/(2a). Checking the boundaries x = 1/2 and x = l/(2a)
shows that

fl\ a 1 l-a 1 1
S U = -Alog2X log2o -T = 0
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and

8 = -a 1
2a 2a

> 0

concluding the proof of Lemma 4.4.5. □

Lemma 4.4.6 For 1/2 < a < 1 and y > 1 /2, jc < 1/2

Mx,y,ct)

axlog2x- (1 - a)(l-y) log2(l -y) + a(y-x)
+ (ax + (1 - a) y) log2 (ax + (1 - a) y)

> 0.

Proof. By continuity extend fa to the boundary. As said before, only one of x or y is

greater than 1/2. The legal range for x and y is again xa +y(l — a) < 1/2, which yields
the constraint y < 1/(2(1 — a)). Notice that 1/(2(1 — a)) > 1 for a > 1/2 so that in
fact, y is upper bounded by 1. Thus for a > 1/2 the boundary is a trapezoid. Looking
at the Hessian of fa(x,y, a),

Consequently, the Hessian is not positive definite, i.e. fa has no local minima in the
interior. The minima must therefore be on the following points of the boundary (trape¬
zoid): (x = 0,y = 1/2), (x = 0,y = 1) andxa + y(l — a) = 1/2.

Forx = 0,y = 1/2:

forx = 0,y = 1: a+ (1 — a)log2( 1 — a) > 0 and forx = 1 set:

)-(l-a)(l-y)log2(l— y)+y-l = g(y).
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The second derivative of g{y),

d2 2(1 - aY 1 — a

dy2^ ^ (1 — 2y(l — a)) ln2 (1 — _y) In2'
has no local minima for 1 /2 < y < 1. For the boundaries y = 1 /2 and y = 1 we obtain

1
8

and

a, 1 1 - a 1 1
~

2 °g2 2 ~ 2 °S2 2 ~ 2

2a - 1, 2a- 1
sl1) = ~a lo§2 —— > 0-

0

2a 2a

This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.4.6 and thus Lemma 4.4.1. □

Recently Montenegro [95] gave a shorter proof of Lemma 4.4.1. He allowed the A
to be any subset of $ which simplifies the case analysis.

Using Lemma 4.4.1 we obtain the following result

Theorem 4.4.7 The mixing time of the bases-exchange walk on any balanced matroid

of rank n on a ground set of size m is at most c m2n2 for some constant c independent
of the matroid.

Proof By Lemma 4.4.1 > log2 • To be on the safe side, let us assume

that the walk has self-loop probability of at least 1/2 at every vertex. Thus

|cut(A)|O(x) =
P(A,A) 1

min —r—— > mm

0<tc(A)<jc 7t(A) 2mnO<n(A)<x \A\

> ilog2(R)^ log2*
2mn

Substituting this into the average conductance theorem (Theorem 4.1.3) gives

Of < K 14
J —W

m X

dx

(l°g2*
y 2mn

K [ 56m2n2 (ln2)2 f ~ + Smn
\ Jm-» x(\nx)

= K I 56m2n2 (In 2)

\
+ 8mn

-i
dx

2c(lnx"

1
2"1

lnjr m~n

+ 8mn

G O (m n ) .
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□

Theorem 4.4.7 is a substantial improvement on Theorem 4.3.10 — the gain in mix¬

ing time is £2(n). Note that Theorem 4.4.7 is better than the result of Theorem 4.3.11
if n Inm E Q(m), e.g. n E 0(m/ ln/n). In the case of graphic matroids this would be the
case when the average degree of vertices is O(lnn). However we can get a stronger re¬

sult with logarithmic Sobolev constants, which will be introduced properly in the next

chapter. The following formulation by Montenegro [96] (derived from Houdre [55])

gives the following bound on log-Sobolev constants:

Theorem 4.4.8 Let M be a Markov chain and define

1 jto<x<i/2ln(l/x)'

then the log-Sobolev constant a is bounded by

We added the second inequality as a simplification using the fact that 2X > <I>2 >

(if ln2)2. Then:

Theorem 4.4.9 The log-Sobolev constant and mixing time ofthe bases-exchange walk
on any balanced matroid of rank n on a ground set ofsize m are bounded by

a > , tt „ and x < 32m3//2n2(Inn + In Inm).~~ 32m3'2n2 ~ 7

Proof The proof of Theorem 4.4.7 shows that if = 1 /[(2In2)mn]. Montene¬
gro [95] pointed out that Feder and Mihail in [41] implicitly bounded spectral gap

by X > 1/(mn2). Thus

> VX/+ 1 116v^ " 32v/2 In2 m3/2n2 ~ 32nz3/2n2'
Since log-Sobolev constants can be used to bound mixing time (see Lemma 5.1.2), we

obtain

x< 16/n3//2/22(2 + lnln(m")) < 32m3//2n2(lnn-|-lnln7n).
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□

This is stronger than Theorem 4.3.11 (x G 0(rc3mlnm)) when n\nm G Q,(\/m\nn),
e.g. when m G 0{n2). According to a result by Heller [53] this is true for simple13
regular matroids: m < n(n+ 1), which is smaller than 2n2 for n > 1, and implies that
m G 0(n2) if the size of all parallel classes is bounded by a constant.

13Simple matroids are matroids without loops and parallel elements.



 



Chapter 5

Spectral gap and log-Sobolev constant
for 7r-recursive Markov chains

In this chapter we will derive direct lower bounds for the spectral gap and log-Sobolev
constant for a certain class of Markov chains. An example of such Markov chains is
the bases-exchange walk on balanced matroids. The resulting bounds on mixing time
are better than those given in the previous chapter.

5.1 Logarithmic Sobolev constants

Let M be a time-reversible, irreducible and aperiodic Markov chain with transition ker¬
nel P(x,y) on a finite state space £2 with stationary distribution n. Recall the definition
of spectral gap in terms of Poincare inequalities:

A,M = min ( Varn(/) ± 0j ,/:q->r [ Var„(/) j
where £m(/,/) and Varrt(/) are Dirichlet-form and variance respectively:

£**(/,/) = \ Yj (f(x)-f(y))2n(x)p(x,y)
x,yeQ.

Varn(f) = ]- Y, if(x)-f(y))2n(x)n(y).
x,y£Sl

The subscript M of £ denotes that it is with respect to the Markov chain M with
transition kernel P, and thus probability distribution n, and similarly for variance.

73
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Syntactically similar to Poincare inequalities are so-called logarithmic Sobolev in¬

equalities

%M(fJ) ^

;—;— > c.
At (/) -

Here c is a constant and

Mf) = X |/(x)l27t(x) In
xeo. 11/112,71

an entropy like quantity, with ||/"||2 ^ = \Z~Zxesi |/(x)|27t(x). Notice that || -1|2 ^ is not
L2-norm. Furthermore, we have used the absolute value signs in At(/) only to be
consistent with other authors (cf. [30]).

Definition 5.1.1 The log-Sobolev constant ofM is

au=f^{^uTr'-uf)^}-
As with spectral gap (cf. (2.7)), there is a normalisation for log-Sobolev constants:

au=: ^(/) *°'='} • <5J)
Logarithmic Sobolev inequalities originate from Sobolev inequalities which were

used in the study of elliptic differential operators. However Sobolev inequalities do
not perform satisfactorily in higher dimensions. Gross [45] introduced logarithmic
Sobolev inequalities to overcome this impasse and obtain good descriptions even when
the number of variables is infinite.

Although formally the log-Sobolev constant resembles the spectral gap of the
chain, that is where the similarity ends. While the spectral gap can be regarded as

the difference between the first two largest eigenvalues of the kernel, there seems to

be no analogous interpretation for the log-Sobolev constant. However, the log-Sobolev
constant can be related to the hypercontractivity of the continuous-time semigroup [10]
associated to the transition kernel of M and more recent research discloses a connec¬

tion with concentration- and mass transportation functions [11], [77]. Diaconis and
Saloff-Coste's [30] fairly self-contained treatise on log-Sobolev constants in the con¬

text of finite Markov chains is an ideal starting point for readers unfamiliar with the

subject.
Diaconis and Saloff-Coste [30] give the following bounds on mixing time:
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Lemma 5.1.2 Let M be a Markov chain with spectral gap X and log
a. Then the mixing time x = x( l/e) ofM is upper bounded by

^ ^ 2 + ln( 1/tio)T
-

2A
4 + lnln(l/7to)

x < ,

4a

where tio = min^a W*)}-

We dropped the subscripts of a and A, since here they were inessential. As inequal¬
ity (5.3) shows, log-Sobolev constants give much better bounds on mixing time than
spectral gap whenever A and a are of similar magnitude. Typically, 1/jto = 2°(n> where
n measures input size. Thus using (5.3) gains us a factor of n/\nn.

In recent years log-Sobolev constants have attracted a lot of interest especially in
the field of statistical physics: log-Sobolev constants seem to be particularly well suited
to describe the convergence behaviour of Markov chains for spin systems and research

output from that community has been huge (see e.g. Cancrini & Roberto [20], Can-
crini, Martinelli & Roberto [19], Cesi [22], Landim, Panizo & Yau [74], Ledoux [78],

Martinelli, Sinclair & Weitz [88], Stroock & Zegarlinski [113], Yoshida [118] and the
references given therein). Other problems for which log-Sobolev constants have been
studied are the standard diffusion on the J-cycle (Chen & Sheu [26]), the knapsack
Markov chain (Mathieu [89]) and various kinds of random walks (Ane & Ledoux [8],
Lee & Yau [79]). Also of interest is Roberto's approach to bound log-Sobolev con¬

stants via canonical paths (see [103]). Some general results on log-Sobolev constants

were given by Ane et al. [7], Bobkov & Ledoux [14] and Guionnet & Zegarlinski [49],

Peculiarly, in most cases where both spectral gap and log-Sobolev constant are

known explicitly they tend to be very close: for the symmetric two-point space, the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process on Rd or the standard diffusion on the d-sphere it is
known that a = A/2 (see [10], [26], [45], [46]), a diffusion where a = A/4 is given
in [73] and for the knapsack Markov chain [89] and several Markov chains for spin

systems it is known that A and a are of the same order (see [19], [74], [88]). Since
it has been shown by Rothaus [105] that a < A/2, one might wonder if a and A are

always of the same order. However, there are cases for which very good estimates on

-Sobolev constant

(5.2)

(5.3)
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spectral gap and log-Sobolev constant are known where a <C X. Examples are random
walks on generic regular r-graphs (see [30]) or complete graphs (see [55]).

Recent results by Houdre [55] shows how quantities that are easier to compute,

e.g. spectral gap or conductance, can be used to lower bound log-Sobolev constants.

We have given an example by Theorem 4.4.8 in the last chapter.

5.2 7t-recursive Markov chains

Let M = (£2,P) be a finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-reversible Markov chain
with stationary distribution 71. Observe that M induces an undirected graph G = ('V,E)
such that V = Q and E = {{*,)'} | P{x,y) > 0}. Conversely, we could say that M =

(£2,P) is a Markov chain on an undirected graph G = (Q,E) such that for all edges
{*,y} 6 E the transition probabilities P(x,y) are non-zero. Call G the underlying graph
of M. We can regard M as a generalised random walk on G because it is not necessarily
the case that all transitions from one state have the same probability. Let A ^ 0, A 7^ 0
be a bipartition of £2.

Definition 5.2.1 The set of crossedges1 C(A, A) C E is the set of edges with one end-
point in A and the other in A.

An assignment w : C(A,A) —>■ R+ satisfying

Vx € A : w(x,y) = andfy eA: J *>{x,y) = (5.4)
y7A n(A) xTa n(A)

is called a 7t-matching.
The underlying graph G is 7t-matchable if there exists a bipartition A, A that allows

a n-matching and we will call the two subgraphs Ga, G^ induced by A and A a split (of
G) (or alternatively we say that G is split into Ga and Gfy. By a series of splits we

mean a sequence G = Gsx, Gs2, ■ ■., Gsl = Gs, I G N, where each Gsr i = 2... I, is
obtained by splitting Gsi_l and Gs is said to be obtained by a series ofsplits.

Lor the next definition we need the concept of restriction chain introduced by Madras
and Randall [85], If M = (£2,P) is a time-reversible Markov chain with stationary

'Note that the set of crossedges C (A,A) is the same as cut(A) defined in chapter 4.
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distribution n and SCO., then let Ms be its restriction on S with stationary distribution

ns = n/n(S) (see section 6.1, p.96 for a justification); think of Ms as a copy of M
where transitions leaving the set S have been removed. Readers unfamiliar with the

concept of restriction chains will find a definition in section 6.1.

Definition 5.2.2 Let M = (£2, P ) be a finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-reversible
Markov chain with stationary distribution n and underlying graph G = (£2, is). The
chain M is Tt-recursive on G if:

1. £2 is of size 1 or

2. G is 7t-matchable with a split, say Ga and G^, such that MA and M^ with sta¬

tionary distributions ua and are tca-recursive on Ga and -recursive on G^
respectively.

Examples of 7t-recursive Markov chains (as will be shown in section 5.5) are random
walks on hypercubes and bases-exchange walks on balanced matroids. It is unkown
whether there are any other 7i-recursive Markov chains.

5.3 Spectral gap of 71-recursive Markov chains

Suppose that M = (£2,P) is a finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-reversible Markov
chain with stationary distribution n on an underlying graph G = (£2, Is). Furthermore
assume that M is 7t-recursive on G. In this section we will combine decomposition
and induction to obtain a lower bound on the spectral gap of M. The induction hy¬

pothesis will be that £m(/,/) > ^-Varn(f) for some value X and all / : £2 -» R. If
this Poincare inequality holds, then from the definition of spectral gap Xm > X is an

immediate consequence. The main idea is pretty simple:

Decompose both <Em(/,/) and Varn(f) w.r.t. a bipartition A, A of £2 that allows a

7t-matching, i.e.

EM(fJ) = n(A)EMA(fJ)+n(A)EMA(fJ) + c^M{fjy (5.5)
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where Ma, M^ are the restriction chains of M on A, A and ctw/,/) is a crossterm
induced by the crossedges C(A,A) spanning A and A and similarly for variance

Var„(/) = 7t(A)Var^(/) + Tt(A)Var^i/) + ctVarjt(/). (5.6)

Observe that since M is 7t-recursive on G, the restriction chains Ma and M^ have sta¬

tionary distribution tia and 714 respectively. Since M is 7X-recursive on G and A, A
induces a split, Ma and M^ will be 7ta- and Tt^-recursive on Ga and G^. Hence, the
induction hypothesis is applicable and

£m(/,/) > 7t(A)XVarn/1(/) +7t(A)XVar3l,(/) + ctEM(/i/). (5.7)

With the help of 7t-matchings we can show that there exists a suitable choice for A, such
that

Ct<M/,/) ^ ^ctVarn(/)- (5-8)
Thus proving the induction hypothesis

£m(/,/) > XVar„(/). (5.9)

In the rest of the section we will make the steps outlined by (5.5) to (5.9) rigorous.

Lemma 5.3.1 For a partition A, A ofCI, f: Q —> R and a Markov chain with stationary
distribution n on Q,

"EM{f,f) = 71(A)'Em/i(/,/) +n(A)'EMA(f,f) + CtEM(yj),

where

ct = X (/(*)-/(?) )2?t(x)P(x,y).
xeA
yeA

Proof. Observe that given a partition A and A the Dirichlet form can be rewritten as

£m(/,/) = \ X (f(x)-f(y))2n(x)p(x,y)
x,yeA

+ 1 X (f(x)-f(y))2n(x)p(x,y)
x,y£A

+ X(/W -f(y))2n(x)p(x>y)-
xea
yeA
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Since

71(A)(/,/) = \ X (f(x)-f(y))2n{x)p(x>y)
x,yea

and

71(A)2^(/,/) = ^ X (/W-/(y))2tWJB(*>3')>
xjeA

the lemma holds. □

The next lemma shows that variance can be decomposed.

Lemma 5.3.2 Let A, Abe a partition of LI, f \ LI -y R and M a Markov chain on £2
with stationary distribution n, then

Var„(/) = 7t(A)Var^ (/) + 7t(A)Var^ (/) + ctVarjt(/),

where

is a crosstemi and

<%**(/) = n(A)n(A)(E,,[/] -E.,1/])2

E«,[/] = Z*M/W.
*€A

Var„,(/)= S^W(/W-E,,[/])2
x£A

are expectation and variance w.r.t. tl^ and similarly for Ej^[/] and Var7I^(/).

Proof First, we establish that

Var„(/) = 7t(A)VarnA(/) +7t(A)Var^(/)
+ n(A)(E»a[/]-E«|/])2
+ 7t(A)(E«,[/j-E;,[/])2.

To see this, consider the following:

Varre (/)

= (£(/(*)
V-rGA
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+ 7t(A) ( £(/(*)-£„[/] )2t^(*\xeA
n (A) X f (x)nA (x) - 7t (A) 2EnA [/] [/] + 7t (A) EK [f]2

xeA

+ n (A) X f (x) nx (x) - n (A) 2E*[/] E^ [/] + n (A) E* [/]

By adding two zeros, namely Ti(A)2E7tA [f]2 — 7t(A)2EJI/4 [/]2 and 7t(A) 2En~[f]2
n (A) 2E7t- [f]2, and re-arranging the summands we obtain

71 (A) X f (x)nA (x) - 7T(A) 2EnA [f]2 + n(A)En [f]2
xEA

+ ti (A) £ /2 (x) nA (x) - 71 (A) 2EKa [f]2 + 7t(A)EJl [/]2
x£A

+ 7t(A)Eka [f]2-7t(A)2E7l4 [/]EK\f]+n(A)E^[f]2
+ 7t(A)E7tJ[/]2—7t (A) 2Eji- [/] Ejj [/] + 7t (A) E^f/]2 ,

which is the same as

n{A) ( E (f(X)-^A [flf^A (x)
■ £A

*0) (Si/w-E.jWi'tjW
+

+

"(A) (E», [/]2 - 2ErcA [/] En [/] + En
n (A)(e^[/]2 - 2Ejis [/] En [/] + [/]

= 71(A) VarnA (/) +7l(A) VarnA(/)
+ 7l(A)(EnA [/] - En[/])2
+ 77(A)(Ejia[/] —En)/])2.

The lemma then follows from

7l(A)(E„A [/] - Eji[/])2 +Tl(A)(EnA [/] - E„[/])2
= 7l(A)(EnA[/] -7t(A)EjiA[/] —7l(A)EnAl/])2

+ 7t(A)(EnA [/] — 7l(A)EnA 7I(A)Ejia [/])2
= 7l(A)(7t(A)EnA[/] -7I(A)E,,[/])2
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+ 7t(A)(7t(A)E^[/]-7t(A)E^[/])2
= 7t(A)7t(A)2(E^[/]-E^[/])2

+ n(A)n(A)2(EnA[f}-EnA[f})2
= 7t(A)7t(A)(E^[/]-E^[/])2.

□

The following lemma corresponds to (5.8) and is the corner-stone of our argument.

Lemma 5.3.3 Assume that M = (£2. P) is a finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-
reversible Markov chain with stationary distribution 71 on a n-matchable graph G =

(£2,2s). Then

CtEM(f,f) > 2;ml" {'W^CtvarA/)-{x,y}eE

Proof. Since G allows a 7t-matching, there exists a bipartition A, A of £2, an assign¬
ment w such that n(x) /

larly forEnA[f\. Thus:

ment w such that n{x)/n(A) = Ey£Aw(x^y) anc* thus EKA[f] = w(x,y)/(x); simi-
yeA

CtVarn(/) = 7l(A)7l(A) ( £ w(x,y)(f(x) - f(y))
xeA

yyeA

Observe that E*sa w(jc,y) = 1. Since g(x) = x2 is a convex function, we obtain with
yeA

Jensen's inequality:

CtVarn(/) < Tt(A)7t(A) ^ w(x,y)(f(x) — f(y))2.
x6A
yeA

Thus, to complete the proof it suffices to find a factor r) such that

r\n(A)n(A) ^w(x,y)(f(x) - f(y))2 < £n(x)P(x,y)(f(x) - f(y))2.
xeA xeA
yeA yeA

By convention, choose A such that 7t(A) < 7t(A). Furthermore, w(x,y) < EyGA w(x->y) —

m<A>(x,y) < n{x)p(x'y)
7t(A) 2min{^}e£{P(x,y)}'
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This shows that our claim is valid for t] = 2m\x\\xy}eE{P{x,y)}. □
The significance of Lemma 5.3.3 is that 2min^ vj.g£'{P(x,}')} is exactly the value

% we were looking for, i.e. it satisfies *£m(/,/) > AVar^/) for all / : £2 —> E. This is
shown next.

Theorem 5.3.4 Given a finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-reversible Markov
chain M = (£2. P) with stationary distribution n on a graph G = (Q..E) such that M
is n-recursive on G. The spectral gap of M is lower bounded by twice the minimum
transition probability ofM, i.e.:

A,m > 2 min {P(x,y)}.
{x,y}eE

Proof. It suffices to show that for any / : Q. —» R and for all S C Q where Gs is obtained

by a series of splits of G the following holds:

%MsifJ) > 2 min {P(x,y)> Var„s(/).
{x,y}£E

The proof is by induction on the size of the state space of the restriction chain Ms =

(S,ps).
For |S| = 1 the variance

Varns(f) = \ X (/(*) ~ f(y))2ns(x)ns(y) = 0
x,yes

and the induction hypothesis is trivially true.

Assume that |S| > 1 and Ms has stationary distribution n5. Since M is 7t-recursive
on G, the chain Ms is 715-recursive on G5. Thus there is a split of Gs into, say G&, Gf.
By Lemma 5.3.1:

£Ms(/?/) = , f) + 7tS (A) <E'MA(f,f)+Ct£Ms(fj)
which is by induction hypothesis greater than

2min{P(x,y)}(7t5(A)Var7t/1(/) + ns (A) Var^(/)) + ct£ (/)/).\x,y} *

By Lemma 5.3.3: ct£%(/)/) > 2min{^y}e£{P(x,y)}ctVarjts(/). Thus, applying
Lemma 5.3.2 we obtain:

> 2 min {P(x,y)}Varns{f).
{x,y}£t
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□

Remark: An unnatural feature of Theorem 5.3.4 (and later Theorem 5.4.5) is that

the existence of one single low-probability transition is enough to degrade the bound.
What we mean is the following: let M = (Q,,P) be a Markov chain whose transition

probabilities are similar in size (i.e. differ by at most a small constant factor). We
define a "perturbed chain" M* = (£2,PT) whose transition probabilities agree with M

except between a pair of distinguished states x and y. For this pair x,y, we arrange

that P(x,y) = P(y,x) = 0 while 0 < P' (x,y),P] (y,x) < 8, where 5 is some small value
much less than min{A:;yj.€£{F>(x,y)}. (The stationary distribution 7t may be retained
by choosing P'(x,y) and P'(y,.x) to satisfy detailed balance.) Then our bound for
AMt is much smaller than that for Xm, even though the spectral gap of M' is actually
slightly larger than that of M. This is counter-intuitive since the addition of a tiny
extra edge should not have such a huge impact. This paradox can be resolved by a

closer look at the proof of Lemma 5.3.3 and Theorem 5.3.4. Both continue to hold
if 2min{X)>,}e£{F(x,y)} is replaced by

7t(x:)P(x,y) _

mm
. 7 r- (5.10)

{x,y}ec(A,A) n(A)n(A)w(x,y)

Thus, the tiny transition probability can be compensated for as long as the n-matching
does not assign it significant weight. In general, this will apply whenever a vertex

is incident to more than one edge of the cut. Thus, an alternative formulation of
Lemma 5.3.3 and Theorem 5.3.4 involving (5.10) will be closer to the truth. However,
later on we will only be dealing with Markov chains whose transition probabilities are

uniform, i.e. all non-zero transition probabilities are identical, and for those chains the
current versions of Lemma 5.3.3 and Theorem 5.3.4 are sufficiently well suited.

5.4 log-Sobolev constant of 71-recursive Markov chains

A similar inductive proof can be used to obtain a lower bound on the log-Sobolev
constant of rt-recursive Markov chains. As before we assume that M = (£2,P) is a

finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-reversible Markov chain with uniform stationary
distribution it that is 7t-recursive on a graphG = (Q,E). The goal will be to identify a
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value a such that £^(7,/) > &£n(/) for all / : £2 —>■ R. Since the approach is identical
to (5.5) to (5.9), only with X and terms related to variance replaced by a and terms

related to the entropy-like quantity £ji(/), we will not restate it but go straight into
details. Other authors who exploited decomposition to obtain bounds on log-Sobolev
constants were Caputo & Martinelli [21], Cesi [22], Ledoux [77], Lu & Yau [83],
Martinelli, Sinclair & Weitz [88] to name a few. Similar to variance and Dirichlet-

form, the entropy-like quantity Lji(f) can be split up with respect to a bipartition A, A
of Q:

Lemma 5.4.1

At (/) = n(A)LKA(f) + n{A)Ln,A(f) + ct^f^

where

CW</, = m ll/ll!^ In +n(A) WfW\Kl In
11/112,71 Il/ll2,7t

and accordingly for ||/||2 Ka and La-(f).
Proof. Recall that

Mfl = I l/MI2in7§L*M- (S.ii)
xe£2 11/ 112,71

Decomposing (5.11) with respect to A, A yields

Mf) = E l/W|2ln|/(x)|27c(x)+S |/(x)|2ln|/(x)|27t(x)-||/||2inln||/||2)7I.
*eA xeA

Notice that \\f\\\n = tt(A) ||/||2^ + tt(A) ||/||2^ and
E l/W\2n(x)ln I/(*) I2 = <a)^a (/) + "(A) \\f\?2,nA ln 11/112,71^ "

jcSA

Then

U(f)= n(A)^(/) + itO)^(/) + n(4)||/||^ln||/||^
+*(A) ||/||^. In ||/||lm - ln ||rHi,„CO) ll/ll(„, + *(A) ||/||(x,)

and observe that this is merely an alternative formulation of the claim. □
The next lemma is the log-Sobolev counterpart to Lemma 5.3.3:
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Lemma 5.4.2 Assume that M = (£2.P) is a finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-
reversible Markov chain with stationary distribution 71 on a n-matchable graph G =

(£l,E). Then

ct£„(/,/) > -

Proof. Let A, A be a split of G, i.e. a bipartition yielding a n-matching w. Using
lnx < jc — 1 we obtain

/ ^ \ || 112 WfhnA - \\fh,n /Jmi^ii2 ~ 11/112,71
ctMf) < 71 (A) \\f\\2nA ^ + 71(A) ||/||2)^

2,it IM Il2,7t

Since \\f\\\^n = rc(A) H/H^ + 7t(A) II/I^ti^ we see that the right-hand side of the
above inequality is equal to

2 nrii2 n2
_ ... . 12,71/1 11^ 112,7t J )

7t(A)7l(A ) A LZZ
12,71

It is helpful to observe that \\f\\\nA = [f2] and similarly \\f\\\UA = [f2]. Fur¬
thermore, owing to the normalizing condition (5.1) for log-Sobolev constants we can

w.l.o.g. assume that||/||2 n = 1 and thus

ct£,(/)< n(A)n(A)(E*,[/2] —E,a [/2])2.
It is then enough to show that

ctEM(f,f) > ^{mjn£{P(x,y)} 7t(A)7t(A) (E^ [f2] -E^ [f2])2.
This can be done with the help of two intermediate inequalities. The first is

^(f(x)-f(y))2n{x)P{x,y) > ^ min {P(x,y)} ^{f{x) - f{y))2w(x,y)
xeA Z Wle£ xga
y€A y€A

and the second one

'Z(f(x)-f(y))2^(x,y)>n(A)n(A){ER,[/2] -E,, [Z2])2, (5.12)
xeA
y€A
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As regards the first inequality, observe the following: As in the proof of Lemma 5.3.3
we can choose A such that n(A) < tc(A). Since w is art-matching between A and A, we

have w{x,y) < w(x,;y) = and thus,

n(x) , 2n(x)P(x,y)
w(*,y) < -~r < 2n(x) < V ' K

7t(A) min{Xi>;}e£{/,(x,y)}'
This establishes the first inequality. To finish the proof we must show that the second

inequality (5.12) is valid. This can be done using another two intermediate inequalities.
The first one is an instance of the following multivariate Jensen's inequality. We will
state the inequality but not give a proof since it is very similar to that of the one-

dimensional case.

Lemma 5.4.3 Ifg : W1 —> R is a convex function, p : fl/Li £2; —> [0,1] a multivariate
probability distribution with marginals pi, i = 1,..., n, and Xj random variables on Q;,
i — 1,..., n, then

g (Epj [Jfl],•••, Epn [X„]) < Ep[g (X,,..., X„)j.

Notice that a 7t-matching w is a bi-variate distribution on A x A with marginals 71^ and

7t^. Following Jerrum et al. [62] (see also Kipnis, Olla & Varadhan [72] and Lee &
Yau [79]), we choose g(x,y) = (y/x— yfy) — the convexity of which can be verified
by a simple calculation — and random variables Xa(x) = f2(x), X^(y) = f2(y) on A
and A respectively. Then by Lemma 5.4.3

S(/W-/(y))2w(*.y)>
y€A

Inequality (5.12) then follows from

[/2]" fCit/2]) >Jt(A)7t(A)(E„q/2]-E„J[/2])2. (5.13)
Because of the normalisation||/||2 n = 1, inequality (5.13) is implicitly of the form

- 2 2
x ll— x \ ,, fx 1 —

yV1 ~y J
Below, in Lemma 5.4.4 we will show that the above inequality is valid, which

concludes the proof of Lemma 5.4.2. □
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Lemma 5.4.4 Let x, y £ (0,1). Then

87

1 — x \ . fx 1 — 2
-y(l-y) >0.1 —y I \y

Proof2. The claimed inequality is equivalent to

1_xiz^HS!>0
(fi-m

y(l~y) ( \l- + \ \—I < L (5-14)

and hence to

v( 1 — V) I . I
,

y v l~y
Since x, y £ (0,1), inequality (5.14) is equivalent to

y/x(i-y) + y/y(l-x) < 1.

Then use = cos2 a and y = sin2 b for a, b £ R to conclude the proof. □
We can now formulate the main result

Theorem 5.4.5 Given a finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-reversible Markov
chain M = (£2, P) with stationary distribution n on a graph G — {L1,E) such that M is
n-recursive on G. The logarithmic Sobolev constant ofM is lower bounded by half the
minimum transition probability ofM, i.e.:

otM>^min {/>(*,y)}.2 {x,y}£E

Proof. The proof is of a similar flavour as the proof of Theorem 5.3.4. It is carried out

by induction on the size of state spaces of restriction chains of M. Let Ms = (S,Ps) with
stationary distribution ns be a restriction chain on the underlying graph Gs = {S, Es)
obtained by a series of splits of G.

2The proof given is due to an anonymous reviewer of [61], The original proof was by a lengthy
calculation showing that the lhs of the claimed inequality is the square of a real number.
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If |S| = 1, then 7ts(x) = 1 for x 6 S, in which case the hypothesis is trivially true
because

0 = \ X (f(x)-f(y))2ns(x)Ps(x,y)
x,y£S

= ^ min {P(x,y)} V |/(x)|2tcs(x) In

= 0.

Inductive step: As Ms is 7i,s-recursive, the underlying graph Gs can be split into
two non-empty sets A and A such that:

f) = ns(A)'EMA(f,f)-\-ns(A)'EMA(f,f)+ct£Ms(ffy
By the inductive hypothesis this is greater than

\ ^Ks^Lka^ + 7ls(A)L^(/)) +ct£MS(/,/)-
By Lemma 5.4.2 this in turn is greater than

+ + ctUs(f))
and finally using Lemma 5.4.1:

£ms(/,/) > \ min {P(x,y)}i^5(/).2 {x,y}eE

□

Remark: The bound on the log-Sobolev constant we state here is nearly tight in that

any significant improvement, specifically by a factor greater than 2, would implicitly
lead to an improvement in the bound on X stated in Theorem 5.3.4. (This follows from
the known inequality a < X/2 [105], [30].) But the bound in Theorem 5.3.4 is tight,

e.g. in the case of the hypercube: suppose we split a <i-dimensional hypercube into two
d — 1-dimensional subcubes. Choose a function / that assumes +1 on one subcube
and — 1 on the other. Since the random walk on this hypercube has constant transi¬
tion probabilities3 P{x,y) = 1/{d+ 1), for adjacent x and y, and uniform stationary
distribution, we have 'Em (/,/) /Varn (/) = 2/ (d + 1), which gives an upper bound of
2/ (d + 1) on X. Since by Theorem 5.3.4 the lower bound is X > 2/ (d+ 1), our bounds
are tight for random walks on hypercubes.

3The transition probabilities 1/ (d + 1) are obtained by adding self-loops to address ergodicity issues.
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5.5 Applications

In this section we will discuss some applications of Theorem 5.3.4 and Theorem 5.4.5.
The applications we have in mind are random walks on hypercubes and bases-exchange
walks on balanced matroids.

5.5.1 Random walk on a hypercube

Consider the d-dimensional hypercube. Its vertices can be denoted by d-tuples from
£2 = {0,1 }d. Its edges connect vertices whose Hamming distance is 1, i.e. tuples that
differ by exactly one entry. Let M be the random walk with transition probabilities

P(x,y) = l/(d+ 1) for (undirected) edges and self-loops on such a hypercube. This
random process has been studied quite extensively before (see [31] and the references
given therein) and has uniform stationary distribution n(x) = \/2d. It is already known
that this walk on the hypercube has spectral gap X = 2/(d+ 1) and log-Sobolev con¬

stant a = \/{d + 1) (see [30] and [31] for a discussion).
Here, we will obtain a similar result by using the ^-recursiveness of this walk. The

easiest way to show that M is 7t-recursive is to split the hypercube into two sub-cubes
of dimension d — 1. Since each vertex of a sub-cube has only one neighbour in the
other sub-cube, the 7T-matching is given by w(x,y) = 2/2d if * and y are neighbours.

Using Theorem 5.3.4 and Theorem 5.4.5 we obtain the bounds X > 2/(d+l) and
a > l/2(<i + 1). While our bound on spectral gap is identical to the aforementioned
result, our bound on log-Sobolev constant is off by a factor of 2. However, for the
random walk on a hypercube it can be shown that Lemma 5.4.2 holds for cte^/,/) >
jqrj-ct^(/), which recovers the result given in [30] by Diaconis and Saloff-Coste:

Lemma 5.5.1 For the d-dimensional hypercube

1

Proof Recall the definitions needed for Lemma 5.4.2. What we will show is

^Z(f(x)~f(y))2n(x)P(x,y)
xeA
y€A
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2 2

> ^(.WH/ll^ln^ +^ll/ll^ln^l, (5.15)12,Tl IIJ 112,71

where A and A is a partition of Q. Since A and A are chosen in such a way that they form

hypercubes of dimension d — 1, there is a perfect matching between A and A, i.e. every

vertex x E A has exactly one neighbour x E A. We know that the stationary distribution
of this random walk is uniform and so 7t(x) = 1/|£2|. If we define ex/2(x) = Sa and

YfxeAf2^) = Sa> then (5.15) becomes

^ X </w - /«)2 ^ ^
Notice that we do not lose any information if we normalise Sa + SA to 1. Furthermore,
observe that

X (/(*) - m))2 = SA- 2 £ f(x)f(x) + SA.
x£A x£A

Since by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

X /(*)/(*) <
xga \ X/2^)) X/W),

V*£A / \jcgA

we see that

X(/«~/M)2> (v^-v^i)2'
x€A

Thus (5.15) holds if

5a - y/SA )2 > ^A In 2Sa + SA In 2SA.

Or equivalently since Sa + SA = 1,
2

g(x) — (v^ — v/l — — xln2x — (1 — x) In2( 1 — x) >0.
Now observe that

g'(x) = ,„(iz2)_./ix2+ nr
x / V * V 1 — x

, 1 1 1
2 (*) = 77 + T= +X(X-1) ^/s 2(l-x)\PPxX

2

, A TV.
2y/x(l—x) \\/l— X vV
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Since g"{x) > 0, the function g(x) has only one local minimum, which is attained
at x = 1/2 as g'(l/2) = 0 shows. It is easy to verify that g(l/2) = 0 and therefore
g(x) > 0. This concludes the proof. □

5.5.2 Bases-exchange walk on a balanced matroid

Let AT be a balanced matroid with bases tB. Recall the definition of balanced matroids

given in section 4.3. We already mentioned that Feder and Mihail [41] discovered
that every balanced matroid allows a fractional matching. Recall that for two natural
isomorphic copies of rB(^t\e) and rB{9vt/e), say A and A, a fractional matching is
a function f : A x A —> N assigning integer weights to the cutset (the edges of G(AT)
spanning A and A) such thatVxG A : = |^| and VyG A : ~ZxeA fO*?)') = 1^1-
Note that the bases-exchange walk on (any) matroid has uniform stationary distribution
and hence for balanced matroids the probability distribution Pj = ^(x,y) :
Ax A -A [0,1] on the cutset is a p--matching (because the stationary distribution is
_L^Pr

Let M = (,S,P) be a bases-exchange walk with constant transition probabilities
(i.e. P(x,y) = p ifx ^ y and x ~ y, P(x, y) = 0 ifx / y and P(x,x) = 1 - l{X:y}eE P(x,y))
on a matroid IM('B) and = (') the underlying bases-exchange graph.
Note that M is aperiodic if the self-loop probabilities are larger than zero. Further¬
more, M is finite, irreducible and time-reversible with uniform stationary distribution

7i(x) = 1/ |t8| for all x G (B. Observe that if fM' with bases H' is a minor of
then the restriction chain M<gi is time-reversible with stationary distribution {/ \
Furthermore if 9vt is a balanced matroid, then every fractional matching gives rise to

a py-matching with weights Pj(-, •). These observations show that the bases-exchange
walk M — with constant transition probabilities is py-recursive on the bases-
exchange graph. It might be that some minors of a matroid are empty. This can happen
if the minor is obtained by contracting an element that is in no basis or by deleting an

element that is in every basis. In this case the minors do not constitute a split. How¬

ever, unless a matroid has only one basis, there will always exist non-empty minors
and thus a split of the bases-exchange graph.
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Corollary 5.5.2 Let M = (fB.P) be a bases-exchange walk with constant transition

probabilities, i.e. P(x7y) = p if x ^ y and x ~ y, P{x7y) = 0 if x y and P(x7x) =

1 — Z{,*;,>'}et ^(x-y)> and uniform stationary distribution on a balanced matroid fhiCB)
with bases-exchange graph = (fB,E). The spectral gap and log-Sobolev
constant ofM are lower bounded by

With Corollary 5.5.2 we can improve on the previous bounds for Algorithm 4.3.5:
Let M be a matroid of rank n on a ground set S of size m. Assume that transi¬
tions are done as specified in Algorithm 4.3.5. For the sake of simplicity add self-

loops with probability at least 1 /2 and reduce all other transition probabilities by 1 /2,
i.e. P(x,y) = 1/2mn for x ~ y and P(x,x) = 1 — £{*,)>}££ ■P(a);) >1/2, this will ensure
that M is finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-reversible w.r.t. the uniform distribu¬
tion on rB. If M is balanced, then applying Theorem 5.4.5 yields the lower bound
a > 1/4mn on the log-Sobolev constant. Remember that log-Sobolev constants can be
used to upper bound mixing time and thus by Lemma 5.1.2 we obtain

This greatly improves on the mixing time for this walk given in Theorem 4.4.9:

Using a result by Heller [53] which says that for simple regular matroids (which means

regular matroids with no parallel elements) m < n(n + 1), we can infer that for regular
matroids with only a constant number of parallel elements m £ 0(n2). Thus for such
matroids our bound on the log-Sobolev constant yields a mixing time of 0(n3 Inn) for
this walk. This is at present the best bound on mixing time for this random walk on

the bases-exchange graph of regular matroids with constant number of parallel ele¬
ments. However, if the size of the groundset is larger, say m £ Q(n3), then Feder and

XM > 2p

p
aM >

Proof. Apply Theorems 5.3.4 and 5.4.5. □

x £ 0(mn(lnn + lnln/n)).
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Mihail's modified random walk on balanced matroids (see [41], Theorem 5.2) with
x £ 0(n4\nm) converges after a fewer number of steps4.

4This bound for the modified walk however is misleading because it does not mention implementa¬
tion costs of the walk which the authors admit to being quite high.



 



Chapter 6

A new decomposition result

Markov chain decomposition is a fairly new technique introduced by Madras and Ran¬
dall [85]. Their idea was to simplify the computation of the spectral gap of a Markov
chain by decomposing it into smaller chains. This is done by first introducing a couple
of new Markov chains called restrictions, which are like the original chain but only
defined on subsets of the original state space. These subsets need not necessarily form
a partition of the original state space. In fact it is desirable if they overlap to a certain
extent. The purpose of restriction chains is to capture the behaviour of the original
chain on smaller regions of the state space. The next step is to define a projection
chain which roughly describes how the original chain moves from one region of the
state space to another. In a later paper, Martin and Randall [86] proposed a slightly dif¬
ferent kind of decomposition. Their result uses restriction chains that do not overlap,
i.e. restriction chains are defined on partitions of the state space. Both decomposition
methods yield bounds on the spectral gap of the original chain by combining bounds
on the spectral gap of restriction and projection chains. Both results are based on a re¬

sult by Caracciolo, Pelisetto and Sokal, which is a decomposition result in the context
of simulated tempering. The result by Caracciolo, Pelisetto and Sokal has not been
published yet but is treated in detail in [85].

In the rest of this chapter we will describe the decomposition techniques used by
Madras, Martin and Randall. After that we will give a different decomposition ap¬

proach for bounding the spectral gap of a Markov chain and apply it to the Ising process

on finite, complete <i-ary trees.

95
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6.1 Madras-Randall versus Martin-Randall decomposi¬

tion

We start off with a recap of the decomposition methods by Madras-Randall and Martin-
Randall. In their original formulation both decomposition methods are applicable to

finite and infinite state space Markov chains. However, we will only give a formulation
for finite Markov chains. Let M = (£2, P) be a finite, time-reversible Markov chain with
a stationary distribution n.

Definition 6.1.1 Let be not necessarily disjoint subsets of LI such that

jj/fi = LI. For each i = 1,... ,m define a restriction chain M/\i on A; by deleting any

transitions that would take us out ofA/. The transition kernel of the restriction chain
is given by

(P(x,y), ifx,y 6 A/ andxfiy0, ifxfAiory^Ai
ifx = y.

PAfx,y) = (6.1)

1-E^,^P(x,y),
y^x

It is worthwhile mentioning that has stationary distribution tta, where
n(x)

nAi(x)
n (A,-)

for x e A/ (6.2)

and 7i(A;) = 'ZxeAin(x) because

X 7lAi(y)PAi(y,x)
y&Aj

1

7t (A;)

1

y€At
W-v

y^i
\

/. \ , X X niy)pMn\Ai) \yeAi yeAi\ y¥"x y+*
= nAi(x).

Above, the first equality follows from using the definition of the restriction chain and
the second follows from the fact that we assumed that M is time-reversible w.r.t. 7t.

Note that M^t is time-reversible with respect to Tt^..
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Next define
m

Z:=5>(A,-), (6.3)
/= 1

and the maximum overlap 0 of the covering {Ai,..., A,,,} by

0 := max|{z | x E A/}|. (6.4)
xeQ.

In other words, 0 is the maximum number of sets that are involved in a non-empty

intersection. Note that
m

Z=X n(Ai) < © -
i=l

and thus

1 < Z < 0 < m. (6.5)

Next, we define a crude model of how the original chain moves from one region
to another. Consider a state space H = {a\,..., am} of m points representing the m

subsets. The projection chain on this discrete state space has transition probabilities
7t(A,nA/)

PH(at, aj) := Qn^ for ' # J (6-6)
and PH(ai,ai) = 1 - J^jPfrfaaj).

Madras and Randall, in [85], showed that the spectral gap of the original Markov
chain can then be bounded by

Theorem 6.1.2 In the framework given by (6.1)-(6.6) the spectral gap of the Markov
chain M is lower bounded by

\m > min {^Ma. } •

Recently, in [86], Martin and Randall have proved a similar result but for restrictions
on partitions of the state space, i.e. the subsets do no longer need to overlap. The
definition of restriction chains remains unchanged but since restrictions are defined on

a partitioning of the state space, the definition of the projection chain must obviously
be revised:

Let Qi,..., be a partitioning of the state space Q. The projection chain Mp on

H = {(Oi,..., db„} has transition probabilities

Pp(&i,(bj) := —l-— £ n(x)P(x,y).
yecij
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Theorem 6.1.3 With the definitions ofabove, the spectral gap ofM is bounded by

Am > {A-Mq. |.
The advantage of this approach as claimed by the authors is that it is more easily ap¬

plicable than the Madras-Randall method since it dispenses with the need for overlap,
which can in some cases pose a technical difficulty.

6.2 Another decomposition

In this section we will give a new decomposition method to obtain bounds on the spec¬

tral gap of a Markov chain. However, we will only consider decomposition w.r.t. bipar-
titions. The motivation was to study if the Martin-Randall approach could somehow
be related to the result of chapter 5, which is essentially also a form of decomposition,
and to possibly bridge the gap between both approaches.

In the following assume thatM = (£2,P) is a finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-
reversible Markov chain with stationary distribution n. Furthermore we will keep the
notations used in chapter 5. As regards the definition of spectral gap we will again
make the simplifying normalisation Var(/) = 1 and thus

XM = nnn{ Em(/,/)}. (6.7)

As already seen in chapter 5 the Dirichlet-form of the Markov chain can be split up

£a/(/,/) = tt(A) 'Ema (/,/)+ Tt(A) <EMa (/,/) + ct£M(/,/), (6.8)
— ry

where A, A is a bipartition of Q and ctem(/,/) = (/(*) — f(y)) ^(x)P(x,y). Note
that (6.8) immediately gives rise to two lower bounds on £w(/,/):

£«(/,/) > (6.9)

and

£m(/,/) > n(A)£MA(f,f) + mZMA(fJ) (6-10)
> 7i(A)XMa Var^ (/) + n(A )XMa Varrt/5 (/) (6.11)
> min{Xma,Xma} (n(A)YarKA(f) + 7t(A)VarJI^(/)) (6.12)
= min {Xma , Xma } (1 - ctvarj/)), (6.13)
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where (6.LI) is obtained by the definition of spectral gap and (6.13) is due to the
normalisation of variance.

Since (6.8) holds for any bipartition, we have:

Lemma 6.2.1 For any bipartition A, A of the state spaceQ.

Unfortunately, in general Lemma 6.2.1 will not be of practical value for computing the

spectral gap. For computing the spectral gap, it is furthermore necessary to minimize
over all functions /. Given a (fixed) function / and bipartition A, A computing ctj-^y n
and ctvar„(/) maY be straightforward, however minimizing over all / will in general
not be. For the above framework to be applicable, we have to avoid minimization over

functions. Before we can give a more practical version of Lemma 6.2.1, we have to

introduce a couple of new concepts.

Definition 6.2.2 Let M = (Q.,P) be a Markov chain with stationary distribution it. Let
A, Abe a partition ofQ. and P (A, A) be defined as on page 27. Then

is a 7t-approximation. If 7t(x) > a7t(x) for x £ £2 and a e (0,1], then ft is an a-n-

approximation. Notice that a is not the log-Sobolev constant.

Note 6.2.3 Observe that for any it-approximation 7t(A) = tt(A). Furthermore define

We can use ^-approximations to lower bound the Dirichlet-form crossterms of time-
reversible Markov chains M — (Q.,P):

£m(/,/) > max{ct^(/i/),min{AMA,AM/J (l -ctVar4/))}-

and

ft(y) - V n(y)P(y,x) for ye A

ftA (*) = which happens to equal

P(A,A) ctEm(/)/) = X(/W - f{y))2n(x)P(x,y) £n(x)P(x,y).
xea
yeA

xeA
y€A
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Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality this is larger than

X(/(*) - f(y))n(x)P(x,y)
x€A

•>y€A

With time-reversibility (cf. section 2.1) this can be re-expressed as

X /(■*) X - X f(y) X n(y)p(y^x))
VKG/i y£A y£A x£A J

'?{A,A) ^ w P{A,A) ^ wWj
and thus finally

aWf)>P{A,A) (EiJ/l-Ej,,!/])2. (6.14)
We will lower bound (E^ [/] - E^ [/]) via two lemmata. The first one is

Lemma 6.2.4 Let n be a probability distribution and ft an CL-n-approximation. Then

{Eit[/] — Eft[/]}2 < ^Var„(/).
Proof. Since ft is an a-7t-approximation and expectation can alternatively be defined
as

Var„(/) = min | X "(*)(/(*) - M)2 [ , (6-15)M [xen )

the following holds:

Var»(/) = XftW(/W"EltL/If
< XftW(/W-En[/])2

*6 £2

< ^Var,(/).
Thus

2Varn(/) > X^Wl/W-E^mf + aX^Wl/W-Eftm)2.
jc(E£2 X€£2
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As aft < 7T and a G (0.1] this is larger than

X cdt(x)(f(x)-Ea\f\)2+ £ an(x)(f(x)-Efl[f])2
xEO.

= a £ A(*) ((/(*) - Ek[/])2 + (/(*) -Eft[/])2). (6.16)

At this point it is helpful to realize that real functions of the form (x — a)2 + (x — b)2
are minimal at jc= (a + b)/2. Therefore (6.16) is larger than

aIl(E«[/]-Es[/])2«W-
xE& ^

Notice that (En[f] — Eft[/])2 is a constant and recall that fc is a probability distribution.
Thus

^Var«(/) >(£„[/]-E*[/])2.
□

Before we proceed any further it is helpful to point out a useful technical fact:
remember that we have shown in the proof of Lemma 5.3.2 that the crossterms of
variance can be expressed in two ways

<*V*M = 7T(^)(Eha[/] — Ejt[/])2 +7l(A)(Eji^[/] — Etc [/])2 (6.17)
= nMmlAKE^J/l-E,-!/])2. (6.18)

The next lemma enables us to lower bound (EftA [/] — E^ [/])2.
Lemma 6.2.5 For any fixed f : Q, —> E, any fixed a G (0,1] and a-n-approximation ft,
if

8
CtVar.(/) ~ 0^'

then

(EnA[f\ EaA[f]) > n(A)7l(^ (^\/ctvarA/) 2fjl ctVarn(/)j .
Proof. Regard |jc — y| = d(x,y) as a metric. Then by two applications of the triangle-
inequality

\a — d\ < \a — b\ + \b — c\ + \c — d\.
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Thus

|E*J/]-E4,[/]|
> |E-,[/]-Enil/Jl - IE„„[/] - E*J/]I - IE«,[/] - E»_,[/]I

Using Lemma 6.2.4 and the definition of ctVarji(y), this is larger than

ctVarn(/)
■K{A)TI(A) V a

2\h \/V^(/) + \/Var«,(/) . (6.19)

Let m = max{^/VarnA(f) + y Vaiv-(/)} subject to ctVarjt(/) being an independent and
fixed constant (i.e. its value depends only on the initial choice of A, A and /) and

7t(A)VarJlA(/) +7t(A)Var^(/) + ctVarn(^ = 1. Then surely (6.19) is larger than

ctVarn(/) _Jlm_
7t(A)7t(A) V oc

In other words, we seek to maximise \/x + subject to px+qy + c = 1 and p + q= 1.
This is equivalent to maximising the function

fl(x) = y/x +
1 — px — c

q

Since

and

2 2q\ q

( \

h"(x) = ~\
2

3 p
X~2 +

(q^)J(i-p)2j
<o,

the maximum is at * = ^(1 — c) (where the value for y is then |( 1 — c)). Thus (6.19)
must be larger than

'tJwVTS (V m(1"ctv»'(/))+v sji) (' -c,v»,(/))
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ctvaM/) ,l2(] ct \( fn(A) , ln(A)
n(A)n{A) V av nU \ V rt(A) y 7t(A)

VctVar„(/) ~ 2y/| ( 1 ~ ctVarn(/))
yJn(A)ll{A)

(6.20)

Observe that (6.20) is greater than 0 if ctVarji^ > ^g. To conclude the proof, notice
that

(EfU/l-Eft^/]) > (yCtVarA/) CtVar,(/)
□

With Lemma 6.2.1, (6.14) and Lemma 6.2.5 the spectral gap can be lower bounded
as follows: Let A, A be any bipartition of £2. If ctVarjt(/) > then

XM > mm | max | (v^Va^/) ~ 2^/f y/1 ~ ctvarn(/)] , (6-21)
min CtVar„(/))

otherwise

Am > min {min {XMa,XMa} ctVarjl(/)) } ■ (6.22)
The problem with (6.21) and (6.22) is the dependence on ctVar„(/). which as said before
implies a minimization over /. But this problem can be overcome. First notice that for

< x < 1 the expression

(6.23)

is monotone in x. Now assume that ca is a value in the open interval (j^zg, l), then for
any / with ctVar■„(/) > by (6.21) and monotonicity of (6.23)

■ <6-24>
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On the other hand, if ctvarjl(/) < ca, then using the other bound of (6.21) (or (6.22) if
CtVaM/) < 4s)' We haVe

'Em ifJ) >mm{\MA,EMA}{l-ca). (6.25)

With (6.24) and (6.25) we can deploy the following strategy for bounding spectral gap:

Em > min j min {£M(/, /): ctVarn(/) > ca } ,

mjn{Em(/,/') : ctVarn(/) < ca} j. (6.26)
Observe that both bounds (6.24) and (6.25) only depend on ca, which is independent
of /, so that a minimization over / is no longer necessary. Thus (6.24) to (6.26) imply:

Theorem 6.2.6 IfA, A is a partition of the state space O ofa finite, irreducible, aperi¬
odic and time-reversible Markov chain M with stationary distribution n such that there
exists an a-n-approximation, then for any constant ca 6 (^g, l) the spectral gap of
M can be boundedfrom below as

Em > min j ^ ~Ca) ' (1 -ca) | •
(6.27)

Remark: In general we cannot expect Theorem 6.2.6 to yield tight bounds on the spec¬

tral gap. To see this recall equations (6.7) and (6.8): for any bipartition into sets A, A
the spectral gap is

Xm = /*£?]R ^ ^ + ^ ^ + I Var7t W = 1} •

In most cases we can therefore expect that the optimal bound on the spectral gap Xm
of the original chain is a combination of the spectral gaps of the restriction chains
and a quantity reflecting the probabilistic flow between the two sets of the bipartition.
Compare this to Theorem 6.2.6: roughly speaking, Theorem 6.2.6 bounds the spectral

gap by the minimum of either — , which in essence

depends on the probabilistic flow between the sets of the bipartition, or the minimum
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of the spectral gaps of the restriction chains. Consequently, Theorem 6.2.6 will always

yield a sub-optimal result. Note that the best case for Theorem 6.2.6 is when all three

quantities Xma, Xma and the probabilistic flow are of similar order. The worst case
is when one of of the three quantities contributes dominantly to Xm because then we

bound Xm by the smallest of the three.
However, note that the quantities used in Theorem 6.2.6 are all easy to compute.

Thus the emphasis of this new decomposition method is less on obtaining good bounds
but on easiness to apply.

In this section we will use Theorem 6.2.6 to bound the spectral gap of a random pro¬

cess for the Ising model on a finite, complete d-ary tree, i.e. a rooted tree where every

node other than a leaf has exactly d children and where every leaf is at the same dis¬
tance from the root. This Markov chain has been studied before by Kenyon, Mossel
and Peres [70], who showed that it is rapidly mixing; superficially, our analysis looks
similar to theirs.

Assume that the nodes and leaves of the tree are denoted by S and constitute the
sites of an Ising model. The Ising model originated in physics with the purpose to

model ferromagnetism. In its most general form the Ising model is defined as follows:

Suppose we are given a finite graph G=(V,E) with vertices {vj,..., v„} and edges E.
The vertices are usually referred to as sites and we assign each site a spin, —1 or 1.
The upshot of such an assignment is a configuration, a vector x = (xVl,.. .,xVn) £ Q,—
{ —1,1}'V'. Two configurations x and y are adjacent if they differ at exactly one site,
i.e. xVj = 1 and yVj = — 1 (or vice versa) for one site j £ {1,..., n} while xVj = yVi for
the remaining sites i f j, i= Each configuration is given a probability

where the sum is over all pairs v, w of distinct neighbours in G, the relation ~ denotes

adjacency, (3 is a real constant (usually called inverse temperature) reflecting the sur¬

rounding temperature and Z is the appropriate normalizing function, generally known

6.3 Spectral gap of Ising model on d-ary trees
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as the partition function

Z = Yj exP S P 2 XvX"
xeQ. I

v~w

Note that in general the so-defined probability distribution on the set of configurations
is not uniform. In most applications of the Ising model the goal is to sample configu¬
rations from a given probability distribution.

As said before, we will consider the Ising model on a finite, complete d-ary tree

with sites S. Let rs be the root of the tree of height h. In the spirit of MCMC-algorithms
we will use a Markov chain Mq_s = (cIsiPmq^J with stationary distribution timqs for
sampling. The state space £ls is defined as

Qs = {+l,-l}|s|.
Under the simplifying condition that (3 = 1, for x E Q,s its probability in equilibrium is
defined as

^mQs(X)=—n
v,WGSj
v~h>

v^w

where ZmQs is the partition function on Q,s- We devise the chain Mqs to be a single-site-
update chain, i.e. to make transitions according to the following rule: choose one site

uniformly at random, then change the spin at that site1. More formally, the transition

probabilities for adjacent x, y E &s are given by

pMas(*,y) = j^HQs(x,y),
where Hqs is a heat-bath kernel such that for vG5

/v2?=lN(v)
Si,;

KMQs{y)Has(x,y)
^i=\hi(v)+e Si=lTi(v)

^Mqs (U=+ 1 ) + ttMQs {Xv=— 1)

~\~e

yvSf=+1\i.(v)
fLi VJ+c i=l hid)

ifvisroot

ifvisnode
■he

e'vA(v) f ■ l ff—-ttt, ltvisleat.
e*y{v)+e Mv) '

Here, xv=CT for a € {+1,-1} expresses a state that is like state x only has spin a at
site v and Xyjv\ denotes the spin of the z'-th neighbour of site v in state x (if v has only

Such local Markov chains on spin systems are also called Glauber dynamics.
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one neighbour, then we drop the index i). It is clear that with these definitions Mqs is
finite, irreducible, aperiodic and time-reversible.

Our strategy to bound the spectral gap of Mqs is best described by figure 6.1.

+1/-1

decomposition

a)

recursion

product chain

d) c)

Figure 6.1: strategy for bounding spectral gap of M^s (depicted for d = 2)

Suppose that a) depicts the Ising model Mq,s on a tree of height h with root r.

To invoke the decomposition theorem (Theorem 6.2.6), we partition the state space

of Mqs into two sets of equal size: the set £25+i containing all states where the spin at
the root r is +1 and the other, £25-i, states where the spin of r is — 1. This gives rise
to two restriction chains Mqs+1 and ^£2S_, (depicted by b)). We then compare ^o.s+l
and to an Ising model on two trees of height h— 1 as depicted by c). It turns out

that this Ising model is the product of two Ising models on trees of height h— 1, which
takes us to d). Since d) is an Ising model on a tree of height h — 1, we can re-use the
same chain of steps to recursively compute a lower bound for Mqs.

We will now implement the above strategy in detail. To use Theorem 6.2.6 we first
have to specify a bipartition. Split Qs into

={refls \xrs = +1} and Q$-i = {.x e | xrs = — 1}.

Next, we have to find a suitable constant ca.
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6.3.1 Finding ca

We set off by checking if there exists an a-7t-approximation. To determine TtMQs (^5+1)
and 7tMas observe the following. If x G then let—x be the state obtained
by inverting all spins of x. Clearly, if x G £2s+i, then —x G and vice versa.

Furthermore, it is easily verified that 7tMa (x) = nMQs (~x)- Thus, timqs (^v+i) =

tiMqs (^5-1) = As regards PmQs (T2iS+i , £25-i), notice that structurally Mqs resem¬
bles the random walk on an |S|-dimensional hypercube. This means every element of

Os+i has exactly one neighbour in £25-i:

PMQs (^5+15 ) = S {x)Pmqs (x,y) — ^ hmqs (x)Pmqs (x,x ),
y€Qs~1

where x7 is the sole neighbour of x in Q5-1. Now observe that for x G ^5+1 the n-

approximation can be bounded as follows:

- . . 1 PM^i*,**)
Mq (X) ~ / 1D / / \ (•*•)5 2 luesis+inMns(u)PMas{Uiu) s

£ Hgs(x,xf) / \

22»60J+1lWns(«)HQs(»,"')
ed+\

1 g—/ e iUTlifrT1 _ (\
- jZ C—,-wtn *"%(*)

2jueo.s+1 ™Mqs\u) ed+i±e-(d+i)
= e1{-d+^nMa fx).

The very same calculation holds for y G ^5-1 and hence a = e 2(rf+1). The crucial
constant ca lies in ^ -2(rf+l) +8'

6.3.2 Bounding ^q^w'^o \ - ca]nMns{Qs+i)nMns\Qs-1) V V J
Once a value for ca has been chosen, we have to bound PmQs (^5+1, As observed
above,

PmQs (&s+1> Qs~0 = S nMas (x)pMns
xS£2s+I
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where x! is the sole neighbour of x in £25-i. By definition of PmQs(x,x!) this equals

X "Mil.'-1)

which is greater than

1

\S\ed+i+e-(d+l)x^ nM°sW-
Since Zxeo^j nMQs (*) = 1/2, we have

pMa (i2s+i,Qs-i) 2 <?"(rf+1)A >

(^s+O^Mnj (^5-1) |S| erf+1+e (J+1)

6.3.3 Bounding min ,^rl} (1 - c«)
Now let us turn to bounding min |Xmq +1, l } (1 — ca). As ca is already known,
it remains to compute the spectral gaps of Mqs+1 and M&s_,. We will do this using
the comparison and product chain techniques of Diaconis and Saloff-Coste [30], Their

comparison lemma is as follows:

Lemma 6.3.1 [[30], Lemma 3.3] Let M — {L1}P) and M' — (£2,P/) be two Markov
chains on the same finite state space with stationary distributions n and n' respectively.
Assume that there exist A, a > 0 such that

£m'(/,/)< A(/,/), an < n'.

Then

a

Before we can formulate the other result, which is their so-called product chain lemma,
we have to define product chains.

Definition 6.3.2 For i = 1let Mi = (£2/,.P/) be a finite Markov chain with sta¬

tionary distribution 71/. The product chain M = (£2. P) of the Mi has state space £2 =
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Ul i £2/ rind transition kernel

P{x,y) = — ^8(xi,yi) • • •8(xi_i,yi_i)
n f,

1 ^
(6.28)

x P(xt,yi) x 8(xi+i,yi+i) ■ ■ -8(xd,yd),

where x = (x;)'j, y = (>»,•)" and 8 is Kronecker delta, i.e. 8 (x,y) = 1 if x = y and 0
otherwise. Obserx'e that M has stationary distribution

Informally, a product chain is a Markov chain that makes transitions by first choosing
a coordinate and then making a step in that coordinate.

Lemma 6.3.3 [[30], Lemma 3.2] Let Mi = i= 1 yimYe Markov
chains with spectral gaps /W(. 77?en t/ie product chain M = (£2. P) as defined in Defi¬
nition 6.3.2 satisfies

First, we use Lemma 6.3.1 to lower bound the spectral gaps of the restriction
chains Mq,$+1 and Mq.s_x by comparing them to the spectral gap of the yet to be de¬
fined chain (this corresponds to the step from b) to c) in figure 6.1). We will
then show that is a product chain in the sense of Lemma 6.3.3, in fact we

will show that it consists of d copies of the same chain (this is step c) to d) in figure
6.1). The spectral gap of each one of the d copies can be bounded using a recursive
argument (step d) to a) in figure 6.1). Perhaps, we should pause here to comment on

the notation used: Mqs+1 is the chain on £2y+i, the configurations where the spin on
the root of S is +1 (and similarly for Marl); the chain } will be, as the nota¬
tion suggests, defined on configurations where the site rs, the root of S, is no longer
available.

First, take a closer look at the restriction chains Mqs+1 = ^£2$+i, Pmq +[ j and
5 Pmq j ) • The stationary distributions are given by

n

7t(x) = J^7t;-(x;-). (6.29)

XM = -min {AmJ.

Umqs+ i (x) nMns (&5+1) £ eE'=ixy.(rs) n 'S+ v,w6S\{r5}
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and

II v~w,v#,v S*=,JCw('s)
TtM,d w - 7 • * 6 as.,

s 1 7iMr, (£2c-l) T-r gXyXwg ^i=\Xyj(rs)
(*) =

2xG£2c-1 IT V~w,v#ws * v,«'es\{rs}

where Xy.(rs) denotes the spin of the z'-th neighbour of rs. Before we define the transition
probabilities Pmq +1 and Pmq i , let us examine the possible scenarios. Assume that the
current configuration isx 6 £2$+i. Since the Markov chain is a single-site-update chain,
a transition to a successor configuration y (which is either an adjacent configuration or,

in case of a self-loop, the same configuration) is made as follows:

1. choose a site v G S u.a.r.

2. update the spin at v (if this is possible at all) according to heat-bath.

There are three possible outcomes to the first step: site v is the root rs, site v is one of
the d neighbours of the root or v is none of the aforementioned. If v is the root, then
we do not change the configuration because changing the spin at the root would take
us out of the state space £25+i. If v is a neighbour of the root rs, then the heat-bath
transition from x to y is

^(l+Ei^tv))
e (1+£f= i -*y,(v)) -j_ e~ (1+Xf= i A,-("))

because the spin at the root is fixed to +1. If the first two cases do not apply, then the
heat-bath kernel on Qs+i is the same as the heat-bath kernel on £2$. Summing up we

have: Ifx is the current configuration with successor configuration y, then the transition

probabilities of Mqs+1 are

pMns+l(x,y)

and

Pmq , (*,y) = <

|S|'

J /v(1+^=1Jfi(v))
^e(1+2f=lw+r(1+x'=lw'

\fP\Hns(x,y)i

1

IS}'
j /v(-1+^ll-ty,(v))
PTe(-i+iti^(v))+e-(-i+sf=i^(v))

ifv = rs

ifv € {Yi(rs),...,Yd(rs)}

else

ifv = rs

ifv G {Yi (rs),...,yd(rs)}

else
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for Mqs_,.
The Markov chain ^ is defined as

QS\M = {+l,-l}|JUrs)l = { + 1,-1}|S|-',

pMQni Ax,y) = lcx r ,y)-
l

Mirs}*""-- |S\TrS}|J
Note that is isomorphic to each of £2s+i and Q,s-i. The stationary distribution
of the chain for* £ Q.s\^rsy is

n pXvXwV~W, V=£W c
/ \

_ v,wg5\{riS}
MS1S\{rs^ > - ^as,(,nv~,^ ***"'\i S-f v,w€5\{r^}

Now note that for xQj+1 eOyfi.-XQ^, £ &s-i andxq5V{^} £ &s\{rs}

"Mv. (^«) 5 (^w) (630)
) -e2dnM"s\lrs] (a'j,\!'si) (6-31)

Furthermore, we can show

Proposition 6.3.4

and

Proof. We only give a proof for the first inequality as the proof for the second is
almost the same. Since £2s\{r5} is isomorphic to Q5+1, it suffices to show that for all
x y £ Qs\{rs} ar)d x1 / £ Q5+1, where V,/ are the images ofx, y under the "natural"
isomorphism from £2s\{r5} to £25+i,

7lM«s\{rs} (x)PMns\{rs] ^A7lM^s+l (x')PMns+l (x'^') ■

Notice that if v g {r5,yi (rs),.. .,Y</ (rs)}.then

Pmqs+1 (x'^y')= ^|s| jPa/"S\{,5} '
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For v e {Y1 (rs), ■ - -, Yrf (rs)}

pMo^ (A/)^+1 ' |5|e.g(2:f=1^Yi(v))+g-i.e-(if=i^Y,(v))
>

1 e~l

|5| e g(£f=i-*Yl-(v)) _)_ e (2f=i-*Y((v))
|S\WL-2

e pMQn!rX{x,y)-

Observe that

nMci^, (*')

|S|

/'=> AiFs) n v~w,v^
v,w€S\{rs}

S+I
Y j rv ^=0'Yi(r5) n ^e v y 11 v~w,v?w ei-.l " 11 v~n,v^nS+ v,w€S\{rs}

> e 2dTiMsini , (*).

Thus,

AFs}

«<*■

□

Thus, combining (6.30), (6.31), Proposition 6.3.4 and the comparison
lemma (Lemma 6.3.1) we have

J£L
~

i^\{rs}|
Next, we will show that } is a product chain in the sense of Definition 6.3.2.
The tree S with root rs has d immediate subtrees with roots rc ,..., r$_ , i.e. the dC1 cd

trees "hanging" from rs. Defining Ising models on each of those subtrees gives rise to
d identical Markov chains MqSc^,..., Mqs^ . As the chains are identical, we can drop

XMnS\{rS] ~ isv'ilai^ mm {XMQS+1 'XyW05-l }'

the subscripts and focus on one chain, namely MqSc = yQsc,pmas J- Note that Mq,Sc
is a smaller copy of Mqs, i.e. an Ising model on a complete d-ary tree of height h — 1.
Thus, the chain MqSc = (q.sc,PmQs ) has state space

Q5c = {+1,_1}N,
where Sc denotes the nodes and leaves of the subtree and transition probabilities

pmq, (x,y) = -—Hns(x,y).Sc Pel
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It is easily verifiable that the chain is time-reversible with stationary distribution

nMas w=^— n
v~W

gXvXw
Of V7C w

v,WG5c

where

z«%t i n
v-r C V~W

V^W
v,we5c

Now, observe that £2s\{rs} = llf=i &scthe Cartesian product of the Qsq > and
1 d

pMnS\{rs} (-*»y) = ^£8(xi,yi)-- -8(x/_i, y,-i)
x Pa^Cxi.y,-) x 8(*i+i,yi+i) • • -8(xd,;yd),

where x = (x,-) f, y = (y;)f and 8 is Kronecker delta. Furthermore,

***„, = i nU V^O , r V~W•*e"s\{rs} 1,^
v,weS\{rs}

= 5^0 eXlvX,w x • • • x ]^[ eXdvXdw
(x\,...yXd)eY]^=i ^sc. v^w

V, we5c | V,we5c^
= ^ JQ x • • • x ^ ]^[ eXdvXdw

*1 e^sc, *ie%C(i gS
v,we5Cj v,w€5c^

=

7=1 1

Therefore

7t^%\{rs} W ~ (x/)
and M^{^} = fl/Li Mq,Sc. as required for Lemma 6.3.3 and hence

XMnS\{rS] - dXMnSc'
Fact 6.3.5 Summing up we have

min {Am0s+1 , } (1 - ca)
- (1~ca) (c°mparison)

|S\fo}| 1 1, 11 . 7 ■ \
=

jjjj ^4^2 ~d XMnSc (1 ~ c«) • [product chain)
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Note that at this point we have reached a recursion because we can re-use Theo¬
rem 6.2.6 to lower bound . The upshot of all the calculations above is:Sc

Proposition 6.3.6 If T is a finite, complete k-ary tree with root rj and Mq_t =

&t,PmqtJ is a time-reversible Markov chain on state space

Qr = {-l, + l}m (6.32)

with transition probabilities

yv(sf= i^(v))
if v — rT

PMnT(x,y) = <

|r|efei-y,(v))+e-fei^,(v))
_L if v is node (6.33)m M+U i _M+I r Y' y v " nuae1 ' e(£i= 1 ■*Yi(v)J_|_c lSi=l *Vj(v)J

1 Vv ^y(V) .iTr-rr:—=T7~r, if v /<?a/|r| e6r(v)+g yM ' ^ J

for adjacent x, y and stationary distribution

timQt (x) = ry1— II ^ where ZMqt = E El ***" (6.34)
v~w xeT v~w1 V^w ^ v^w

v,w£T v,weT

and MqT( — (q.tciPmsit ) is a Markov chain identical to Mq,t only on an "immediate"
subtree ofT (i.e. where every occurrence ofT in (6.32) to (6.34) is replaced with Tc),
then

( 2 £-(*+!) ( [2 N 2
> minlme(t+1) + e-(t+,) 1^'2VS^'~C°

|r\{T}| 1
|r| ke*k+2

where a = g_2(A:+1) and ca E (yyg, l)-

^MqTc (l-ca) J,

This pretty much wraps up our calculation for bounding )^mQs because by Theo¬
rem 6.2.6, the calculations in sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2

Xmc > min
2 *"(<*+') {^/c^-2^yJ\-C^j ,Mas - \|S|e(<M-i) +*-(<*+0

min Ml } (1 - ca) j, (6.35)
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where a — e 2(rf+1' and ca G !)• By fact 6.3.5 we have

f 2 e~(d+l) ( [2 V
^mQs > mm (]5j e(d+i) + e-(d+1) ~ 2 V a V 1 ~ CaJ '

\s\irs}\ 1 ,

|5| de4d+2^MoSc t1 ca)j- (6.36)
Observe that (6.35) - (6.36) corresponds to one application of Proposition 6.3.6. An¬
other application of Proposition 6.3.6 gives bounds on Xmo and using |S\{rs}| =5c

d\Sc\ we obtain

f 2 e~(d+V ( [2 \2
hMas > mm {]5f e{d+1) + e-(d+1) ~2]/ a^l~ CaJ '

(^-VI^)2 (?^) ■
MMlij /TifAT

|S| d I «•« 12 J J '
Notice that at this point that we are effectively bounding the spectral gaps of the

chain by recursion. Each level of the recursion is a sequence of Theorem 6.2.6, Markov
chain comparison (Lemma 6.3.1) and product chain lemma (Lemma 6.3.3), i.e. one

application of Proposition 6.3.6. The recursion comes to a halt when the restriction
chains are defined on a tree of height 0, i.e. a tree consisting of a single vertex (namely
the root) only. Note that a complete d-ary tree of height h has vertices. Thus
the tree on S has height hs = logd ^|5|V""^i;"ri j. Therefore, when the recursion stops
A,mq$ is bounded by the minimum of

(«7)

for k = 0... hs — 1 and

j^„n, (f=|2)'\ (6.38)
Let Mat = (Qi,PMqJ with

={+1,-1},
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(*•>) =

and stationary distribution
e*

nM®i = e + '

Using Var^ (/) = 1, it is easily verified that Xmqx = 1. Thus (6.38) equals
_i_ ^|.s|(^-i)+i^ SrfC4^+2) ^ jyjote (6 37) is greater than

|S| gU+b + g-U+t)f e-W+D (^ V a ') ( ,-4<'+2 J
2

1 / __ /2 r. \ 1
2

Choose ca = 5 (1 + sfg) = ie~-2{d+l)~+8 'then (6"39) equals

e-2{3d+2)
|s| V d )

= e2^+i) (v/e-(2j+i)+16_ ^)2_L ^K''-0+
Since (6.40) is larger than (6.38) (for our choice of ca), we obtain

( e—2(3d+2) \
J_ /|5|(J-1) + 1\' grfV^-2'rf+1)+i6j

i J ■ (6'41)
For bounding the mixing time of Mqs it is furthermore necessary to find a lower bound
for mi%eQ5 {71qs(jc)}. Since S is a tree, there are exactly |S| — 1 edges. Hence

pj > e-|s| and Zm< 2^e^. (6.42)
v,W€5
v~w

v^w
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Theorem 6.3.7 The mixing time of the single-site-update Markov chain Mqs on the
finite, complete cl-ary tree S is

x(l/e) e O (|S|2+ra(6rf+4+lnl8)'
Proof By (6.41)

X,
|S|(d- 1) + 1\

d

|S|(d- i)+n
d )

|S|(d- i)+i\
d )

|S|(rf- i)+n
d

|5|(d- i)+isr

< |5|

= |S|

< \S\

= |5|

< |5| ^ d )
11+(6d+4) logrf e+logd 18

e~2(3d+2)"l0grf( 2f-2(rf+l) + 16

\s\

IS |1+EZ (6c?+4+ln 18)

l+(6^+4)]^ + W?

and by (6.42)
1

In —— < |S| In (2e ) for all x G £2.
n(x) v '

Plugging the above into Lemma 2.3.2 yields

T(l/<?) < C • |5|2+E3(6d+4+lnl8)
for large |S|, where c is a constant independent of the Markov chain. □

As discussed earlier, we do not expect this bound on the mixing time to be close
to the truth. In fact, recent results show that our bound is far off: Berger, Kenyon,
Mossel and Peres [13] give a bound of x(l/e) € 6>(|S|) for Glauber dynamics for the
Ising model on d-ary graphs in the high temperature region2 with no boundary condi¬
tions3. Martinelli, Sinclair and Weitz [88] have shown that the log-Sobolev constant of

2The high temperature region contains (3=1.
2 A boundary condition is a condition imposed on the spins of the sites on the boundary, e.g. +-

boundary condition means that the spin of all sites on the boundary is +.
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Glauber dynamics for the Ising model on d-ary trees with (+)-boundary condition4 is
£2 (n-1) at all temperatures, which bounds the mixing time by O(nlnn) at all temper¬
atures5.

4(+)-boundary condition means that the spin on the leaves of the tree is +.
5In a subsequent paper [87] the authors succeed in extending their result to other models of spin

systems.



 



Chapter 7

Conclusion

The aim of the research described in this thesis is twofold. First, to apply recent tech¬

niques for bounding the mixing time to already solved problems and to examine if or

how much gain can be achieved by using these newer techniques. The second goal is
to find new techniques for bounding mixing time. With regard to the former: the tech¬

niques we look at are path coupling (by Bubley and Dyer [18]), average conductance
(due to Kannan and Lovasz [68]) and log-Sobolev constants (which were originally
introduced in an entirely different context by Gross [45]). As regards the latter goal: a

new decomposition technique (decomposition in the context of bounding mixing time
was trail-blazed by Madras and Randall [85]) is discussed in chapter 6.

In chapter 3 we apply path coupling to analyse the mixing time of a Markov chain
for generating random lozenge tilings. The Markov chain under consideration — al¬

ready proved to be rapidly mixing by Luby et al. [84] — moves from one tiling to

another by so-called tower-rotations (for details refer to the original paper or section

3.2.2). There is another Markov chain for generating lozenge tilings: the so-called
"natural" Markov chain for generating lozenge tilings, which moves from tiling to

tiling by rotating a hexagonal cluster of three lozenges at a time1. Our original goal
was to show rapid mixing for the "natural" Markov chain using path-coupling. Recall
the path-coupling theorem (Theorem 3.1.1): to apply path-coupling, it is imperative to

'it is "natural" in the sense that the operation is simple and achieves the minimum, in terms of
numbers of lozenges that have to be changed to obtain a new lozenge tiling. In terms of "tower rotations"
this corresponds to flipping a tower of height 1.
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find a metric 5 on Q x £2 and a neighbourhood relation A C Q, x Q such that (using the
notation of Theorem 3.1.1) for all (X,F) £ A

E[5(X',y') I (X,F)] < 8(X,y).

However, all attempts to find such a metric and neighbourhood proved to be fruitless.
It may well be the case that we merely have not been able to find the right choice
of metric and neighbourhood. On the other hand, path-coupling is another example
of using local information to make a global statement. We believe that our failure to

exhibit the existence of an appropriate metric and neighbourhood indicates that lozenge

tilings are fundamentally non-local, i.e. small local changes like the rotation of a three-
cluster of lozenges have far reaching effects, and can therefore not be described by
local information alone2. Nonetheless, as a "by-product" we obtain a proof of rapid

mixing of the tower-rotation chain with a marginally better mixing time than Luby et

al. (which is due to the fact that our analysis considers tilings on hexagonal regions
whereas theirs is not restricted to hexagonal regions only) and our proof is simpler
and more rigorous by comparison. As stated before, Luby et al. in later (unpublished)
work improved their mixing time bound to O (n3 5). The state of the art for the tower-
rotation chain is Wilson's 0{n2\r\n) in [117].

In chapter 4 we apply average conductance to bound the mixing time of the

bases-exchange walk on balanced matroids. Feder and Mihail showed in [41] that
the bases-exchange walk on balanced matroids is rapidly mixing. Assuming that the
matroid has rank n and is defined on a ground set of size m, they give in fact two

bounds: a first bound x(l/e) G 0(n3m2\nm) obtained by using (classical) conduc¬
tance and an improved bound i(\/e) G O (n3mlnm) via canonical paths. The bound
we obtain by using average conductance: x(l/e) G 0(n2m2) beats Feder and Mi-
hail's by Cl(n) (which seems to be the typical gain of average conductance over

classical conductance3). Using a recent result by Houdre [55], which allows us to

lower bound the log-Sobolev constant (see Definition 5.1.1) by the conductance func¬
tion (cf. Definition 4.1.1), we succeed in decreasing the upper bound on mixing time
to i{\/e) G O [mL5n2 (\r\n + \n\rim)). Note that our improved bound is better than

2Corroborated by personal communication with David Wilson.
^Personal communication with Mark Jerrum and Ravi Montenegro.
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Feder and Mihail's canonical-paths bound as long as n\nm 6 £2(\/m\nn). This holds
for example when m £ O (n2), which, as discussed at the end of section 4.4, is true for
simple regular matroids. Feder and Mihail furthermore introduced a modified bases-
exchange walk (a random walk on matroid bases and so-called near-bases). At the
end of a very terse analysis they bound the number of steps needed until the modified
walk is in \/e distance to stationarity by O (n4lnm). Note that this bound is bounding
the number of steps only. The cost of actually implementing the modified walk is not

stated exactly by the authors, but they believe it to be high; some4 believe the cost of
a single step of the modified walk alone costs 0(n). We have not studied the average

conductance of the modified walk or the modified walk as such for that matter.

As our final bound on the mixing time of the bases-exchange walk (Theorem 4.4.9)
shows log-Sobolev constants can yield better bounds on mixing time than conductance.
This, of course, is a consequence of Lemma 5.1.2, which was established by Diaconis
and Saloff-Coste [30]5, and Theorem 2.3.7; a brief discussion of Lemma 5.1.2 is given
on page 75. Chapter 5 is a natural continuation of chapter 4, because log-Sobolev
constants are the next step up6 from conductance as far as mixing-time techniques are

concerned. Furthermore, since we "only" used an estimate of the log-Sobolev constant

in Theorem 4.4.9, further motivation was to find out how accurate the estimation had

been. We abstract away from bases-exchange walks on balanced matroids and bound
instead the log-Sobolev constant of n-recursive Markov chains7. Before calculating
bounds for the log-Sobolev constant, we calculate lower bounds for the spectral gap.

This is motivated by the fact that spectral gap is conceptually and computationally sim¬

pler than log-Sobolev constants. But moreover, owing to Rothaus [105], it is known
that a < A/2; hence, a bound on the spectral gap can be used as a benchmark for a

bound on the log-Sobolev constant. Similarly to chapter 4, we exploit the inductive
nature of the structure we are dealing with8 to obtain lower bounds on the spectral

4Communicated by Martin Dyer.
5For random walks on finite graphs the bound has been slightly improved to x (1 je) < log4'°g", where

a is log-Sobolev const., by Chung [27].
6Strictly speaking, bounding the spectral gap is the immediate next step up from conductance, but

we do just that before giving bounds for the log-Sobolev constant.
7Although so far, the only known example for a 7t-recursive Markov chain is the bases-exchange

walk on balanced matroids.
8Recall that 7i-recursive Markov chains are an abstraction of the bases-exchange walk on balanced
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gap X. As it turns out, the very same approach can then be used for bounding the log-
Sobolev constant a. For general 7i-recursive Markov chains our bound on the spectral

gap is A, > 2mir\{Xy\&E{P(x,y) \ P(x,y) > 0}, if P(-,-) is the transition kernel and E
the underlying graph9 of the chain, and a > ^min{Xj}e£ {■P(x,y) | P{x,y) > 0} for
the log-Sobolev constant10. According to Rothaus's result [105] our bound on a is not

tight w.r.t. X, nonetheless it is of the same order (which is still good enough to yield
better bounds on the mixing time than spectral gap). For the bases-exchange walk on

a balanced matroid of rank n on a ground set of size m the bounds on the spectral
gap and the log-Sobolev constant are X > and a > respectively. The result¬

ing bound on the mixing time, x(l/e) £ <9(mn(logn + loglogm)), is as far as we are

aware the best bound for this kind of Markov chain to date; it is a substantial improve¬
ment onx(l/e) £ O yn3/2n2 (logn + loglog/n)^ (Theorem 4.4.9). Unfortunately, the
methods we used in chapter 5 for bounding the spectral gap and log-Sobolev constant
do not seem to carry over to general matroids (in the sense that the resulting bounds on

the mixing time are polynomial). Although it is believed (see e.g. [92] and [93]) that
the bases-exchange walk on general matroids is rapidly mixing, the jury is still out.

The bounds on spectral gap and log-Sobolev constant we obtained in chapter 5
were computed using a decompositional approach: in our case the computation of the
spectral gap/log-Sobolev constant was facilitated by decomposing the original Markov
chain into two smaller chains11. This idea is not new; in fact, as regards compu¬

tation of log-Sobolev constants decomposition of some sort is commonly used (see

e.g. Caputo & Martinelli [21], Cesi [22], Ledoux [77], Lu & Yau [83], Martinelli,
Sinclair & Weitz [88]). The use of decomposition for computing the spectral gap

of Markov chains first appeared in a paper by Madras and Randall [85]. Since our

decomposition technique (from chapter 5) differs noticeably from Madras and Ran¬
dall's, the research described in chapter 6 was begun with the goal to "bring the two

approaches under one umbrella", i.e. to find a "generic" decompositional approach
which, depending on some parameters of the Markov chain, would lead to a Madras-

matroids.

9See index-entry for a pointer to the definition.
10The peculiar form of our bounds on spectral gap and log-Sobolev constant is discussed after the

proof of Theorem 5.3.4.
"Decomposition is thus another instance of the divide and conquer principle.
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Randall-type decomposition, a decomposition as seen in chapter 5 or a kind of decom¬

position lying "in between". The result we state in chapter 6, Theorem 6.2.6, does
not achieve the target of the above brief12: Firstly, Theorem 6.2.6 only considers de¬

composition into two restriction chains. Secondly, it states that the spectral gap of a

Markov chain is lower bounded by either the minimum of the spectral gaps of the re¬

striction chains or the "probabilistic flow" between the two restriction chains. Hence
Theorem 6.2.6 lies somewhere in between the other two decomposition methods; al¬

though all in all it seems closer in character to the decomposition seen in chapter 5
than to Madras-Randall decomposition. Since the new decomposition method merely
bounds the spectral gap of the original chain by either the minimum of the spectral

gaps of the restriction chains or the probabilistic flow between the two chains, in gen¬

eral we do not expect it to yield tight bounds. Its advantage is its easiness to use.

We apply the new decomposition method to lower bound the spectral gap of Glauber
dynamics for the Ising model with inverse temperature P = 1 and no boundary con¬

ditions on finite, complete d-ary trees. The bound on the mixing time that we obtain
is t(\je) E O ^|S|2+ii^6c?+4+ln18^, where S is the vertex set of the tree. This is far
off fromBerger, Kenyon, Mossel andPeres's (optimal) x(l/e) E O (|S|) in [13] for the
temperature regime which contains P = 1. Recently, Martinelli, Sinclair and Weitz [88]
have shown that the log-Sobolev constant of Glauber dynamics for the Ising model on

d-ary trees with (+)-boundary condition13 is Q (n_1) at all temperatures, which trans¬
lates into a bound of O(nlnn) on mixing time at all temperatures14.

12However, in [62] the approach used in Theorem 6.2.6 was developed further to obtain a decompo¬
sition method which comes much closer to our original goal: The method accommodates partitioning
into more than two restriction chains and bounds the spectral gap in terms of the spectral gaps of the
projection-, restriction chains and an extra parameter. It yields bounds that are at least as good as the
bounds obtained by the other two decomposition methods and depending on the extra parameter its
bounds can be much better. Moreover, the method can be applied to obtain bounds on the log-Sobolev
constant.

13 (+)-boundary condition means that the spin on the leaves of the tree is +.
14In a subsequent paper [87] the authors succeed in extending their result to other models of spin

systems.



 



Appendix A

All problems in NP are self-reducible

Suppose that p is a problem in NP and Rp C 2* x 2* some relation (on some alphabet
2) perceived to be encoding p in a "natural" way, such that for (x,y) £ Rp the string
x encodes a problem instance and y its solution. Our concern is to show that if Rp
is not self-reducible, then we can re-formulate p to obtain a self-reducible relation

R'p C (2')* x (2')* (on some suitably chosen alphabet 2') that is closely related to Rp
in the sense that there exist an injection /p = ((x,y) i-»- (x',y')) : Rp —>• R'p such that
Rp (x,y) iff Rp fx'./) and a counterpart to /p, namely a relation (by abuse of notation)
fi'=R'p x Rp, which assigns to every pair (m, v) G Rp at least one pair (x,y) G Rp such
that R'p (u, v) iff Rp (x,y). In other words, although the re-formulation R'p of p might be
"richer" than Rp (in general |i?p | > |i?p |), it includes nothing entirely new; think of u as
either a reformulation of the problem instance x or a subproblem of x with associated
solution v. In the case that u is a reformulation (i.e. (u,v) = /p (x,y) for some x,y), v

will be a reformulation of y. In the case that u encodes a subproblem, v will encode
a partial solution to x. Significantly, the reformulation of problem instances is at most

polynomial in the length of the original formulation, i.e. |/p (x,y)| = O for a

suitably chosen constant E, > 1.
Before we can give a more formal formulation of what is stated above, we have

to slightly alter the definition of self-reducibility. Recall that the result of Jerrum et

al. [63] is still valid if (SRI) is replaced by the relaxation (SRI)'. Thus, we from
now on call a relation (polynomial time) self-reducible if (SRI)', (SR2) and (SR3) are

satisfied. We then have:

127
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Theorem A.0.8 Let p be a problem in NP and the polynomial-time decidable relation

Rp C Z* x Z* its encoding on some alphabet Z. There exists, on a suitably chosen
alphabet Z', a polynomial-time decidable and (polynomial-time) self-reducible encod¬

ing R'p C (Z') * x (Z' )* that allows a (polynomial time computable) injective function
fp = (C*,y) •-> V,S)) : such that (x,y) G Rp ifffp (x,y) = {x!,/) G R'p and a
(computable) inverse relation ff = R'p x Rp such that (u, v) G 7?p iff ffX (u, v) C 7?p>
where ffl (m,v) = j(.x,y) 6 Z* x Z* | ((«5v) , (*,y)) G /p_11. Furthermore, there ex¬
ists a constant \ > 1 such that |/p (x,y)| = 0 (jxl^) /or a/Z (*,y) G Rp.

Proof The idea is to use the computations of a Turing machine as an encoding for R'p.
This can be done as outlined below: Since p is in NP, Rp is decidable by a deterministic
polynomial-time Turing machine, say Trp . This machine accepts a pair (x,y) G Z* x Z*
iff (x,y) G Rp. Assume that Trp is a single-tape Turing machine defined by the sextuple
(S,Z, F,so,H,8), where S is a finite set denoting the states of Trp, Z the finite input
alphabet, T the finite tape alphabet (containing the special symbol b "blank". Note
that (Z U b) CP and T D S = 0), the initial state, PI C S the set of halting states and
5 :(S\H) x T —y S x r x the transition function (assume that S is given
explicitly as the relation (S\H) xT x S xT x A configuration of Trv is
the triple (s,ti,tr), where s is the current state, t\ G T* is the string of tape symbols to
the left of the tape-head (omitting leading blanks), tr G T* the string of tape symbols
to the right of the tape-head (omitting trailing blanks)1 and assume that the current

position of the tape-head is on the first symbol of tr. As Trp is a deterministic Turing
machine, there is a one-to-one correspondence between a pair (x,y) G Rp and accepting
computations of Trp (a computation is a sequence of configurations of Trp). We can
therefore use the computations of Trp to obtain the more expressive encoding R'p for p.
We could encode / as the sequence of configurations of Trp on input (x,y) such that
y' = co. • .cz_i, where c,- with |c,-| = k are configurations (assuming that the accepting
computation is of length z and configurations are of length k. Should the actual length
of a configuration be smaller than k, then pad tr out with blanks). However, with the

self-reducibility of R'p in mind (and bearing in mind that k is polynomial in the size

'Omitting leading and trailing blanks ensures that configurations will be of finite length if the input
and the computation itself are finite.
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of x) this might not be a suitable choice as we would have to make / truly long to

guarantee that k < log(l/l) (which is the upper bound for the function a as stated

by (SR2)) because if k > log(|/|), then the prefix of / of length g(/) being cut off
is not long enough to contain a configuration of Tr and this would leave us with a

suffix of y that begins somewhere in the middle of a configuration, which would make

interpreting this suffix rather difficult (as will hopefully become apparent upon further
reading). The way around this problem is motivated by the observation that as long
as we know the initial configuration co, the transition function 5 and the current state

together with the current symbol under the tape-head for each successor configuration
of the computation, it is easy to fully recover each configuration of the computation.
Hence, being given the initial configuration cq, 8 and a pair (j, a) £ S x T for each of the
z configurations of an accepting computation (where s and a are to be interpreted as just
discussed) is as good as being given the z configurations explicitly. We will therefore
encode / as a string in (S x T)* such that y' = (so,«o) • • • (^z— i, az-l) where s,- and a;,

for i = 0.. .z — 1, are the state and the symbol under the tape-head of configuration
Ci respectively. Observe that this encoding is substantially shorter than the first one

we considered, which used configurations: each string of the form (s,a) has constant2
length, say the constant is p, while a configuration has length polynomial in the size of
the input x. Since it is possible to guarantee that p < log& (|/|) for a suitably chosen
basis b > 1 without making the length of / very long, we will avoid the problem
mentioned above.

It remains to define /. To this end let us define the function /p : Rp —» /?p. Given
(jc,y) £ Rp let fp (x,y) = (/,/), where / = {Trp,co) and / is as defined above. The
configuration co is the initial configuration of Trp on input (x,y), i.e. co = {so, e, (x,y)),
where 8 denotes the empty string. Recall that 7>p is a polynomial-time Turing ma¬
chine (let us assume its running-time is bounded by some polynomial of degree E, > 1).
Hence, /p is polynomial-time computable in |x| and the length of (/,/) polynomial
in |jc| (the length of the description of Trp does not depend on the length of the input x

2The length of (s,a) is bounded by a constant independent of the length of the input (x,y) £ Rp
because the finite state set S and the finite tape alphabet T are independent of the input. Hence, |S| and
|r| are bounded by a constant independent of the size of the input, which implies that and |a|, for all
s £ S and a £ T, are bounded by a constant.
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and is hence a constant).
We will now define ^p. Let Z' = TUSU {e- , —>-}U{,}u{(}u{)}. The pair of

strings (m,v) £ (Z')* x (Z')* is in Ri iff u = (TRp,(s,ti,tr)) and v = (si,«i)... (s^,ar)
such that

1. s = 51 and a\ is the leftmost element of tr, i.e. the symbol under the tape-head in

configuration (s,ti,tr),

2. the configuration with current state S;+i and current symbol a(+i under the tape-
head is a valid successor configuration (w.r.t. Trp) of the configuration with cur¬
rent state si and current symbol a,- under the tape-head for i = 1... £ — 1 and
is an accepting state of Tr and

3. if starting from (s,ti,tr) the transition function 8 is applied reversely3, we will
after at most polynomially (in the length of the original problem instance x)

many reverse applications of 8 arrive at a string co = [Trp , (so, £, (jc,y))), where
(x,y) £RP.

Informally, the pairs (w, v) e R'p correspond to the end part of accepting configura¬
tions of Tr ; think of an accepting computation of Trp that was suspended and then is
later on resumed — u = (Tr ,c) indicates where the computation was interrupted and
v = vi... which steps still had to be executed when the computation was interrupted.
Condition 3. ensures that only strings u e (2')* that indeed correspond to configura¬
tions of an interrupted accepting computation are in R'p: if u = (Trp,c) corresponds
to an intermediate configuration of an accepting computation of Trp on some input
(jc, y) E Rp, then applying 8 backwards from configuration c will lead us back to the
pair (x,y) e Rp. To see that R'p is polynomial-time decidable in the size of the original
problem instance x we use a deterministic universal Turing machine, say TR . On input

((Trp,c) ,vi .. .v^) e Rp, the machine TR^ simulates Trp starting from configuration c
and accepts if the configuration with current state si+i and current symbol ai+i under
the tape-head is a valid successor configuration (w.r.t. Tr ) of the configuration with

3What is meant is that 8 be applied in the reverse direction. Since 5 is no bijection, it might well be
the case that there is more than one choice of predecessor, in which case the predecesor can be chosen
arbitrarily.
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current state Si and current symbol a,- under the tape-head for i = 1.. . C, — 1 and is
an accepting state of Trp. Since the simulation of a deterministic Turing machine on a
universal deterministic Turing machine can be done in polynomial time and Rp itself
is polynomial-time decidable, it is obvious that R'p too is polynomial-time decidable.
It furthermore is obvious that fp has the above stated properties. It is also clear that
the relation fp 1, which assigns to every pair («, v) E R'p the pairs (x,y) E Rp for which
the final part of the computation in Trp coincides with v, is computable though not
necessarily in polynomial time4.

It remains to show that R'p is (polynomial-time) self-reducible. First, let us con¬
sider the function a : (2')* -» N. As mentioned before, if the basis b of the logarithm

appearing in (SR2) is carefully chosen, then p < log^ \x!\ holds. Recall that all strings

(s,a) where s E S and a E T have length p. Let use therefore define a(jc/) = K • p

for all x! E (2')* ar>d some non-negative integer constant K. This choice of a guaran¬

tees that (SR2) is satisfied. Notice that ct is obviously polynomial-time computable
in the size of x!. Next let us construct the function \|j : (2')* x (2')* —» (2')*. Given
a pair ((Tr ,c), vi.. .v^) E Rp, simulate Trp for o((Trp,c)) + 1 steps to obtain the
successor configuration c))+1 of c and define \j/ ((7]?p,c) ,vi.. -vCT^r =

(trp,cg^Tr c^+1^. Declare \|/ on (m,v) ^ R'p as undefined. Then \\f satisfies
(SRI)' because, as we have already mentioned on page 128, we can assume that all

configurations have the same (polynomially bounded) length k and therefore |c| =

. Since the description of the Turing machine Trp is fixed (i.e. can be

v((%p,c),vi...v0(^)C)))| = |(7*p,c)| and condition
(SR3) is met, too. Lastly, observe that \(/ is polynomial-time computable because Trp
is polynomial-time, which concludes the proof. □

The reader might already have observed that for pairs (w, v) E R'p with u = (Trp , c)
encoding the problem instance and v encoding a solution the explicit statement of the
solution v is actually redundant. This is due to the property that a solution is already

incorporated in u albeit in an extremely implicit manner: the configuration c is an

a((r«P >c))+1
regarded as constant for p),

4This is because p is in NP. Since p is in NP, every pair (u, v) E R'p corresponds to an intermediate
configuration of (potentially) exponentially many initial configurations (x,y) £ Rp. As enumerating
exponentially many initial configurations is not possible in polynomial time, computing cannot be
done in polynomial time either.
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intermediate configuration of an accepting computation of the deterministic Turing
machine Trv and as such fully predetermines the successor configurations, i.e. the very

configurations that are encoded by v. The definition of R'p is as it is merely to make it
comply with the definition of self-reducibility.

The meaning of Theorem A.0.8 is that every problem in NP can be encoded in a

self-reducible way if the encoding is rich enough. This underlines the suspicion5 that

self-reducibility is less an intrinsic property of a problem but more one of an encoding.
To illustrate this point we will show that contingency tables can be encoded in a self-
reducible fashion. Let No denote the set of non-negative integers. Given two vectors

r = (n, • • •, rm) E (No)m and c — (ci,.. .,cn) E (No)", an m x n matrix [a;;j with non-

negative integer entries is a contingency table with row sums r and column sums c if

j aij = r,- for every row i and X/di aij — cj f°r every column j: In this formulation,
a problem instance is given by the two vectors r E (No)"', c E (No)" and a solution to
the problem of finding a contingency table is an m x n matrix with non-negative integer
entries and row and column sums r and c respectively. This encoding of the problem
is not self-reducible. Nonetheless, in the spirit of Theorem A.0.8, the problem can be

re-phrased to find a self-reducible encoding.

Proposition A.0.9 There exists a non-standard encoding of Contingency tables which
is (polynomial-time) self-reducible.

Proof. Before we can re-phrase the original problem, we need a couple of definitions.
Define (Nq)^ = ljf=1 (No)'. We say an interval [a,b\ is degenerate if a = b\ observe
that a degenerate interval can be regarded as a number. Let L = {(/i,..., /,„„)}, where
the /,•'s are non-negative integer intervals such that all degenerate intervals are on the
left and all non-degenerate intervals on the right, i.e. if /,• is a degenerate interval,
then all intervals to the left of /,• are degenerate and if it is non-degenerate, then all
intervals to its right are non-degenerate. Observe that an element of L corresponds to
an m x n matrix whose entries are non-negative integer intervals. Given two vectors

r E (No)"1, c E (No)" and a list I E L (where for some 0 < k < mn only the mn — k
leftmost entries are degenerate intervals), a partially-filled contingency table is a vector

5Perscsnal communication with Mark Jerrum.
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v = (vi,..vjt) € (No)^"1' such that v,- e Zm„_£+i-, for all 1 < i < k, and by abuse of
notation6 the non-negative integer vector t = (Zj,..lmn-k, vi,..., v*) (t = v in case

k = mil) encodes a contingency table (in the conventional sense) with row sums r and
column sums c. Notice that contingency tables and partially-filled contingency tables
are equivalent: if [a,y] is a contingency table with row and column sums (r,c), then
v = (an,...,ain,a2i,...,a2n, ••• • • 5amn) is 3 partially-filled contingency table
for (r,c,Z) where all entries in Z are the same interval, namely [0,X"=ir(] (observe
that for contingency tables £"=1 n = aij = Ey=i cj)• Conversely, if v = (vi,..., v*)
is a partially-filled contingency table for (r,c,Z), then t — (Zi,.. vi,..v*) is
as stated above a contingency table with row sums r and column sums c. Hence,
we can regard partially-filled contingency tables as a non-standard way of encoding

contingency tables.
It remains to show that partially-filled contingency tables are (polynomial-

time) self-reducible. Let v = (vi,...,v*) be a partially-filled contingency
table for (r,c,Z). Given a prefix (vi,.. .,vCT((rc>/p), where a((r,c,l)) <
log(|(r,c,Z)|), define \|/ ((r,c,Z), (vi,..vCT((;.CfZ)))) = (r,c,Z') where I' =

(Zi, ■. •, lmn—ki [vi, vj],..., , v<j((r,c,/))] 5 lmn—k+a((r,c,i))+i Imn)■ It is appar¬
ent that v is a partially-filled contingency table for (r,c,Z) iff (v0((riCj/))+i,.. .,v*) is a
partially-filled contingency table for \j/ ((r, c, Z), (vi,..., vCTar,c,n))) • Observe that if we
choose a suitable integer encoding, then |\|t ((r,c,Z), (vi,...,vCT((r)Cn))) | < |(r,c,Z)|.
We conclude the proof by noticing that \j/ and a are clearly polynomial-time

computable. □

6It is an abuse of notation because 11,..., lnm-k are degenerate non-negative integer intervals and not
non-negative integer values.
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